International Volunteer Workcamps - season 2008
Spain
	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIAN031	ENVI	20.07.2008	03.08.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVIAN031  Year: 2008 
	Name:  PARQUE CULTURAL CESNA 
	Location:  Fuente De Cesna 
	Address:  Public School ґSan Jerуnimoґ 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  20-07-2008  Final Date: 03-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Andalucнa. Province of Granada.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	Development of a Recreational Area beside Fuente de Enmedio.
	Preparation of Cesna square to stage public events.
	Development of a Recreational Area in Fuentes de los Caсos. 
	Publication of information and guides.
	Tree reforestation in rows along the Fuente de Enmedio-Fuente del 
	Caсo path.
	Development of PARQUE CESNA 2008 Tourism Fair.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Workshops: environment, talks on a path with the five senses, 
	esparto-making, cheeses, flamenco, posters and advertising, local 
	cuisine, cuisine from other cultures, environment-friendly 
	buildings, clean forms of energy, tourism and sustainable 
	development. 
	Outings and visits to environmental and cultural places of 
	interest in the park; routes: Tajos de Villavieja, Castillo de 
	Cesna, Algarinejo streams and springs. Visits to: Montefrнo 
	(Historical Town and Peсa de los Gitanos remains) Granada. 
	Games, films and music in the evenings.
	
	LOCATION.- We are located in the village of Fuentes de Cesna, 15 
	Km. de Algarinejo, and about 85 km from Granada. The landscape in 
	this zone is quite unique because it has interesting natural 
	features and a cultural heritage of great scientific interest. 
	The fieldwork is carried out in wonderful landscapes, in 
	mid-mountainous areas with plentiful water in and around the 
	immense Iznбjar reservoir. Our fieldwork forms part of the Parque 
	Cultural Sajna project which aims to recover, investigate and 
	increase the value of the cultural and environmental resources 
	using a sustainable development perspective.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Public School ґSan Jerуnimoґ - San Juan 
	street, s/n - Fuentes de Cesna. Algarinejo (Granada).
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By road: Bus from Granada, Mбlaga or 
	Sevilla (Alsina Graells Bus Company) to Loja.
	By train to Loja (Granada-Bobadilla line. Sevilla-Almeria 
	Regional Express Train).
	
	MEETING POINT.- Participants must be the first day at “La 
	Alcazaba” bus stop in Loja at 12.00-13.00. They will be taken to 
	Fuentes de Cesna by coach.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, roll-up mat, working clothes and 
	shoes (walking boots) and trainers, water bottle, rucksack, 
	toilet bag (including towel), sun protection (cap, hat, cream, 
	etc.) swimsuit/trunks, beach sandals, international sanitary card 
	for the EU volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Direcciуn Provincial del Instituto Andaluz 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	de la Juventud (Granada) - Tel. 958 025880 / 025853.
	E-mail: campostrabajo.iaj@juntadeandalucia.es
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIAN091	RENO	14.07.2008	28.07.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVIAN091  Year: 2008 
	Name:  MONTORO 
	Location:  Montoro 
	Address:  State School ґSanto Tomбs de Aquinoґ 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  14-07-2008  Final Date: 28-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Andalucнa. Province of Cуrdoba.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	To restore, renovate and enhance the value of the “Covachas 
	Funerarias de Montoso” (Montoso Necropolis Caves) the following 
	work will be done: 
	Clearing of surface vegetation and removal of modern debris 
	covering the caves.
	Removal of surface sediments covering the caves, in order to make 
	a record and obtain maximum information.
	Preparation of interpretative proposals on the functionality, use 
	and reuse of these caves in the course of history. 
	Documentation, mapping and restoration of the caves’ value, in 
	order to open them up to visitors, with appropriate signposting.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Outings and visits: Sierra de Cardeсa-Montoro Natural Park, 
	Cordoba (Mosque-Cathedral, Old Jewish District, Madinat Al-Zahra, 
	etc.), guided tour of Montoro (historic quarters, craft makers’ 
	firms, etc.)
	Workshops: digital photography, sports. Urban and environmental 
	walks. 
	Social evenings. Meetings with local young people. Participation 
	in the Carmen and Santiago festive days. Roman festive days. 
	Swimming pool.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- In the State School ґSanto Tomбs de Aquinoґ - 
	Renepуn street, s/n - Montoro (Cуrdoba).
	
	LOCATION.- Montoro is located on a hill above the river 
	Guadalquivir, 41 Km from Cordoba, beside the Andalusia Highway. 
	Its strategic location favoured early human settlements back in 
	prehistoric times, and large villages had grown up by historic 
	times. This long history can be seen in Montoro and all along the 
	Upper Guadalquivir in the form of settlements, castles, palaces, 
	churches, convents, mansions, etc. Thus, because of its 
	extraordinary landscape and immeasurable historic-artistic 
	heritage, Montoro was declared a Historic-Artistic Site, being 
	the first town in Andalusia to obtain this distinction. 
	The historic-archaeological heritage that is to be worked on is a 
	set of small caves or artificial grottos dug out of a bank of 
	sedimentary rock at the end of the Bronze Age, making use of 
	natural escarpments. They were used as a necropolis in the Bronze 
	Age, and are found all along the Mediterranean. 
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Cуrdoba (RAFAEL RAMIREZ 
	Company).
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, insulation mat, work clothes, 
	work and sports shoes, swimwear, sun protectors for (hat, hat, 
	creams, etc.), flashlight, canteen, backpack, international 
	sanitary card for the EU volunteers. 
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.- Direcciуn Provincial del Instituto Andaluz de 
	la Juventud (Cуrdoba) - Tel. 957 352254 / 352255 - E-mail: 
	campostrabajo.iaj@juntadeandalucia.es

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIAR021	RENO	01.08.2008	20.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIAR021  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CAMINO DE SANTIAGO 
	Location:  Canfranc, Pueblo 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  01-08-2008  Final Date: 20-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Aragуn.  Province of Huesca.
	
	PROFILE SOUGHT:
	Anyone who would like to give a helping hand in restoring 
	community heritage on a historical pilgrimage route
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
	Continuing the tradition started in the year 2000, the work camp 
	proposes that the work undertaken in 2008 should also benefit the 
	Camino de Santiago pilgrimage route (a UNESCO World Heritage 
	Site).
	
	The chosen site is located at the point where the Paseo de los 
	Melancуlicos meets the Picaubй forest track, just above the 
	railway tunnel leading into Canfranc station from the south. 
	It is a solidly-built edifice in reinforced concrete which blends 
	into the landscape and lies partly underground. The bunker is 
	reached by a trench which runs parallel to the forest track, 
	leading to a covered gallery giving access to the various rooms 
	where the guns were positioned.
	
	HOW THE WORK IS ORGANISED:
	The participants will first be informed by experts about the 
	history of the site, with emphasis being placed on the symbolic 
	nature of the project and the benefits it will bring to others.  
	Participants will completely clear and clean the site, removing 
	vegetation, rubbish and waste by hand and employing simple and 
	appropriate tools.
	However, any item related to the constructions of the site will 
	be kept and/or recorded and will be placed in a place determined 
	by the Aragonese Regional Government’s heritage services.
	The rubble and rubbish which the participants clear away will be 
	placed in an appropriate container so that it may be taken to the 
	local tip.
	Once these tasks have been completed, participants will make and 
	install whatever information points and signposts are deemed 
	necessary to ensure that the site and its new purpose is apparent 
	to passers-by.
	    
	AIMS:
	1.  Exploit the possibilities of Contemporary Heritage sites on 
	the Camino de Santiago pilgrimage route.
	2. Clean and repair fortifications on the P Line and make them 
	visible. 
	3. Create a printed document for visitors 
	4. Create good working environment amongst the participants and 
	to encourage links between the participants and the village’s 
	inhabitants.
	5. Involve the participants in the village’s summer activities.
	6. Carry out a complementary educational programme dealing with 
	archaeological excavations. 
	7. Provide training in environmental issues and heritage and how 
	to preserve, respect and disseminate it.
	8. Take advantage of the time spent living in the area to 
	understand the past and present of a small mountain village and 
	to appreciate the area’s various natural features as well as the 
	changes brought about by mankind. 
	9. Undertake a programme of cultural activities, handicrafts, and 
	sporting and mountain activities.  
	10. Strengthen links between the group’s members, working on 
	tolerance, mutual assistance, participation and cultural 
	exchange. 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	
	PURPOSE OF THE WORK:
	The objective is to restore the area’s heritage, in this case the 
	defensive elements in the “P Line”, with a view to offering them 
	to pilgrims and hikers in general as a mountain refuge. The 
	buildings to be restored are adjacent to one of the Camino de 
	Santiago’s variants (known as the Paseo de los Melancуlicos) 
	which recently received legal recognition from the Aragonese 
	Regional Government as forming part of the Camino de Santiago.
	
	The goal is for the work camp to restore features which are 
	worthy of much greater recognition but which currently languish 
	abandoned and hidden from passers-by. In time, the buildings 
	could be used as temporary refuges by pilgrims who are caught in 
	the heavy downpours the area frequently experiences.
	
	The project also has the symbolic value of converting buildings 
	to peaceful uses after they had initially been erected for 
	military purposes during a period when the two neighbouring 
	countries were in a state of confrontation.
	
	A great many military positions were erected in the Canfranc 
	valley in the middle of the 20th C., but we have chosen one 
	particular post which is especially interesting and was included 
	in J. M. Clъa’s study of the “P Line” in the Canfranc valley 
	(Josй Manuel Clъa Mйndez, Cuando Franco fortificу los Pirineos. 
	La Lнnea P en Aragуn, Editorial Katia, Zaragoza, 2004, pp. 
	106-109). It consists of a bunker for various machine guns and a 
	Bren gun, making up the “Resistance Centre 111” and its “Support 
	Post No. 1”.
	
	SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES.:
	1. Familiarisation with the surroundings: walks, nature study, 
	landscape interpretation, study of fauna, flora, geomorphology, 
	anthropological features.
	2. Hiking activities: two treks in the Collarada-Ip area and the 
	Canal Roya - Anayet area.
	3. Afternoon excursions: trips to Gabardito and Coll de Ladrones.
	4. Trips to nearby towns: Villanъa, Castiello, Urdos and Jaca.
	5. Mountaineering activities: Orienteering, map reading, walking, 
	etc.
	6.  Leisure activities: festivals, games, parties.
	7. Educational activities: workshops on alcohol, smoking and sex, 
	discussion groups.
	
	A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA WHERE THE WORKCAMP WILL TAKE 
	PLACE:
	Canfranc Estaciуn stands at 1,200 m above sea level and is one of 
	the highest municipalities and most typically Pyrenean areas in 
	the whole province of Huesca.
	The village is only a few kilometres away from the French border 
	and lies on the Camino de Santiago pilgrimage route. As a result, 
	Canfranc has historically been the recipient of huge investments 
	in public works as part of the defence of the realm, the creation 
	of transport links and infrastructure and the production of 
	electricity at hydroelectric stations.
	With a view to protecting these structures and the population 
	that built and maintains them, the Government undertook some 
	striking work on the mountain sides, which tower up to 1,000 
	metres over Canfranc.
	Two huge projects at the beginning of the 20th C. were intended 
	to ensure that avalanches of snow or rock would not destroy life 
	in the valley. The government built hundreds of ditches to 
	prevent hold back avalanches and it replanted millions of trees.
	It was decided to defend the land to the south of Los Araсones by 
	putting up the so-called P LINE of Pyrenean bunkers, of which 
	there are several in the area.
	The aim of the work camp is to repair, improve, clean these 
	bunkers and put them to some use, as they form part of the minor 
	heritage linked to the Camino de Santiago.

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	
	ACCOMMODATION:
	Refugio de Canfranc. Youth Hostel.
	Street: Albareda 19
	Post code: 22888        
	Village: Canfranc
	E-mail: refugio@sargantana.info
	Tel.: 974372010            
	Fax: 974372104
	This traditional-style house in Canfranc has been restored for 
	use as a youth hostel. No. of beds: 75.
	Names of rooms: 
	La Sabaya
	El Pajar
	La Solanera
	El ґEsquinazauґ
	Casa Dupla and Casa Cachana
	
	There is a large dining room with wooden tables which can also be 
	used for many other purposes, including parties and meetings etc. 
	The hostel also has another area with a television, video player, 
	games, music, etc. where participants can enjoy a wide range of 
	leisure or educational activities.
	
	Central heating and permanent hot water
	Shared showers and bathrooms
	Mixed use room with games, TV, video, etc.
	Two meeting rooms.
	A bar (open in winter to individuals, closed to school children). 
	Outdoor recreation area.
	
	Participants must bring a sleeping bag or a set of sheets.
	
	FOOD:
	Home style cooking providing large portions designed to meet the 
	requirements of energetic, active adults. The food is prepared by 
	the hostel’s own kitchen staff in the purpose-built kitchen. The 
	dining room is large and is located next to the kitchen. Each 
	group prepares the dining room to meet its own needs, laying the 
	tables, distributing the food and clearing everything away 
	afterwards.
	
	MEETING POINT:
	Refuge of Canfranc. Sargantana - Albareda street,19  - Canfranc 
	(Huesca).
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCIONS:
	By road:
	From Zaragoza or Huesca to Jaca, with the ALOSA bus company 
	(http://www.alosa.es) Zaragoza: 976229343. Huesca: 974210700. 
	Jaca: 974355060. 
	
	From Jaca to the Refuge of Canfranc hostel; using the bus service 
	run by the Mancomunidad del Alto Valle del Aragуn 
	(http://www.arrakis.es/~saman/mavaragon.htm) Mancomunidad del 
	Alto Valle del Aragуn: Tel.: 974373017
	
	By rail: 
	From Zaragoza, Huesca or Jaca train stations on a scheduled 
	service to Canfranc Estaciуn. For information on scheduled 
	regional train service:  
	(http://www.renfe.es/wf/ix.exe?IBIF_ex=hir&U=VR&O=71000&D=74217). 
	Enquiries by telephone to RENFE train company: 902240202. 
	
	From Canfranc Estaciуn to the Refuge of Canfranc hostel; using 
	the bus service run by the Mancomunidad del Alto Valle del Aragуn 
	(http://www.arrakis.es/~saman/mavaragon.htm) Mancomunidad del 
	Alto Valle del Aragуn: Tel.: 974373017.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN: English and spanish.

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	
	THINGS TO BRING:
	Work clothes 
	Swimming attire
	Warm clothes (temperatures can vary considerably)
	Rainwear (a good anorak, cape etc.)
	Sleeping bag
	Rucksack
	International sanitary card for the EU volunteers
	
	FURTHER INFORMATION AND ORGANISERS
	Instituto Aragonйs de la Juventud
	C/ Franco y Lуpez, 4
	50005 - ZARAGOZA
	Tel.: 976 714 964 / 976 716 810 (ext. 2805)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVICA011	RENO	16.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVICA011  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CAMBERA DE LOS MOROS 
	Location:  San Vicente Del Monte 
	Address:  Youth Hostel of San Vicente del Monte 
	Phone Number:  619043759 / 606707194 / 616393611 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  16-08-2008  Final Date: 30-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 15 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Cantabria. Province of Cantabria (Santander).
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- All the tasks related to the cleanliness of 
	San Vicente del Monteґs roman causeway and recovering of cultural 
	elements.
	
	CULTURAL VISITS TO IMPORTANT CITIES: 
	San Vicente de la Barquera
	Cabezуn de la Sal
	Comillas
	Santander (Cabo Mayor lighthouse, Magdalenaґs Palace)
	San Vicente del Monte (Cariґs textile workshop, Carmen stable)
	Santillana del Mar (Famous Altamiraґs Caves)
	Mouroґs island (there we will spend the afternoon diving) 
	Soplaoґs Cave (The geologyґs Cathedral, with her beautiful 
	stalactites, stalagmites and eccentrics). 
	
	LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
	Canoeing at Comillaґs beach 
	Roman fancy dress parties
	Roman dinner
	Group dynamics
	Youth evenings
	Walking routes
	Diving at Mouroґs island
	Tipical bowling
	Folk music concert
	
	INTERNAL RULES: 
	Working selflessly, the hours stipulated on the labour planning, 
	during five days a week
	Cooperating with the leisure time activities planningґs 
	development, and take part in them
	Contributing towards the work campґs general operation 
	(administration, cleaning, cooking...)
	Respecting the diferent beleieves, ideologies and personal 
	differences among the work campґs participants
	Staying at the camp during the programed period
	Respecting the internal and ґlife togetherґ rules: 
	- Accepting the instructions of the person in charge
	- Respecting the schedule
	- Not using private vehicles, during the workcamp length.
	 
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Youth Hostel of San Vicente del Monte - 
	39592-Treceсo - Valdaligaґs city council (CANTABRIA).
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Santander to San Vicente 
	del Monte (ALSA Company - Tel. 942 354634 - www.alsa.es) or by 
	train.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day in the Youth Hostel of San Vicente 
	del Monte.
	
	LANGUGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Clothes to keep warm, raincoat, mountain boots 
	or trekking shoes ,sun glasses, sun cup, suntan lotion, sleeping 
	bag for vivac, small mat for vivac, slippers, swimming costume, 
	towels, things for personal care/hygiene, flipflops, suitable 
	socks to have a walk and international sanitary card for the EU 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	volunteers. 
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.- Direcciуn General de Juventud - Vargas 
	street, 53 - 39010-SANTANDER - Tel. 942 207394. 
	Collaborator Organization: Esobur S.L. (Tourismґs services 
	company) - www.esobur.com
	Workcampґs Manager: Gema Lуpez Gуmez - Tel. 619043759
	Esoburґs Manager: Fermнn Ramуn Ruiz - Tel. 606707194
	Archaeologist: Lino Mantecуn Calleja - Tel. 616393611
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVICA021	CULT	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVICA021  Year: 2008 
	Name:  VALDEOLEA 
	Location:  Mataporquera 
	Address:  Public School of Valdeolea 
	Project:  CULT - Cultural 
	Initial Date:  16-07-2008  Final Date: 30-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Cantabria. Province of Cantabria (Santander).
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- This project will try to invigorate the 
	social and cultural environment of Valdeolea municipality, 
	offering free time activities to all the people who live there. 
	It will also consist of a collaboration with the various cultural 
	activities which will take place in this municipality.
	
	PROFILE OF THE PARTICIPANTS.- People interested in the area of 
	social and cultural animation.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- Trip to Santander, Santillana del Mar 
	and Altamira Cave, Aguilar de Campoo, treking, guided tour to the 
	Valley and sport activities.
	
	INTERNAL RULES: Participants are committed to:
	Work selfessly during the hours stipulated in the laboral project 
	of the workcamp.
	Collaborate in the development of the programming of activities 
	and take part in them.
	Contribute to the general organization of the camp in its proper 
	tasks: cleaning, cooking, management, etc.
	Respect the different beliefs, ideologies and personal 
	differences of the other participants.
	Stay in the camp during its lenght.
	Respect the rules of living together, which include, among 
	others, accepting the instructions given by the people 
	responsible for the activities; observing the timetables and not 
	making use of particular vehicles vehicles during the time the 
	workcamp lasts and not consume alcohol and illegal drugs.
	
	ACCOMODATION/FOOD.- In the Valdeolea Public School - 
	39410-Mataporquera (CANTABRIA). 
	Participants will have breakfast, lunch and dinner in the 
	gymnasium of the school, and the food will be cooked by some 
	cooks hired for this purpose.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By train from Madrid to Mataporquera 
	(Railway Madrid-Santander).  Telephone number: 902 240202 - Web: 
	www.renfe.es 
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day in the train station of 
	Mataporquera or in Valdeolea Public School. It will be opened 
	from 9:30 a.m.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Warm clothes (the place is situated in the 
	south of Cantabria, where nights are quite cold and days are 
	quite hot), sports footwear (since participants will have to 
	practice trekking and ride a mountain bike), clothes to enjoy the 
	swimming pool (towel, cap, etc.), international sanitary card for 
	the EU volunteers.  
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Direcciуn General de Juventud - Vargas 
	street, 53 - 39010-Santander - Tel. 942 207394. Workcampґs 
	Director (Marimar Romбn): Tel. 626393444 - E-mail: 
	mayroman77@hotmail.com
	FOR MORE INFORMATION: Tel. 626393444.

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVICS092	 ENVI	11.07.2008	31.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVICS092  Year: 2008 
	Name:  AZUQUECA DE HENARES 
	Location:  Azuqueca De Henares 
	Address:  School ґVirgen de la Soledadґ 
	Phone Number:  949 261989 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  11-07-2008  Final Date: 31-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 8 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Castilla la Mancha. Province of Guadalajara.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Conditioning and improvement of the habitat 
	for birds and amphibians in Azuquecaґs Ornithological Municipal 
	reserve of Azuqueca de Henares. In one of the lagoons, the shores 
	will be modified and a seasonal pool will be created as 
	improvement of the habitat and conservation of these species. 
	There will be fomented the knowledge and participation of young 
	people in the resources of the zone: activities, 
	technologies(skills) of observation and study of the different 
	species.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the School “Virgen de la Soledad” - San 
	Miguel street, s/n. - AZUQUECA DE HENARES - Telephone: 
	949-261989.
	    
	LOCATION.- Azuqueca is located at 12 km from Guadalajara, in the 
	Region of “The Countryside” (it is in the west of the province) 
	and situated in the fertile plaine of the river Henares: area of 
	broad fluvial terraces where you can find fruit-bearing and wide 
	groves.
	www.azuqueca.es
	www.dguadalajara.es
	www.dguadalajara.es/municipios/azuqueca_henares.htm
	
	www.castillalamancha.es/medioambiente/SP/Contenidos/EspaciosNatura
	les
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.-
	BY BUS: 
	FROM MADRID TO AZUQUECA DE HENARES: From the bus station of 
	Avenida de Amйrica Interchange (intercambiador) - Subway station: 
	Avenida de Amйrica (CONTINENTAL AUTO Company - Tel. 902 422242)
	www.continental-auto.es/indexContinental.do
	www.metromadrid.es/01_03_intercambiadores4.asp
	
	www.lacallemayor.net/dyn/servicios/transportes/autobuses-interurba
	nos
	Timetables: Buses from 07:00 till 22:30.
	
	BY TRAIN: (Madrid: Chamartнn Station) - RENFE information 
	telephone: 902 240202 - International information telephone: 902 
	243402
	www.horarios.renfe.es
	www.renfe.es/mediadistancia/index.html
	
	www.lacallemayor.net/dyn/servicios/transportes/trenes-de-cercanias
	
	
	MEETING POINT.- During the first day, from 10:00 a.m to 14:00 
	p.m., at El Foro, Ciudad Real street, 1 - AZUQUECA DE HENARES - 
	Telephone: 949 277310.
	medioambiente@azuqueca.net
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, - mountain and sport footwear - 
	hat or cap for the sun - useful of bathroom (towels …) - solar 
	protection cream - personal supporting documentation - sanitary 
	card.

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.-
	Youth Office - Ronda de Buenavista, 47  - 45071-TOLEDO - 
	Telephone: 925 288971 - E-mail: camposdetrabajo@jccm.es
	Provincial Delegation of Guadalajara - Travesнa Fernando de 
	Beladiez, s/n. - 19071-GUADALAJARA - Telephone: 949 888872
	Azuqueca de Henares Town Hall - Telephone: 949-348032
	School ґVirgen de la Soledadґ - Telephone: 949 261989.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIGA051	ARCH	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	25-30
	description
	Code:  SVIGA051  Year: 2008 
	Name:  VILADONGA (MIN. 25 YEARS OLD) 
	Location:  Castro De Rei (Castro De Rei) 
	Address:  Youth Hostel Complex ґLugґ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  16-07-2008  Final Date: 30-07-2008 
	Min Age:  25  Max Age: 30  Places: 6 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Galicia. Province of Lugo.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.-  Archaeological intervention: restoration 
	of infrastructures and materials that allow us to know the 
	habitat and the way of life in this site. Archaeological planes, 
	drawings, photographs’ materials treatment and consolidation of 
	the structures and materials in the way to preserve them. 
	Introduction to the “castro’s culture” and to the archaeological 
	method. 
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.-  Leisure activities: trekking routes, 
	Sports activities like canoeing…
	Cultural activities to know Galicia (Caurel’s Sierra, Ribeira 
	Sacra, Lugo’s coast, “Terras do Miсo” Biosphere Reserve”).
	Aerial view of Lugo city and its surroundings.  (It will be 
	conditional to the weather and availability of planes).
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Participants will be accommodated in the 
	Youth Hostel Complex “Lug”, located in 2-4 Pintor Corredoira 
	Street, Lugo city (ph.  +34 982 220 450 and +34 982 280432). 
	Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be provided by specialized 
	personnel.
	Volunteers will be picked up by bus everyday from the youth 
	hostel to the place of work.
	
	LOCATION.- The Viladonga archaeological site (Castro de 
	Viladonga) has always stood out on the landscape due to its 
	monumental character. The settlement is positioned on the summit 
	of a hillock and has an ample panoramic view of the Terra Chб 
	territory and the Monciro, Pradorio, an Meira sierras. The 
	territory belongs to the Castro de Rey municipality and it is 
	located at a distance of 23 km of the city of Lugo (117 km from 
	Monforte de Lemos, 126 km away from Ourense and 162 km from 
	Santiago de Compostela).
	The Viladonga site is considered as a formal model of an inland 
	Castro settlement. The fort has various ramparts and ditches, 
	which protect the two “antecastros” and other extensive areas.
	Recovered objects as well as the settlement’s defensive and 
	residential estructures provide evidence of a vastly prolonged 
	occupation, especially significant between the end of 2nd and the 
	5th centuries AD; therefore, Viladonga is a singular and key 
	settlement for the study and comprehension of the Romanization 
	period, which represents a decisive chapter of Galicia’s history.
	The Castro and the Museum besides display in a pleasant and 
	didactic manner the heritage and the culture of Viladonga site.
	
	NOTE: This workcamp has no access for physical disabled people.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.-  
	By plane: (www.aena.es). Ph. +34 902 404 704
	Santiago de Compostela airport. Ph. + 34 981 547 501
	A Coruсa airport. Ph. +34 981 187 200
	Vigo airport.  Ph. +34. 986 268 200
	
	By road
	- Service Santiago-Lugo. Company: FREIRE (www.empresafreire.com. 
	Ph. +34 982 220 300
	- Service Monforte-Lugo. Company: MONBUS (www.monbus.es) Ph. +34 
	902 292 900
	 - Service A Coruсa-Lugo. Company: ARRIVA (www.arriva.es). Ph. 
	+34 902 277 482

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	 - Service Ourense-Lugo. Company LA DIRECTA. Ph. +34 988 211 911
	Bus stations:
	A Coruсa. Ph. + 34 981 184 335 
	Lugo. Ph. + 34 982 223 985
	Santiago de Compostela. Ph. + 34 981 542 416
	Vigo. Ph. + 34 986 373 411 (www.vigobus.com) 
	Ourense. Ph. + 34 988 216 027
	Ferrol. Ph. + 34 981 324 751
	
	By train:
	RENFE (www.renfe.es) Ph. + 34 902 240 202
	FEVE (www.feve.es) Ph. + 34 981 370 401
	
	MEETING POINT.- First day, after 16.00 h. in the Youth Hostel 
	Complex “Lug”, located in 2-4 Pintor Corredoira Street, Lugo city 
	(ph. +34 982 220 450 and +34 982 280432).
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Personal cleanliness items, sleeping bag and a 
	little backpack for routes, shoes for mountain, warm clothes, 
	waterproof clothes, working clothes, sport clothes, sport shoes 
	and swimming costumes, work gloves, solar protection and a cap, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	INSURANCE.- All the participants have an insurance that covers 
	the accidents that could happen during the activity and the civil 
	responsibility that could also be derived from them.
	
	CONTACTS.- 
	Workcamp Director: Xoбn Garcнa Tel. 651 990 340
	Organization (INSULAE). Tel. 881 926 199 
	D.X. de Xuventude e Solidariedade. Ph. +34 981 544 838 e 881 999 
	025
	Servizo de Xuventude en Lugo. Ph. +34 982 294 224
	
	ADITIONAL INFORMATION.-
	www.xuventude.net. This is the portal for youth information in 
	Galicia (D. X. de Xuventude e Solidariedade. Xunta de Galicia) 
	with all the information about workcamps in Galicia, leisure, 
	tourism, youth activities…
	www.museocastroviladonga.xunta.es. Castro de Viladonga Museum 
	site with information about the archaeological site, 
	archaeological works, visits… 
	www.aaviladonga.es. This is the site of Castro de Viladonga’s 
	friends with information about de workcamp in 2006.
	 www.santiagoturismo.com. Information about Santiago de 
	Compostela town, transports, access…
	www.coruna.es. Information about A Coruсa town, transports, 
	access…
	www.lugo.es. Information about Lugo town, transports, access, 
	tourism. 
	www.xacobeo.es. Official site about Pilgrim’s way to Santiago and 
	other events. 
	www.turgalicia.es. Official portal with all the touristic 
	information about Galicia.
	www.alsa.es. Site with information about transport from other 
	towns and cities of Spain.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIMA012	MANU	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMA012  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CERCADO RODELA II 
	Location:  Soto Del Real 
	Project:  MANU-ENVI - Manual work-Environmental 
	Initial Date:  16-07-2008  Final Date: 30-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Madrid. Province of Madrid.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Making of a large clay model, to represent 
	the natural surroundings, relief and vegetation of the 
	two-hectare estate located in La Pedriza, where the hostel is. On 
	the model we want to include the different ecological centres 
	that have been created over the last 10 years of fieldwork, so 
	that visitors can discover them by following a planned route. 
	On a parallel, there will be rotating group working on 
	conservation, fencing and groundwork on the estate. 
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- Visits to Madrid, in order to know the 
	town. Workshops, excursions to places with tourist interest, etc.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the Centre of environmental activities of 
	Cercado Rodela, located in the village Soto del Real (Madrid).
	
	LOCATION.- The workcamp is located 3 Km. from the village Soto 
	del Real, in Guadarrama mountains. This village is located 40 Km. 
	from Madrid.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Madrid: Plaza de Castilla - 
	buses numbers 725 and 726 (J. COLMENAREJO Company - Tel. 
	91-8450051 / 3598109), every 15 minutes.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day at 18.00 in the Town Hall of Soto 
	del Real.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, insulation mat, work clothes, 
	adequate shoes for sports, working and bathing, work gloves, 
	raincoat, hat, sun glasses, sun cream, towel, personal 
	toiletteries, water bottle, books, musical instruments, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Centre of environmental activities of Soto 
	del Real - Tel. 91-8478358 and 659606169.
	Workcamps Office: Gran Via, 10 - 3rd. floor - 28013-Madrid - Tel. 
	91-7201161 (from 09.00 to 15.00).
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIMA021	 ENVI	01.07.2008	15.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMA021  Year: 2008 
	Name:  LOS BATANES I 
	Location:  Rascafria 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  01-07-2008  Final Date: 15-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Madrid. Province of Madrid. 
	
	GOALS.- To transmit the concept of sustainability through a real 
	and tangible example of land management as a long-term means of 
	survival for resources and therefore for people. This overall 
	objective may be broken down into the following specific goals:
	Developing attitudes of respect towards traditional models for 
	managing the environment.
	Promoting educational processes and awareness-building, 
	integration and cohabitation among the participants.
	According value to voluntary, group and interdisciplinary work.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	Work at “Giner de los Rнos” Arboretum: wood maintenance using 
	linseed, fruit picking, checking fencing, growing samples from 
	cuttings, seed cleaning.
	
	Work in Rascafrнa forest: building shepherd’s hut, stone walling 
	for sheep-keeping, building coal shelter, wood maintenance of 
	trades’ path, bramble clearing from ditches, cleaning of dead 
	leaves and grass from lime-kiln, renovation of charcoal kiln.
	
	Tasks in the agro-ecology resources area: fruit picking, tree 
	water-basin cleaning, maintenance work in traditional vegetable 
	garden and nursery, repair and replacement of wood and wire 
	fencing, cleaning of plots of land and groundwork.
	
	Others: Maintenance and replacement of nesting boxes. Learning 
	about wrens and their role in the ecosystem.
	    
	OTHER ACTIVITIES.- Visits to Madrid, in order to know the town. 
	Excursions to places with tourist interest. Workshops.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the Youth Hostel ґLos Batanesґ - Building 
	ґLos Batanesґ (opposite El Paular Monastery) - 28740-Rascafrнa 
	(Madrid). 
	
	LOCATION.- The Youth Hostel is located in the municipal district 
	of Rascafrнa (Lozoya Valley), 2 Km. from the village of Rascafrнa 
	and 200 m. from El Paular Monastery. There is a wood of oak trees 
	beside the Youth Hostel, near the Aguilуn stream.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Madrid, route 
	Madrid-Rascafrнa (ALSA Company - Tel. 902422242). Bus stop: Plaza 
	de Castilla. Timetable: Monday to friday: 10.00, 14.00h and 
	18.00h. Saturday: 08.00h and 18.00h. Sunday:08.00h and 15.00h. 
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day at 20.15h. close to the supermarket 
	ґMirasierraґ, situated in a square named Plaza de Espaсa, in 
	Rascafrнa. The bus from Madrid stops very close to the square. 
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish. 
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, insulation mat, work clothes, 
	adequate shoes (sports, working and bathing),work gloves, 
	raincoat, hat, sun glasses, towel and personal toiletteries, 
	flashlight, waterbottle, books, musical instruments, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers. 
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Youth Hostel ґLos Batanesґ. Building ґLos 
	Batanesґ(opposite El Paular Monastery) - 28740-RASCAFRIA - Tel. 
	91- 8691511

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Workcamps Office - C/ Gran Vнa, 10 - 3rd floor - 28013-Madrid - 
	Tel. 91-7201161 (From 09.00 to 15.00). 
	Information Centre ґPuente del Perdуnґ - Tel. 91-8691757 (From 
	09.00 to 18.00).
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIMU011	ARCH	14.07.2008	28.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMU011  Year: 2008 
	Name:  MULA I 
	Location:  Mula 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґCentro Jovenґ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  14-07-2008  Final Date: 28-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Murcia. Province of Murcia.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	Archaeological excavation in the ґVillaricosґ Roman deposit, 
	located in the village of Mula. Participants also will know the 
	most important archaeological deposits of the Mula area.
	Excavation works will be made, photography, washing and inventory 
	of the taken out materials during the excavation, ceramics, etc.
	Out of the related schedules, there is a great variety of 
	activities: swimming pool at, visit to the beach, tourist visits 
	for the village and surroundings, tour of Murcia, Cartagena and 
	Archenaґs Resort, every day workshops linked with the body 
	expression and the plastic arts, assistance to the cultural acts 
	programmed in the village (cinema, music, theatre and others), as 
	well as possibility of realizing activities of an optional way.
	
	COMMITMENT AND STANDARDS OF REGIME: 
	The volunteer agrees to: 
	Working selflessly hours stipulated in the draft labor camp for 
	five days a week. 
	Assist in the development of the scheduling of animation and 
	participate in them.
	Contribute to the overall organization of the camp in the tasks 
	that are peculiar: cleaning, cooking, administration, etc.. 
	Comply with different beliefs, ideologies and personal 
	differences of the participants in the workcamp 
	Staying in the camp during the scheduled period. 
	Respect the rules of the internal system and coexistence of each 
	camp, which will include: accept the directions of those 
	responsible for the activity; comply, in general, schedules, and 
	not to make use of private cars during the camp.
	
	LOCATION.- Mula is a village with 15.500 inhabitants, located in 
	the centre of Murcia Region far from 36 km.of the city of Murcia. 
	Monumental village with a beautiful scenery historic-artistic. 
	The village is dominated by The Velez castle (C.XV-XVI), and also 
	has the museum “Cigarralejo”, a monographic sample of Iberian 
	art.
	This is an area of a great environmental variety, where arid 
	lands are transformed in zones of lush vegetation in the 
	irrigated region that surrounds Mula.
	Web: www.aytomula.org
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Youth Hostel “Centro Joven” of Mula, located in 
	the Caravaca road, 16 (in front of Peugeot Cars), in the village 
	of Mula.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road: From Murcia (N-340) to Alcantarilla, then take the C-415 
	road to Mula. 
	From Murcia take The Mediterranean motorway to Mula, then take 
	C-415 road to Mula
	By Bus: From Murcia to Mula, Company “Costa Calida”. Telephone: 
	968 292211. 
	
	MEETING POINT.- In the accommodation place, the first day of each 
	turn.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Either sheets or sleeping bag, work gloves, 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	personal toilets things, sun protector, a hat, comfortable shoes, 
	work clothes, repellent mosquitoes, bite cream, bathing suit, 
	flashlight, international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	CONTACT TELEPHONES.-
	Youth Institute (Antonio Cordoba) - Tel: 968 357273
	Youth Hostel “Centro Joven” of Mula. (Aquilino) - Tel: 968 637517
	Council of Youth and Sports: Tel. 968 637517 - E-mail: 
	juventud@aytomula.es
	
	MORE INFORMATION
	WEB: www.murciaturistica.es
	WEB: www.imurcia.com
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIMU081	 ENVI	01.08.2008	15.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMU081  Year: 2008 
	Name:  TORRE GUIL 
	Location:  Sangonera La Verde 
	Address:  Environment Centre of Caja de Ahorros 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  01-08-2008  Final Date: 15-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Murcia. Province of Murcia.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- The main task is the short paths 
	restoration and works of protection and conservation of the 
	environment (plants, animals) of ґMajal Blancoґ local park, 
	belonging to Sierra de Carrascoy regional park. 
	Morover, orientation workshops will be carried out, astronomy, 
	birds ringing, coast outings, walking and so on. Exploration and 
	maintenance of some paths from the “Municipal Finca, El Majal 
	Blanco” belonging to “El Valle-Carrascoy” Regional Park. As 
	well as the improvement of other paths.
	In addition complementary workshops will be carry out to help 
	participants to know better the environment such as orientation 
	in the nature, environmental interpretation and traditional use 
	of plants of the area.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- In the Environment Centre of Caja de Ahorros del 
	Mediterrбneo - Torre Guil. 
	Facilities: dining room, double rooms, library with internet 
	facilities, swimming pool, etc. 
	www.cam.es/1/obra-social/pages/ma/cent/ques.htm
	
	LOCATION.- Torre Guil urbanization is in Sangonera la Verde 
	village (Murcia), bordering with Regional Park Carrascoy - El 
	Valle.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road: From Murcia, A-30 to El Palmar. From here, Mazarrуn road 
	to the crossroads with Torre Guil indication, take this road to 
	ґCentro Mediambiental de la CAMґ.
	By bus: From Murcia to Sangonera la Verde. Timetable: From 07:30 
	to 22:00, every thirty minutes. Bus station phone: 968 292211.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day in Caja de Ahorros del Mediterrбneo 
	(CAM) - Mayor street, 59 - Sangonera la Verde, from 11:00 to 
	13:00 and from 17:00 to 19:00.
	
	LANGUAGES: English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, cap or hat for the sun, mountain 
	boots or training shoes, insect repellent, sun protector, 
	swimsuit, towel, simming pool shoes, insulator, little rucksack, 
	canteen, torch, camera, binoculars, international sanitary card 
	for the EU volunteers.
	
	CONTACT TELEPHONES.- 
	Youth Institute (Antonio Cordoba) - Tel: 968 357273
	CEMACAM (Toni) - Tel: 968 869950
	
	MORE INFORMATION.- 
	WEB: www.murcia.es/medio-ambiente
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIRI011	 RENO	02.07.2008	16.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIRI011  Year: 2008 
	Name:  IGEA (UNIVERSITY STUDENTS) 
	Location:  Igea 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  02-07-2008  Final Date: 16-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 6 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- La Rioja. Province of La Rioja.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Restoring of a fossil dig: 
	Cleaning the dig and dinosaur footprints. 
	Filling in cracks. 
	Waterproofing. 
	Mending and fixing loose rock fragments. 
	Theoretical classes.
	
	FREE TIME ACTIVITIES.- Intensive course.
	
	PARTICIPANTS PROFILE.- Participants must be UNIVERVISITY STUDENTS 
	and graduates of any subjects, although those related to 
	paleontology (geology and biology) will have preferance. At the 
	workcamp compulsory courses in Paleoicnology will be given, 
	backed by the University of the Rioja and personalized numbered 
	certificates will be issued. The participants must present a 
	university document stating they have studied the first or second 
	cicle at University. If this is not the case, then a document or 
	proof of enrolement in a university course will be necessary.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In a school. Sleeping arrangement in bunk 
	beds. Kitchen - dining room in a house of the village.
	
	LOCATION.- Igea is a small village situated in the “Rioja Baja”. 
	It’s 76 km. away from Logroсo. Basic economy is agriculture and 
	farm. It’s the main producer of honey of La Rioja. The 
	ichnological outcrop of “Igea” spreads over a wide area. The most 
	important beds of dinosaur footprints, in terms of easy access 
	and quality are “La Caсada”, “Las Navas”, “Santa Ana” and “La 
	Torre”. The dinosaur ichnites are three-dactyl footprints and 
	belong to two-footed dinosaurs (Theropod dinosaurs). Fossil-tree 
	and Museum. Palace of the XVIth Century.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Logroсo to Arnedo (LOGROZA, 
	S.L. Bus Company - (A. Jimйnez) - Tel. 941 291953). Timetable: 
	10:15, 13:00, 16:30, 18:15 and 20:00.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day in the bus stop of Arnedo at 13:00 
	and 20:00.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work and warm clothes, work 
	gloves, raincoat, trainers and mountain boots, calculator, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers. 
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Instituto Riojano de la Juventud - Muro de 
	la Mata, 8 - 26071-LOGROСO - Tel. 941 291952
	Young telephone (free): 900 200 272
	Web page: www.irj.es
	Igea Town Hall - Tel. 941 194001.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIRI012	 RENO	17.07.2008	31.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIRI012  Year: 2008 
	Name:  IGEA II 
	Location:  Igea 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  17-07-2008  Final Date: 31-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 6 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- La Rioja. Province of La Rioja.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Restoring of a fossil dig: 
	Cleaning the dig and dinosaur footprints. 
	Filling in cracks. 
	Waterproofing. 
	Mending and fixing loose rock fragments. 
	
	FREE TIME ACTIVITIES.- Information about the lower part of the 
	region of La Rioja, including geographical, economic and social 
	and cultural aspects. Trips to areas of paleontological interest.
	
	PARTICIPANTS PROFILE.- Young people interested in beds of 
	dinosaur footprints site.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In a school. Sleeping arrangement in bunk 
	beds. Kitchen - dining room in a house of the village.
	
	LOCATION.- Igea is a small village situated in the “Rioja Baja”. 
	It’s 76 km. away from Logroсo. Basic economy is agriculture and 
	farm. It’s the main producer of honey of La Rioja. The 
	ichnological outcrop of “Igea” spreads over a wide area. The most 
	important beds of dinosaur footprints, in terms of easy access 
	and quality are “La Caсada”, “Las Navas”, “Santa Ana” and “La 
	Torre”. The dinosaur ichnites are three-dactyl footprints and 
	belong to two-footed dinosaurs (Theropod dinosaurs). Fossil-tree 
	and Museum. Palace of the XVIth Century.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Logroсo to Arnedo (LOGROZA, 
	S.L. Bus Company - (A. Jimйnez) - Tel. 941 291953). Timetable: 
	10:15, 13:00, 16:30, 18:15 and 20:00.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day in the bus stop of Arnedo at 13:00 
	and 20:00.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work and warm clothes, work 
	gloves, raincoat, trainers and mountain boots, calculator, 
	photographic camera, international sanitary card for the EU 
	volunteers. 
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Instituto Riojano de la Juventud - Muro de 
	la Mata, 8 - 26071-LOGROСO - Tel. 941 291952
	Young telephone (free): 900 200 272
	Web page: www.irj.es
	Igea Town Hall - Tel. 941 194001.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIRI021	RENO	02.07.2008	16.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIRI021  Year: 2008 
	Name:  HORNILLOS DE CAMEROS I 
	Location:  Hornillos De Cameros 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  02-07-2008  Final Date: 16-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 4 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- La Rioja. Province of La Rioja.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Restoration of a fossil beds: Cleaning the 
	beds of dinosaur footprints. 
	Filling the cracks. 
	Waterproofing. 
	Mending and fixing loose rock fragments. 
	Study of the beds of footprints.
	
	FREE TIME ACTIVITIES.- Information about the lower part of the 
	region of La Rioja, including geografical, economical, social and 
	cultural aspects. Trips to areas of paleontological interest.
	
	PARTICIPANTS PROFILE.- Young people interested in beds of 
	dinosaur footprints site.
	
	ACCOMODATION/FOOD.- The accommodation will be in a shelter.
	
	LOCATION.- Hornillos de Cameros is a small village of the Rioja 
	landscape. It is 44 km. away from Logroсo. Its basic economy is 
	agriculture and farming. 
	The ichnological outcrop of Hornilos spreads over a wide area. 
	The most important beds of dinosaur footprints, in terms of easy 
	access and quality, are ґLa Pellejeraґ, ґSantisolґ, ґLa 
	Barquillaґ and ґSanta Julianaґ.
	The dinosaur ichnites are three-dactyl footprints and belong to 
	two-footed dinosaurs (Theropod dinosaurs).
	Ancestral home of ґValdeoseraґ: Family establishment of the XIIth 
	Century.
	Visit to the ґAtalayaґ and the Santiago beechwood.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day in the train station of Logroсo, at 
	13:00 and 20:00.
	 
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work and warm clothes, work 
	gloves, raincoat, trainers and mountain boots, photographic 
	camera, calculator, international sanitary card document for the 
	EU volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Instituto Riojano de la Juventud - Muro de 
	la Mata, 8 - 26071-LOGROСO - Tel. 941 291952
	Young telephone (free): 900 200 272
	www.irj.es
	 Town Hall of Hornillos de Cameros - Tel. 941 464033 / 464000
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	 SVIRI031	 RENO	16.07.2008	31.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIRI031  Year: 2008 
	Name:  ENCISO (UNIVERSITY STUDENTS) 
	Location:  Enciso 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  16-07-2008  Final Date: 31-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 6 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- La Rioja. Province of La Rioja.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Restoring of a fossil beds: 
	Cleaning the beds of dinosaur footprints. 
	Filling the craks. 
	Waterproofing. 
	Mending and fixing loose rock fragments. 
	Theoretical classes.
	
	FREE TIME ACTIVITIES.- Intensive course.
	
	PARTICIPANTS PROFILE.- Participants must be university students 
	and graduates of any subjects, although those related to 
	paleontology (geology and biology) will have preferance. At the 
	workcamp compulsory courses in Paleoicnology will be given, 
	backed by the University of La Rioja and personalized numbered 
	certificates will be issued. The participants must present a 
	university document stating they have studied the first or second 
	cicle at University. If this is not the case, then a document or 
	proof of enrolement in a university course will be necessary.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In a Hostel. Kitchen/dining room in the 
	hostel. The meal has to be cooked by the volunters.
	
	LOCATION.-  Enciso is a small village situated in the south-east 
	of La Rioja. It’s 73 km. away from Logroсo.Paleontologic Museum.
	Enciso is the centre of this area that received to the dinosaurs. 
	The locality offers us two churches of the XVth century, the 
	remains of a castle and the bridges on the river Cidacos, which 
	supported the step of thousands of sheeps. Near the village, one 
	finds the area of the ichnites or footprints, which spread over 
	the whole municipal term, next to some almost uninhabited 
	localities.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Madrid to Logroсo (LA 
	CONTINENTAL Bus Company). Then by bus from Logroсo to Enciso (Bus 
	Station of Logroсo: Tel. 941 235983).
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day in the Town Hall of Enciso. 
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work and warm clothes, work 
	gloves, raincoat, trainers and mountain boots, calculator, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Instituto Riojano de la Juventud - Muro de 
	la Mata, 8 - 26071-LOGROСO - Tel. 941 291952 
	Young telephone (free): 900 200 272 
	www.irj.es
	 Town Hall of Enciso - Tel. 941 396005.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	CAT01	ENVI	25.06.2008	08.07.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT01TRAMUNTANA: Environmental Action in Costa Brava  25/06/2008 to 08/07/2008   Girona  ENVI  25 VOLS 
	from 18 to 30
	
	This project will take place at the Natural Park of Cap de Creus (Creus' Cape). One of the most interesting aspects
	 of the cape is its geological formation, which is easily visible as the majority of the cape consists of bare rocks. 
	There are a large number of prehistoric dolmens (the one at la Creu d'en Corbatella, at Roses, is particular well-
	known). Submerged in the sea there are valuable archaeological legacy of ship wrecks from the period of the 
	Roman Empire.
	Work: Monitoring the state of the coastal fauna, recovering of old rural paths in the area. picking up rubbish from 
	several beaches in the area -Spreading awareness among the beach users of environment respect - To put mark 
	the routes of prehistoric heritage (dolmen) in the area.
	Accomodation: In tents at the camp site in the olive grove of Selva de Mar.
	Location: Selva de Mar, in Costa Brava
	Free time activities: There will be organized trips around the Natural Park of the Cape Creus (including sleeping in 
	bivouac).  Soirees, group activities and games to promote cooperation and solidarity, will also be part of the 
	scheduled activities. Furthermore there will be a visit to the beautiful fishermen's village of Cadaquès.
	Partner org: Fundació Catalana de l'Esplai
	Nearest airport: Girona
	Special Requirements:
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Spain	CAT02	SOCI	10.07.2008	24.07.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT02  COLOURS FOR THE BLOCKS  10/07/2008 to 24/07/2008   Badia del Valles  SOCIO-CULT  12 VOLS from 
	18 to 30
	
	The project is a follow-up of the work camps done between 2001 and 2007. The work camp is a joint initiative of the
	 City Council of Badia del Vallès and the organization RAI. The inititative aims at improving the youth facilities in 
	an isolated suburbian area of Barcelona by creating a project of collaboration between the local youth and foreign 
	youngsters.
	Work: The work will consist of: - Painting of the Casal de Joves (youth centre). -  Restore paintings at the Casal. - 
	Some gardening tasks. - Arranging  the yard in collaboration with young local artists. - Export the different art 
	projects (wall paintings, mosaics, sculptures) designed by young local artists to buildings around the town.
	Accomodation: Youth Club of Badia, with all acomodations
	Location: Badia del Vallès, Region of Barcelona
	Free time activities: Possible visits to Barcelona and surroundings; getting to know youth and social organizations 
	in Barcelona.
	Partner org: RAI
	Nearest airport: El Prat, BARCELONA
	Special Requirements:
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	CAT03	FEST	10.07.2008	22.07.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT03 INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL OF CANTONIGRÒS   10/07/2008 to 22/07/2008    Sta Maria de Corcó 
	  FEST  24 VOLS from 18 to 30
	
	The music festival of Cantonigròs is a great event which attracts around two thousand people among audience and
	 participants. During this festival musicians from 30 different countries are performing, so it is a great intercultural 
	experience! The performers, the local people of the area and the volunteers of the workcamp participate side by 
	side in the Festival.
	Work: The work consists of collaborating with the organization and development of the 21st. Music Festival of 
	Cantonigròs. More precisely the volunteers have to build and dismantle the installations to carry out the Festival. 
	During the Festival the volunteers will have to help with "other services" such as catering, entrance control…etc.
	Accomodation: In tents next to the music area.
	Location: Santa Maria de Corco. Close to Osona, Vic.
	Free time activities: Excursions to discover the region and its cultural, natural and social way of life.Also exchange
	 of activities, funny workshops and taking profit of the atmosphere of the Festival.
	Partner org: Fundació Escota Josep Carol
	Nearest airport: BARCELONA or GIRONA
	Special Requirements:
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Spain	CAT04	SOCI	12.07.2008	31.07.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT04  RURAL & YOUTH WORLD  12/07/2008 to 31/07/2008   ODÈN  SOCIO/RENO  15 VOLS from 18 to 30
	
	The project will be to prepare an International Meeting about the youth living at rural areas; as well as, since this 
	year doing some renovation of a Salt Mine, patrimony of the area . Concerning the Conference on Youth at the 
	rural areas, the idea was born as a result of experiences learnt at different international projects and the in-
	existence of a rural international meeting for youth.
	Work: The work consists of preparing the material, do the setting and logistics in order to prepare the International 
	Meeting on Youth and Rural life that is to be held at Cambils these dates. As well volunteers will realize tasks 
	concerned with awareness towards rurality and youth. And a work on recuperation of the Salt mine, patrimony of 
	the area.
	
	Accomodation: in tents, at the camping of Cambrils
	Location: Cambrils, little village next to Solsona, in the heart of Catalunya
	Free time activities: 
	Partner org: CRUC
	Nearest airport: BARCELONA or REUS
	Special Requirements:
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	CAT05	RENO	14.07.2008	27.07.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT05 DRY-STONE STREETS  14/07/2008 to 27/07/2008  Fatarella, Terres ebre  RENO  12 VOLS from 18 to 30
	
	The “Costa de Mirafont” is a dry-stone path the begins at the chapel of la Mare de Déu del Carme and continues up
	 in the mountains. The path has been heavily damaged by several agents.Last year we openned this experience 
	for the people in La Fatarella. New experiences for a little town in the middle of the Ebre lands.
	Work: The theme of the work camp is to refurbish the dry-stone path in accordance with the traditional technique. 
	Moreover, the purpose of the camp is to create awareness of the recover of this historical heritage and promote its
	 importance. Volunteers will participate in the renovation of popular "big-heads", traditional figures of the important 
	celebrations in Catalonia. Another purpose is to establish relations between the local population in general and the 
	volunteers.
	Accomodation: In the local school of la Fatarella. Showers at the public swimming pool.Dinner is provided by"casa 
	Ecològica" (ecological house) and breakfast and lunch at the school.
	Location: La Fatarella,situated NE of the region Terra Alta. Population:1300 inhabitants.
	Free time activities: Swimming pool and soccer, debates and workshops arranged by local associations.Organized 
	trip to the beaches of Delta de l’Ebre.
	Partner org: OBRE'T EBREObre’t’Ebre together with Fundació el Solà, Associació de Joves Amics de la cultura de 
	la Fatarella, and the municipality of la Fatarella
	Nearest airport: BARCELONA or REUS
	Special Requirements
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Spain	CAT06	ARCH	16.07.2008	29.07.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT06  MONTSORIU CASTLE  16/07/2008 to 29/07/2008  Arbúcies  ARCH/RENO  25 VOLS from 18 to 30
	
	The castle of Montsoriu is a proof of original medieval architecture in Catalonia. The Arbucies Youth Council has 
	been working for its recuperation since some years as a mean to give value to its local heritage.
	Work: Renovation tasks in the Gothic castle and surroundings; classification of archeological pieces found.
	Accomodation: In the castle
	Location: Arbúcies, province of Girona
	Free time activities: From excursions to the surrounding area, etnologic museum, to workshops on recycling, 
	massage, medieval stories,...
	Partner org: Consell de la Joventut d'Arbúcies
	Nearest airport: Girona or Barcelona
	Special Requirements:
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	CAT07	RENO	17.07.2008	30.07.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT07  DELTA WORK CAMP  17/07/2008 to 30/07/2008   Delta del Llobregat  RENO  24 VOLS from 18 to 30
	
	This is the third year working on this project. We will collaborate with the Cooperative of Natural Delta Environment 
	in order to monitore the state of fauna and flora, as well as arrange new rural paths in the area. As well as a new 
	focus this year, we will work as well in the nearby mountain's environment. The camp will also promote the 
	knowledge of social and environmental aspects of the Llobregat’s Delta. It will also be possible to do bird watching.
	
	Work: The tasks of the work camp will be: - Path maintenance and establishing of several new routes along the 
	river Llobregat. - Environmental research about aquatic ecosystems in several sections of the river Llobregat. - 
	Participating in the maintenance and conservation of several natural areas, such as the Remolar Area and Litoral 
	Forest. - Awareness of local youngsters so they can get familiar with the surrounding area.
	Accomodation: In the Centre Esplai, full equiped centre.
	Location: El Prat de Llobregat, town near Barcelona
	Free time activities: Walking around the Natural Park of Montserrat. - Group activities and games to promote 
	cooperation and solidarity and to know Barcelona. - Nature discovery of the Llobregat River. - Prat’s Beach.
	Partner org: Fundació Catalana de l'Esplai
	Nearest airport: El Prat, BARCELONA
	Special Requirements: you'll go to the working place by bike, so You should be able to ride a bike!
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Spain	CAT08	RENO	17.07.2008	31.07.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT08  TRULLETS '08  17/07/2008 to 31/07/2008   Algerri  RENO/ARCH  24 VOLS from 18 to 28
	
	It is many years since Ascalfó has been collaborating with the village of Algerri to improve its particular heritage. 
	This year, the medieval castle is the centre.
	Work: Conditioning the area of the castle; some renovation and archeological work.
	Accomodation: In tents next to the local swiming pool
	Location: Algerri, in the very inside rural area of Catalunya
	Free time activities: Workshops on recycling paper, metals, popular games and dances, cultural visits, 2 days 
	excursion
	Partner org: Ascalfó - Associació Catalana del Lleure Formatiu
	Nearest airport: Barcelona or Reus
	Special Requirements
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Spain	CAT09	ARCH	27.07.2008	10.08.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT09 LOOKING FOR THE PAST  27/07/2008 to 10/08/2008   Vidreres  ARCH / ENVI  25 VOLS from 18 to 30
	
	The Iscle Castle is situated in Vidreres, a town from the XII century. The castle is a historical patrimony of big 
	importance in Catalonia, for many years was degradated and abandoned. There's the will to recover the castle in 
	order to re-establish its value as it is has played a great historical role in the past. The project aims to establish 
	intercultural relations among international volunteers and locals from Vidreres by doing several cultural and popular 
	events.
	Work: Renovate the damaged areas. The tasks will be: - cleaning the surroundings of the castle; to lead and inform
	 visitors of the ecological and natural values of this area that are full of different types of archaeological material. 
	As well, environmental tasks in the sorroundings will be done by volunteers as the new focus of this year.
	Accomodation: The Salvador Espriu School. All services provided.
	Location: Vidreres, in La Selva (Girona), near the Costa Brava.
	Free time activities: Typical dinner, events and traditional performances as “Festa Major”(popular party). Visits to 
	Girona, Barcelona, Figueres, horse riding,...
	Partner org: Grup d’Esplai Vidrerenc.
	Nearest airport: Girona
	Special Requirements
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	CAT10	RENO	29.07.2008	12.08.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT10 A PATH AT THE VALLEY OF GES 29/07/2008 to 12/08/2008   St Pere de Torelló (Osona)  RENO/ENVI  15 
	vols from 18 to 30
	
	The valley of Ges embraces the river Ges. The PR.C-47 is a mountain path that crosses the valley and is used by
	 excursioners to cross the region. It is important to have a good mantaining of the paths in order to preserve the 
	forest environment from mass tourism. That's what we propose with this workcamp.
	Work: Renovation tasks in the mountain path: cutting and removing branches and  from the middle of the path; 
	improving of signalisation; awareness spreading among the visitors.
	Accomodation: At the school JM Xandrí.
	Location: St Pere de Torelló (Osona, Barcelona Region)
	Free time activities: Excursions to discover the region and its cultural, natural and social way of life.Major party of 
	the town of Torelló, visit to museums, ...
	Partner org: Minyons Escoltes/Guies Sant Jordi de Catalunya and Grup de Defensa del Ter
	Nearest airport: Barcelona
	Special Requirements
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Spain	CAT11	ENVI	01.08.2008	15.08.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT11ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITY OF CARDEDEU  01/08/2008 to 15/08/2008   CARDEDEU  ENVI/ 
	SOCI/DISA  15 VOLS from 19 to 26
	
	Casal de Joves de Cardedeu ("Youth Club of Cardedeu") is a local youth association of the town of Cardedeu, set 
	between the region of Oriental Vallès and Monsteny, a very famous Catalonian mountainous area rich in 
	environmental sites. The young people in the Casal are very participative in the life of the town, and are making 
	her second experience of international camp after their successful first year.
	Work: Volunteers will will support different projects: collaboration with the project "La Tavella", toghether with mental
	 disabled people in the mantaining of an ecologic garden; making a study of the impact of electric towers against 
	the birds fauna in the region; mantaining green areas of local interest.
	Accomodation: In the local school “Les Aigües”.
	Location: Cardedeu, region of Vallès Oriental at the foot of Montseny.
	Free time activities: Cultural visits to Barcelona and Girona. Also beach and National Park of Montseny.
	Partner org: Casal de Joves de Cardedeu (Youth Centre Cardedeu)
	Nearest airport: BARCELONA
	Special Requirements: You must be able to go by bike!
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	CAT12	RENO	01.08.2008	14.08.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT12 THREE HILLS, BUNKERS AND CANYONS II
	
	THREE HILLS, BUNKERS AND CANYONS 01/08/2008 to 14/08/2008   Barcelona  RENO CULT  22 VOLS from 18
	 to 30
	
	In the 1930s, Barcelona was one of the sceneries of the Spanish Civil War. The fact that the city was under attack
	 turned it into a city with anti-aircraft batteries and anti-aircraft bunkers. Most of these batteries and shelters were 
	buried underneath buildings and forgotten. Fundació Escoltes Josep Carol is one among other associations that are
	 doing an effort to find and rehabilitate the bunkers in order to recover the historical memory of the city. Some of 
	these bunkers are placed in the “Parc dels Tres Turons” (The Park of the Three Hills), a strategic elevated location 
	from where you can get a good view over the city.
	Work: Cleaning and renovating the area with the aim that in few years time the installation of a museum that tells 
	the story of the Spanish civil war with the the bunkers at The Three Hills as point of departure.
	Accomodation: At the Pirineus School. The school has dorms, kitchen and dining room, toilets and showers.
	Location: Barcelona, in the quarter of Can Baró
	Free time activities: Activities related to the history and the historical memories of the civil war: visits at 
	museums, film projections and visiting important sites of Barcelona linked to its recent history…etc.
	Partner org: Fundació Escolta Josep Carol
	Nearest airport: El Prat, BARCELONA
	Special Requirements: Motivation letter required
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Spain	CAT13	SOCI	01.08.2008	14.08.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT13COOPERATE WITH BARCELONA  01/08/2008 to 14/08/2008   Barcelona  SOCI  22  vols from 18 to 30
	
	The Ditrict of Ciutat Vella (The old city) is, as the name indicates, the oldest quarter in Barcelona and one of the 
	most damaged. The population – approx. 100.000 inhabitants – faces generally low education level and low income.
	 High % of unemployment which contributes to increase the level of poverty and exclusion. In recent years, Ciutat
	 Vella has also increased heavily its number of foreigners, single parents and elders. In this socio economic 
	context, 60% of the residences in the quarter need some kind of rehabilitation.
	Work: Rehabilitation of apartments. The idea is also that the volunteers get to know the children and the families of
	 Ciutat Vella and to establish awareness about the problems the inhabitants, characterized as “fourth world”, are 
	facing.
	Accomodation: In a local school.
	Location: Barcelona
	Free time activities: The activities will be concentrated in the prospect of Barcelona and in its social and artistic 
	sphere (museums, art and architecture…) mixed with games, sports and workshops.
	Partner org: Fundació Escolta Josep Carol
	Nearest airport: El Prat, BARCELONA
	Special Requirements: Motivation letter required.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	CAT14	RENO	01.08.2008	14.08.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT14 MIRAVET, BATTLE OF THE EBRE  01/08/2008 to 14/08/2008  Miravet  RENO/CULT  22 vols from 18 to 30
	
	
	Miravet was scenario of important battles during the Spanish civil war. Still there are parts of the town which were 
	never recovered. We take this initial point to make a reflection of the meaning of a Civil War, in particular the 
	Spanish
	Work: Recuperation of streets and public spaces affected by the war; study sessions on the war effects, 
	prevention,...
	Accomodation: In a local school.
	Location: Miravet
	Free time activities: Activities related to the history and the historical memories of the civil war, and visiting of the
	 culture and heritage points of the region.
	Partner org: Fundació Escolta Josep Carol
	Nearest airport: Barcelona or Reus
	Special Requirements:
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Spain	CAT15	ENVI	12.08.2008	31.08.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT15 AFTER THE FIRE  12/08/2008 to 31/08/2008  PINOS  ENVI  15 VOLS from 18 to 30
	
	After the devastating fire in Central Catalonia and Solsonès in 1998, a great damage was caused. This educational 
	environmental project was born in order to restore the area affected by the fire and spread awareness on self-care 
	of the local environment.
	Work: Volunteers' tasks:  • Renovation of an antique path used to carry salt from the mine - Making discovery 
	trips around El Solsonès.• Participation in informative meetings. • To do research of the actual and future 
	perspectives of the rural dimension.
	
	Accomodation: At an accomodated building at the municipality of Orius situated 7 km. from Solsona.
	Location: Orius, little village in the area of Osona, heart of Catalunya (Lleida).
	Free time activities: Village festivals, cycling, walking, rappeling. We will play traditional games, and make 
	excursions and discovery routes around the region.
	Partner org: Coordinació Rural de Catalunya (CRUC).
	Nearest airport: BARCELONA
	Special Requirements:
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	CAT16	ENVI	18.08.2008	31.08.2008	18-30
	description
	CAT16 FOR THE DELTA OF THE EBRE
	
	FOR THE DELTA OF THE EBRE 18/08/2008 to 31/08/2008   L'Aldea, Delta of the Ebre ENVI  20 vols IBG CONCF
	 & LOMBARDIA only from 18 to 30
	
	The Ebro Delta is an area with a great landscape interest and with lots of species of animals and plants of 
	international interest and where you can see the harmony between its values and the work and efforts done by its 
	inhabitants. But in order to save its ecological resources in front of the constant changes and human pressure, the 
	Delta needs continuous help. That’s the reason why Obre’t’ebre, SEO/BirdLife and the Fundació Territori I Paisatge 
	decided to follow organizing work camps to recuperate natural habitats of the Ebro Delta.
	Work: Construction and mantainance of structures for regeneration of habitats; bird nests construction; planting of 
	local species and elimination of invasive species.
	Accomodation: In tents
	Location: L'aldea-Amposta, Southern Catalonia
	Free time activities: Excursions, observation of fauna and flora, games and cultural discovery; workshops on 
	sustainable habits, massage,...
	Partner org: Obre't'ebre
	Nearest airport: Barcelona or Reus
	Special Requirements: 4 MOTORS camp: ONLY FOR IBG, CONCORDIA FRANCE, AND ITALIAN 
	LOMBARDESEVOLUNTEERS
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Spain	CONC154	TEEN	04.07.2008	26.07.2008	15-17
	description
	CONC154 04/07-26/07
	BAPAUME
	CULT / ENVI
	PROJECT: Bapaume is a small town of Pas-de-Calais, near Arras. It was a relevant place which was destroyed on 
	the 20th century. Today, it’s become a park with few visible ruins and entry of underground passages. Moreover, 
	the municipality of region community has set up a youth service which will be a privileged interlocutor during the 
	work camp. You can count on significant exchanges with the young people of the territory!
	WORK: You will clean and clear different park zone in order to call attention to several ruins. You will also realize a 
	fresco at the entry of underground passages to emphasize them. Finally, you will create and fix wood information 
	panels.
	ACCOMMODATION: under tent
	LOCATION: Bapaume is a town which contains 4 000 inhabitants near Arras in the Pas-de-Calais.
	TERMINAL: At Achiet train station 
	15 VOLS. 15-17 YEARS OLD
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES- MAD 6.2	ENVI	01.07.2008	15.07.2008	18+
	description
	ES- MAD 6.2 CICONIA NIGRA Tarifa (Cádiz) 
	01/07 - 15/ 7 
	9 vols 
	ENVI  RENO 
	Since 1997 the environmental group La Cigüeña Negra  (COCN) has been studying  and struggling to preserve the 
	rich wildlife and ecological  biodiversity of Tarifa  (very South of Spain), a well known spot for bird-watching lovers 
	as most birds migratory routes cross this area. Their scientific research is focused on endangered bird species and
	 is done on voluntary basis. At the same time COCN carries on an environmental education program and many 
	environmental voluntary activities. As a result of their raise awareness campaigns among the local population, the 
	whole area is been officially protected as a natural park. 
	W: Maintenance and renovation of the bird-watching centre (Estacion Ornitologica de Tarifa) that needs to get 
	ready for the bird census campaign of early migratory species of the season. This means painting, cleaning and 
	signalising the area.   
	S: Environmental problems of the area. 
	A: at the Bird-watching centre. Simple living conditions. 
	L: English and Spanish  
	X: High interest in environment and nature protection.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 11.1	SOC	11.06.2008	26.06.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 11.1 MAGIC MARKET (Sta. Susana, Barcelona)
	11/06-26/06
	18 vols
	SOCI, ENVI
	The magic market is organized by the city council of Santa Susana, which is a seaside village, situated in the 
	province of Barcelona. It is an annual event, organized on the street and free to everybody who wants to 
	participate.
	In this “feria” they expect to develop and to promote those forms of interacting which enhance a respectful way of
	 relating to other persons and with the environment. 
	
	W: To help in setting up and to dismantle of monographics for cultural subjects, to help in the recreational activities
	 for people with physical disabilities, to support child activities, to run circus workshops, to distribute material of 
	environmental interest …
	S: Culture, ecology and children.
	A: Small houses equipped in the installations of a camping (Bungalows). Vegetarian food will be provided.
	Q: Excitement in cultural subjects. Knowledge on information Technology, interest in natural medicines, knowledge 
	about setting up and dismantling of stages (musical and theatrical); free time instructor, social-cultural entertainers,
	 social educators, fine arts, artistic expression.  
	L: High level of Spanish.
	X: Demands motivation letter, in which –in Spanish- you show your excitement in cultural subjects and the interest 
	in the foreseen activities.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 11.2	ARCH	29.06.2008	13.07.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 11.2 LAST DEFENCE OF CATALONIA (Vallbona de les Monges, Urgell)
	29/06-13/07
	10 vols
	ARCH, HERI
	The municipality of Vallbona de les Monges wants to restore historical parts of the defence line which passed 
	through the countryside of Vallbona during the Spanish Civil War. This work shall contribute to the awareness-rising
	 of what happened to the local society of this region in the time of 1938-1975 and make visible bunkers, galleries 
	and trenches which where used to struggle against the invading power of the former dictator Franco. Volunteers will
	 have the opportunity to talk to historical consultants and witnesses to understand better the happenings of this 
	time.
	
	W: Making visible parts of the defence line through archaeological extraction; removing earth and stones from the 
	surroundings in order to have access to the former defence structure, etc.
	S: The Spanish Civil War seen from the Catalan perspective.
	A: In a hostel which is part of a monastery. The kitchen will be in another building. 
	L: Spanish and Catalan.
	X: No accessibility for wheelchairs.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 11.3	ARCH	20.07.2008	03.08.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 11.3 MEMORIAL OF THE POPULAR ARMY (Pujalt)
	20/07-03/08    
	10 vols
	ARCH, HERI
	The municipality of Pujalt (Anoia) has been working on the visibility of historical places related to the Spanish Civil 
	War for six years. Its aim is to promote knowledge about past conflict issues and point out the situation, especially
	 of the Catalan society in this period, which was suffering great repression by the dictator Franco. Volunteers will 
	have the opportunity to get in touch with historical consultants and witnesses of this epoch.
	
	W: Making visible parts of the defence line structures through archeologically extraction; removing earth and 
	stones from the surrounding in order to have access to the former defence refuges, etc.
	S: The Spanish Civil War seen from the Catalan perspective.
	A: In shacks of brushwood with sanitary installations and a kitchen.
	L: Spanish and Catalan.
	X: No accessibility for wheelchairs.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 11.4	ARCH	03.08.2008	17.08.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 11.4 CASTLE OF THE ARMY PILOSA (Anoia, Pujalt)
	03/08-17/08    
	10 vols
	ARCH, HERI
	The municipality of Pujalt (Anoia) wants to renovate the heritage remains of the castles, towers and fortresses 
	from the 11th century, which where used to defend the border between two cultures: the Christian and the Arabian. 
	The castle of the Army Pilosa has not been recovered so far; therefore this workcamp will be the first 
	archaeological intervention to make visible great architectonical structures of the High Middle Ages.
	
	W: Archaeological recovering of different parts of the Castle of the Army Pilosa.
	S: The border castles of Catalan territory.
	A: In shacks of brushwood with sanitary installations and a kitchen.
	L: Spanish and Catalan.
	X: No accessibility for wheelchairs.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 4.1	DISA	31.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN YOUNG PEOPLE WITH CEREBRAL PALSY AND WITHOUT ANY 
	DISABILITY 
	ES-CAT 4.1 Fundació Catalana per la Paràlisi Cerebral (Sant Carles de la Ràpita)
	31/07-09/08   
	14 participants (7 with cerebral palsy; 7 without disabilities)
	DISA
	
	THIS EXCHANGE IS OPEN TO PARTICIPANTS EITHER WITH CEREBRAL PALSY OR WITHOUT ANY 
	DISABILITY
	Note:
	- At the International Exchange there will be local participants with cerebral palsy and without any disability.
	 - It is recommended that participants with cerebral palsy come with a supporter person (also a participant).
	- Participants with cerebral palsy which are autonomous enough can travel alone.
	
	FCPC (Fundació Catalana per la Paràlisi Cerebral) is a non lucrative organization that was created by a group of 
	parents of adult people with cerebral palsy. Its main objective is to cover all the aspects of the life of people 
	affected by cerebral palsy and their families.
	FCPC organizes all throughout the year several activities and projects such as the following: residential shelter and
	 individual programs for people with cerebral palsy; learning and dynamic leisure-time activities; sports activities 
	for federate players with cerebral palsy; individual support for adult people with cerebral palsy; social integration 
	weekly activities and projects; weekend excursions; International Exchanges for young people with cerebral palsy 
	and without any disability; self-help group addressed to women with cerebral palsy and women who take care of 
	people with cerebral palsy; training and formative courses on cerebral palsy and for new volunteers; development 
	of a virtual community about cerebral palsy (www.espaipc.com); etc. FCPC also organizes conferences, videos 
	and exhibitions at schools and other public centres in order to work towards the normalization of life of people with 
	cerebral palsy.
	During the exchanges young people with and without disabilities will live, have fun and take part together in many 
	activities aimed to help the disabled people to develop their potential, and to instruct the participants without any 
	disability on what cerebral palsy is. The main objectives of the programme are to facilitate the mutual 
	understanding among disabled and non-disabled youth, and hence to work towards the normalization of life of 
	people with cerebral palsy. To accomplish these objectives, many adapted activities focused on the improvement 
	at all levels of the personal autonomy of people with cerebral palsy will take place during the exchange.
	
	W: The main objective of the exchange is to involve both people with cerebral palsy and without any disability in 
	an intercultural learning experience by means of living together during the whole of the activity, in order to work 
	towards the normalization of life of people with cerebral palsy. All the participants in it will therefore live together 24
	 hours per day and take part without distinction in the proposed sports, leisure and cultural activities. 
	This experience is for all participants one of personal growth that will increase their responsibilities, understanding 
	of our society and personal self-esteem. The exchange, on the one hand, gives participants without any disability 
	the chance to know and learn about the difficulties that disabled people have to overcome in their daily life. They 
	will learn to take care of the needs of the others in an intense and rich exchange, helping them whenever they need
	 to in order to learn that people with cerebral palsy are not so different from any non-disabled young. Participants 
	with cerebral palsy, on the other hand, will improve their capacities, knowledge and potential while having fun 
	together with other young people like them within an adapted environment. 
	No distinction will be made during the exchange between participants with cerebral palsy and without any disability. 
	They will all take part together of the same activities at the same level, and share their time in equal conditions. 
	Participants without any disability will support participants with cerebral palsy in their daily needs at any time of the
	 day, and they may help them to get dressed, eat, drink, go to the bathroom, have a shower or accomplish the 
	activities.
	Because of their dependence, participants with cerebral palsy have to be supported 24 hours a day and can not be 
	left alone at any time. Consequently, it is very important for all non-disabled participants to be motivated and 
	willing to know about such a different world. The FCPC will provide some professionals to be in charge of the whole
	 group during the exchange, as well as training on what cerebral palsy is previous to the beginning of the exchange 
	for all participants who specifically ask for it.
	The activities proposed during the exchange include: boccia, slalom with wheelchairs, athletics and swimming-pool 
	activities; several workshops (of T-shirts, collars, pictures…); formative activities; two excursions; games of 
	several kind; etc. 
	S: the reality of cerebral palsy; social integration among young people from different nationalities; sport activities 
	as a means of social integration.
	A: Adapted rooms in the Youth Hostel Sant Carles de la Ràpita. Participants don’t need to cook by themselves. 
	L: English, Spanish and Catalan. Basic knowledge of Spanish is advisable.
	Q: Motivation letter is required!
	X: Wheelchair accessibility; age limit: 30 years old (some exception can be made).
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 4.2	DISA	11.08.2008	20.08.2008	18+
	description
	INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN YOUNG PEOPLE WITH CEREBRAL PALSY AND WITHOUT ANY 
	DISABILITY 
	ES-CAT 4.2 Fundació Catalana per la Paràlisi Cerebral (Sant Carles de la Ràpita)
	11/08-20/08   
	14 participants (7 with cerebral palsy; 7 without disabilities)
	DISA
	
	THIS EXCHANGE IS OPEN TO PARTICIPANTS EITHER WITH CEREBRAL PALSY OR WITHOUT ANY 
	DISABILITY
	Note:
	- At the International Exchange there will be local participants with cerebral palsy and without any disability.
	 - It is recommended that participants with cerebral palsy come with a supporter person (also a participant).
	- Participants with cerebral palsy which are autonomous enough can travel alone.
	
	FCPC (Fundació Catalana per la Paràlisi Cerebral) is a non lucrative organization that was created by a group of 
	parents of adult people with cerebral palsy. Its main objective is to cover all the aspects of the life of people 
	affected by cerebral palsy and their families.
	FCPC organizes all throughout the year several activities and projects such as the following: residential shelter and
	 individual programs for people with cerebral palsy; learning and dynamic leisure-time activities; sports activities 
	for federate players with cerebral palsy; individual support for adult people with cerebral palsy; social integration 
	weekly activities and projects; weekend excursions; International Exchanges for young people with cerebral palsy 
	and without any disability; self-help group addressed to women with cerebral palsy and women who take care of 
	people with cerebral palsy; training and formative courses on cerebral palsy and for new volunteers; development 
	of a virtual community about cerebral palsy (www.espaipc.com); etc. FCPC also organizes conferences, videos 
	and exhibitions at schools and other public centres in order to work towards the normalization of life of people with 
	cerebral palsy.
	During the exchanges young people with and without disabilities will live, have fun and take part together in many 
	activities aimed to help the disabled people to develop their potential, and to instruct the participants without any 
	disability on what cerebral palsy is. The main objectives of the programme are to facilitate the mutual 
	understanding among disabled and non-disabled youth, and hence to work towards the normalization of life of 
	people with cerebral palsy. To accomplish these objectives, many adapted activities focused on the improvement 
	at all levels of the personal autonomy of people with cerebral palsy will take place during the exchange.
	
	W: The main objective of the exchange is to involve both people with cerebral palsy and without any disability in 
	an intercultural learning experience by means of living together during the whole of the activity, in order to work 
	towards the normalization of life of people with cerebral palsy. All the participants in it will therefore live together 24
	 hours per day and take part without distinction in the proposed sports, leisure and cultural activities. 
	This experience is for all participants one of personal growth that will increase their responsibilities, understanding 
	of our society and personal self-esteem. The exchange, on the one hand, gives participants without any disability 
	the chance to know and learn about the difficulties that disabled people have to overcome in their daily life. They 
	will learn to take care of the needs of the others in an intense and rich exchange, helping them whenever they need
	 to in order to learn that people with cerebral palsy are not so different from any non-disabled young. Participants 
	with cerebral palsy, on the other hand, will improve their capacities, knowledge and potential while having fun 
	together with other young people like them within an adapted environment. 
	No distinction will be made during the exchange between participants with cerebral palsy and without any disability. 
	They will all take part together of the same activities at the same level, and share their time in equal conditions. 
	Participants without any disability will support participants with cerebral palsy in their daily needs at any time of the
	 day, and they may help them to get dressed, eat, drink, go to the bathroom, have a shower or accomplish the 
	activities.
	Because of their dependence, participants with cerebral palsy have to be supported 24 hours a day and can not be 
	left alone at any time. Consequently, it is very important for all non-disabled participants to be motivated and 
	willing to know about such a different world. The FCPC will provide some professionals to be in charge of the whole
	 group during the exchange, as well as training on what cerebral palsy is previous to the beginning of the exchange 
	for all participants who specifically ask for it.
	The activities proposed during the exchange include: boccia, slalom with wheelchairs, athletics and swimming-pool 
	activities; several workshops (of T-shirts, collars, pictures…); formative activities; two excursions; games of 
	several kind; etc. 
	S: the reality of cerebral palsy; social integration among young people from different nationalities; sport activities 
	as a means of social integration.
	A: Adapted rooms in the Youth Hostel Sant Carles de la Ràpita. Participants don’t need to cook by themselves. 
	L: English, Spanish and Catalan. Basic knowledge of Spanish is advisable.
	Q: Motivation letter is required!
	X: Wheelchair accessibility; age limit: 30 years old (some exception can be made)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 4.3	DISA	21.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN YOUNG PEOPLE WITH CEREBRAL PALSY AND WITHOUT ANY 
	DISABILITY 
	ES-CAT 4.3 Fundació Catalana per la Paràlisi Cerebral (Capmany, Girona)
	21/08-30/08   
	14 participants (7 with cerebral palsy; 7 without disabilities)
	DISA
	
	THIS EXCHANGE IS OPEN TO PARTICIPANTS EITHER WITH CEREBRAL PALSY OR WITHOUT ANY 
	DISABILITY
	Note:
	- At the International Exchange there will be local participants with cerebral palsy and without any disability.
	 - It is recommended that participants with cerebral palsy come with a supporter person (also a participant).
	- Participants with cerebral palsy which are autonomous enough can travel alone.
	
	FCPC (Fundació Catalana per la Paràlisi Cerebral) is a non lucrative organization that was created by a group of 
	parents of adult people with cerebral palsy. Its main objective is to cover all the aspects of the life of people 
	affected by cerebral palsy and their families.
	FCPC organizes all throughout the year several activities and projects such as the following: residential shelter and
	 individual programs for people with cerebral palsy; learning and dynamic leisure-time activities; sports activities 
	for federate players with cerebral palsy; individual support for adult people with cerebral palsy; social integration 
	weekly activities and projects; weekend excursions; International Exchanges for young people with cerebral palsy 
	and without any disability; self-help group addressed to women with cerebral palsy and women who take care of 
	people with cerebral palsy; training and formative courses on cerebral palsy and for new volunteers; development 
	of a virtual community about cerebral palsy (www.espaipc.com); etc. FCPC also organizes conferences, videos 
	and exhibitions at schools and other public centres in order to work towards the normalization of life of people with 
	cerebral palsy.
	During the exchanges young people with and without disabilities will live, have fun and take part together in many 
	activities aimed to help the disabled people to develop their potential, and to instruct the participants without any 
	disability on what cerebral palsy is. The main objectives of the programme are to facilitate the mutual 
	understanding among disabled and non-disabled youth, and hence to work towards the normalization of life of 
	people with cerebral palsy. To accomplish these objectives, many adapted activities focused on the improvement 
	at all levels of the personal autonomy of people with cerebral palsy will take place during the exchange.
	
	W: The main objective of the exchange is to involve both people with cerebral palsy and without any disability in 
	an intercultural learning experience by means of living together during the whole of the activity, in order to work 
	towards the normalization of life of people with cerebral palsy. All the participants in it will therefore live together 24
	 hours per day and take part without distinction in the proposed sports, leisure and cultural activities. 
	This experience is for all participants one of personal growth that will increase their responsibilities, understanding 
	of our society and personal self-esteem. The exchange, on the one hand, gives participants without any disability 
	the chance to know and learn about the difficulties that disabled people have to overcome in their daily life. They 
	will learn to take care of the needs of the others in an intense and rich exchange, helping them whenever they need
	 to in order to learn that people with cerebral palsy are not so different from any non-disabled young. Participants 
	with cerebral palsy, on the other hand, will improve their capacities, knowledge and potential while having fun 
	together with other young people like them within an adapted environment. 
	No distinction will be made during the exchange between participants with cerebral palsy and without any disability. 
	They will all take part together of the same activities at the same level, and share their time in equal conditions. 
	Participants without any disability will support participants with cerebral palsy in their daily needs at any time of the
	 day, and they may help them to get dressed, eat, drink, go to the bathroom, have a shower or accomplish the 
	activities.
	Because of their dependence, participants with cerebral palsy have to be supported 24 hours a day and can not be 
	left alone at any time. Consequently, it is very important for all non-disabled participants to be motivated and 
	willing to know about such a different world. The FCPC will provide some professionals to be in charge of the whole
	 group during the exchange, as well as training on what cerebral palsy is previous to the beginning of the exchange 
	for all participants who specifically ask for it.
	The activities proposed during the exchange include: boccia, slalom with wheelchairs, athletics and swimming-pool 
	activities; several workshops (of T-shirts, collars, pictures…); formative activities; two excursions; games of 
	several kind; etc. 
	S: the reality of cerebral palsy; social integration among young people from different nationalities; sport activities 
	as a means of social integration.
	A: Adapted rooms in the Youth Hostel Sant Carles de la Ràpita. Participants don’t need to cook by themselves. 
	L: English, Spanish and Catalan. Basic knowledge of Spanish is advisable.
	Q: Motivation letter is required!
	X: Wheelchair accessibility; age limit: 30 years old (some exception can be made)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 4.4	DISA	28.07.2008	10.08.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 4.4 SERVEI SITGES CAPAC (Sitges)
	28/07-10/08
	10 vols
	DISA
	Servei Sitges Capac (SSC) is part of the town hall administration and works for defending the rights of disabled 
	people in order to improve their life quality. Therefore SSC runs campaigns to inform the public about the right of 
	disabled people to get the same work opportunities as anybody else and struggles for a better inclusion by 
	providing free-time activities and trainings for them.
	
	W: Accompanying a group of disabled people during their free-time activities and    especially while their staying at
	 the beach.
	S: Training about difficulties disabled people in Sitges are faced with.
	A: In a house provided by the town hall with a camping kitchen.
	Q: Experience on working with disabled people.
	L: Catalan, Spanish and English. 
	X: Open to volunteers without any disability. Famílies and people of different age welcome.
	T: Sitges is a lovely town with nice beaches not far away from Barcelona.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 4.5	DISA	11.08.2008	24.08.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 4.5 SERVEI SITGES CAPAC (Sitges)
	11/08-24/08
	10 vols
	DISA
	Servei Sitges Capac (SSC) is part of the town hall administration and works for defending the rights of disabled 
	people in order to improve their life quality. Therefore SSC runs campaigns to inform the public about the right of 
	disabled people to get the same work opportunities as anybody else and struggles for a better inclusion by 
	providing free-time activities and trainings for them.
	
	W: Accompanying a group of disabled people during their free-time activities and    especially while their staying at
	 the beach.
	S: Training about difficulties disabled people in Sitges are faced with. 
	A: In a house provided by the town hall with a camping kitchen.
	Q: Experience on working with disabled people.
	L: Catalan, Spanish and English.
	X: Open to volunteers without any disability. Famílies and people of different age welcome.
	T: Sitges is a lovely town with nice beaches not far away from Barcelona.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 6.1	ENVI	19.05.2008	01.06.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 6.1 CAN PIPIRIMOSCA (Valls, Tarragona)
	19/5-1/6 
	ex.10 vols
	ENVI, AGRI, CONS
	Can Pipirimosca is an organic permaculture farm where associations and individuals can learn and practice an 
	alternative sustainable lifestyle. The farm is runned all the year with the help of volunteers. The different spaces 
	of the farm are also offered to associations to organize meetings, activities and seminars related to social, cultural
	 and environmental issues. It is placed in a country house that is being arranged to become a farm-hostel /cultural-
	centre where groups of different people from all over the world can volunteer, share and learn.
	W: Constructing a house using car tires; joining the daily work on gardening, agriculture
	S: Tire house construction, Permaculture.
	A: Very basic accommodation (big room inside the house), swimming pool,…
	L: English and Spanish.
	X: Families and people of mixed ages are welcome. No accessibility for wheelchairs. 
	T: The farm is about 2 km far away from Valls.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 6.2	ENVI	28.06.2008	16.07.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 6.2 LITHICA (Ciutadella Menorca)
	28/06-16/07
	11 vols
	ENVI, ARCH
	Líthica is a non lucrative association that has developed an ambitious project to restore the "marés" (natural 
	quarries). Their objectives are recovering the historic and cultural heritage, executing conservation projects and 
	spreading the biodiversity in Menorca, which still preserves a great part of its natural areas and traditions. 
	Volunteers will have the possibility to take part in any activity provided by Líthica, such as tai-chi or excursions of
	 environmental interest.
	
	W: Maintaining plants in the botanic garden, cleaning and loping to restore the paths, landscaping a little quarry 
	which shall become a viewpoint.
	S: Cultural heritage and biodiversity. 
	A: In a house of the City Hall. 
	Q: Is not required, but is good to know that the work can be a little bit hard.
	L: Spanish and English.
	X: No accessibility for wheelchairs.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 6.3	ENVI	28.07.2008	16.08.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 6.3   MASIA LA TORRE (Nogueruelas, Teruel) 
	28/7-16/8   
	ex. 4 vols 
	ENVI
	The Association Airina has started their activities in 2003 to support the rural project in Masia la Torre, Nogueruelas.
	 
	During all this time many environmental, social and cultural activities have been done: workshops about medicine 
	plants, therapy of the laughter, art and nature, baking bread, astronomy, etc. The place of the Masia la Torre can 
	be used by social movements from the city as a meeting point as well.
	Volunteers will be able to join activities such as Yoga, painting, corporal expression, Spanish lessons…
	
	W: Cleaning the surrounding; gardening aromatic and autochthonic plants, constructing benches out of tree trunks; 
	restoration of a threshing machine as a decorative and educational tool.
	S: Environmental issues related to the region of Teruel.
	A: In tents in a camping area which offers good access to showers and toilets. The food will be vegetarian; 
	volunteers will help in cooking.
	L: English and Spanish. 
	X: Motivation letter is required, because it is good to be aware about rural world and being very motivated. Families 
	are welcome as well as people of mixed age. No accessibility for wheelchairs.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 6.4	ENVI	30.06.2008	14.07.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 6.4 EL PANAL (La Rioja)
	30/06-14/07
	17 vols
	ENVI, ARCH
	PANAL was founded in the region of La Rioja, in order to protect and take care of the natural and cultural heritage 
	of that area. It tries to integrate the local community in shared acitivities to recover heritage places for common 
	socio-cultural use.This organization collaborates with a local agriculture cooperative, which means that the 
	volunteers will also get to know the maintenance of the traditional agriculture respectful with the environment.
	
	W: Restoration of pictures, sculptures and images, recuperation of gardens and woods,   rehabilitation of buildings 
	and development of other cultural activities.
	S: Sustainable agriculture and biodiversity of the region. 
	A: In an old housing estate, 800m out of the town. Volunteers will have to cook their meals. Vegetarians welcome.
	L: English and Spanish.
	X: Volunteers of different age are welcome. No accessibility for wheelchairs
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 6.5	ENVI	17.07.2008	31.07.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 6.5 EL PANAL (Beceite)
	17/07-31/07
	17 vols
	ENVI, ARCH
	PANAL was founded in the region of La Rioja, in order to protect and take care of the natural and cultural heritage 
	of that area. It tries to integrate the local community into shared acitivities to recover heritage places for common 
	socio-cultural use. Together with the town-hall of Beceite the idea of making visible a big cave which is hidden by 
	nature at the moment came up. In future there could take place events arranged by the people from the village.
	
	W: Making visible a big cave and cleaning the surrounding of it.
	S: Ecological Tourism and Sustainable Travelling.
	A: In a rural house 800m out of the village. Volunteers will have to cook their meals. Vegetarians welcome.
	L: English and Spanish.
	X: Volunteers of different age are welcome. No accessibility for wheelchairs.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-CAT 9.1	FEST	07.09.2008	20.09.2008	18+
	description
	ES-CAT 9.1 MUGA CAULA (Figueres)
	07/09-20/09
	ex. 4 vols
	FEST
	Amics de Les Escaules is a socio-cultural non-profit organisation which provides activities for people from the 
	village to develop the community life. For 3 years it has been organising the art festival La Muga Caula which 
	focuses on poetry and performance and wants to create a space for artists from the local area and abroad to meet
	 and exchange ideas. The work camp will take place in a very rural region and give opportunity to the volunteers to 
	participate in work shops during the festival and create their own performance.
	
	W: Prepare exhibition rooms, help with catering, run info desk, child care…
	S: Arts and social transformation.
	A: Either in private houses or tents.
	Q: Skills on documenting (video, photo…) are welcome.
	L: English and Spanish.
	X: No accessibility for wheelchairs.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-MAD 11.1	RENO	19.05.2008	01.06.2008	18+
	description
	ES-MAD 11.1 CASA MUNILLA  Munilla (Burgos) 
	4 vols 
	19/05 – 1/06
	RENO AGRI
	Casa Munilla is a group of people that aims to promote close contact with nature in order to awaken the healing 
	potential that lies in everyone. They are reconstructing an old house to welcome guests that want to experience a 
	simple community lifestyle and recover inner balance. The house is in Munilla a small village in the Valley of 
	Valdebezana. 
	W: renovation and also giving a hand at the orchard. You should like physical work outdoors.  
	S: sustainable life style 
	A: in the house 
	L: English and Spanish 
	X: interest in community living
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES-MAD 4.1	DISA	01.07.2008	15.07.2008	18+
	description
	ES-MAD 4.1 JUST FUN  
	First half of July 
	5 vols 
	DISA
	AMPAO is a parent’s association of children and young adults with mental disabilities (from 10 to 30 y.o.) that aims
	 to reinforce their learning potential, social development and wellbeing through free time activities around the year. 
	Each summer they organise a camp to discover another place and have fun together. 
	W. Volunteers will support the teamers (professionals and also other volunteers) during all camp activities. Sports, 
	visits, games, nights out … will be daily part of the hectic program. Although most of the participants are 
	independent and autonomous they might need certain supervision for the everyday activities (like getting dress…) 
	therefore the volunteers will also be there to give a hand.   Own initiatives and ideas are very welcome to prepare 
	workshops. You need also to be communicative, full of energy and ready to learn. It will be a great but a very 
	exhausting time too.  Very important: Have in mind that there won’t be free weekends or days off!!
	A. In a youth-hostel 
	S: Spanish is essential 
	X: Meeting point will be in Madrid and arriving exactly on the first day   is essential. Next day there is training for 
	the camp that you must not miss. The day after the whole group (participants and teamers) will travel together by 
	train to the camp site. Last day is for the volunteer’s departure. MOTIVATION LETTER REQUIRED.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-MAD 6.3	ENVI	04.08.2008	24.08.2008	18+
	description
	ES-MAD 6.3 GREFA Majadahonda (Madrid) 
	14 vols 
	4/08 – 24/ 08 
	ENVI RENO
	GREFA is an environmental association that focuses on protection of endangered wild species and conservation of
	 natural habitats since 1981. Among other projects they run a hospital and recuperation centre for wounded animals
	 aiming to their reintroduction into nature once they are healed. They also organised trainings and environmental 
	education activities for all ages. 
	W: renovation at the centre: making and signalising outdoor paths, improving accessibility for kids and wheelchairs
	 visitors, gardening, that involves bricks laying, moving stones, paving, painting and planting. You should like 
	manual work outdoors. 
	A: at the centre 
	S: environmental protection 
	L: English and Spanish. 
	X: high interest in environmental issues. Motivation letter needed.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-MAD 6.4	ENVI	14.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-30
	description
	ES-MAD 6.4 TAMARAGUA  Fuerteventura (Canary Islands)
	14/ 08 – 30/08
	15 volunteers 
	ENVI
	The municipality of Puerto del Rosario has carried out several environmental campaigns to promote preservation 
	of the coast and ravines. They want to raise awareness among the local population of the values of the natural 
	surroundings and also of the common responsibility of conservation. The international volunteers will join their 
	efforts to encourage the local youth to get involved in active protection of the environment. 
	W: cleaning and maintenance of natural areas of the seaside and ravines.   
	A: in a youth hostel 
	S: traditional culture of the island.
	L: English and Spanish 
	X: for nature lovers, work hard. Age limit 30 y.o.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES-MAD 8.1	SOC	15.07.2008	30.07.2008	18+
	description
	ES-MAD 8.1 BASIDA - MANZANARES Manzanares (Ciudad Real) 
	15/ 07 – 30/ 07
	8 volunteers
	SOCI
	BASIDA is an NGO that gives medical and psychosocial support to HIV-positives and drugs addicted. Since 1987 
	they opened three centres run by multi-professional voluntary staff.  Manzanares, a small village in Castilla-La 
	Mancha, is the location for one of these houses. The aims of body and mind recovery and social rehabilitation are 
	achieved by close team work, showing that someone really cares, to those who for a long time have only 
	experienced social exclusion. There the residents have found a new frame, where is possible to regain hope and 
	self-steam. 
	W: Sharing everyday life at the Centre: mainly giving a hand in the maintenance of the place, like cooking, 
	laundry, cleaning, carpentry or gardening in a rotational basis.  Personal care of residents who might need it (such 
	as helping out to get dressed) is also possible, but only if you really feel prepared for it. Important part of your 
	stay will be socialising with the community. International volunteers are a welcome fresh air to their reduced social 
	life, therefore knowledge of Spanish is essential. 
	A: shared  rooms among the volunteers. 
	S: seminar on HIV prevention and socio-cultural aspects of the illness 
	L: Spanish 
	X: Alcohol and cigarettes are strictly forbidden. Any other kind of drug too. Bear in mind that you will be living in a 
	therapeutic community and internal regulations must be taken seriously. Motivation letter to prove high interest in 
	the project required.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-MAD 8.2	SOC	01.08.2008	15.08.2008	18+
	description
	
	ES-MAD 8.2 BASIDA - NAVAHONDILLA  Navahondilla (MADRID) 
	01/ 08 - 15 / 08 
	10 vols 
	SOCI
	This is the Centre that BASIDA runs in Navahondilla, a small village between Madrid and Avila. Otherwise it is the 
	very same project description as ES-MAD 8.1. Please read it carefully!
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES-MAD 8.3	SOC	16.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	
	ES-MAD 8.3 BASIDA - ARANJUEZ Aranjuez  (Madrid)
	16/08 - 30 / 08
	10 volunteers 
	SOCI
	This is the Centre that BASIDA runs some km away from Aranjuez, a nice town between Madrid and Toledo. This 
	house is isolated in the middle of the countryside. Otherwise it is the very same project as description ES-MAD 
	8.1. Please read it carefully!
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-MAD 8.4	SOC	18+
	description
	ES-MAD 8.4 CASA PADRE DAMIAN Salamanca 
	Dates to be defined yet 
	3 vols 
	SOCI
	CARITAS runs a centre for homeless people in the city of Salamanca where they offer not only temporary shelter 
	but personalised approaches for achieving self-autonomy and wellbeing. They welcome volunteers to enhance the 
	social life of the centre and give in return a further vision of the meaning of poverty and social exclusion in so 
	called rich countries. 
	W: key words are sharing and to be there for the others: sharing everyday life in the centre. In practical terms this
	 involves joining workshops, group dynamics, outdoor visits, giving a hand at the kitchen, a bit of renovation 
	tasks, and most important socialising with the residents. Very important: There won’t be free weekends as the 
	camp is meant to be a very intense learning experience. Though there will be free afternoons during the week. 
	A: at the centre 
	L: Spanish 
	S: poverty and social exclusion in Europe 
	X: high and serious interest in social issues. Drinking alcohol or smoking in the centre is forbidden. Motivation letter
	 required
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Spain	ES-MAD 9.1	RENO	11.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	ES-MAD 9.1 CAMPO ALISTE Gallegos del campo (Zamora)
	11/8 – 23 /8 
	9 vols 
	RENO HERI
	Campo Aliste is an association born to preserve the rich cultural and natural heritage of this area doomed to a 
	never stopping depopulation process since the 50’s of past century. They plan to restore bit by bit all traditional 
	community spaces now in derelict state. They try to attract visitors in general and especially young people to start
	 a new life there. 
	W: reconstruction of a dove-house. You should like physical outdoor work. 
	A: in a camping in tents or bungalows 
	L: English 
	S: Eco-development 
	X: Interest in simple rural lifestyle and community development.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Spain	ES-MAD 9.2	RENO	25.08.2008	07.09.2008	18+
	description
	
	ES-MAD 9.2 (Mixed Age) SPACE FOR GAMES Monleras   (Salamanca)  
	25/08 – 7/09  
	10 vols 
	RENO HERI
	Monleras is a small village that, as many other in the region of Castilla, is struggling against unstoppable 
	depopulation and general decay of rural culture. The whole neighbourhood is committed to search alternatives for 
	their common future. Preservation of cultural and natural resources plays a very important role in all their planning.
	 Last years they carried out a research on traditional games of the region that, in former times, used to be played 
	by adults and children a like. This meant strengthening group bonds while having fun together. Now they want to 
	set an open space for the community and visitors to start playing again: Game Territory (El territorio del juego) 
	W: Mostly preparation of an outdoor area where these traditional games will be played. Other renovation work of 
	community interest might be done as well. You should like physical and outdoor work.  
	S: Eco-development as an alternative to depopulation. 
	A: Some rooms of the cultural centre
	L: English 
	X: Interest in simple rural lifestyle and community development.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIAN011	ARCH	31.07.2008	14.08.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVIAN011  Year: 2008 
	Name:  FORTALEZA DE LA MOTA 
	Location:  Alcala La Real 
	Address:  School Residence ´SAFA´ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  31-07-2008  Final Date: 14-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Andalucía.  Province of Jaén.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- The works will be carried out in the south 
	area of the Monumental Group of Fortaleza de la Mota, in the area 
	denominated old suburb, in the environment of Santo Domingo´s 
	chuch. 
	
	FIELD ACTIVITIES:
	Location, cleaning and exhumation of archaeological remains in 
	the intervention area.
	Documentation, cleaning and consolidation.
	Application of preventive conservation measures in the affected 
	areas.
	
	LABORATORY ACTIVITIES:
	Classification, cleaning and washing of the pieces in situ and 
	laboratory analysis.
	Reconstruction of the pieces that their conservation state allows 
	it.
	Graphic, photographic and computer records of the pieces found.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES:
	Excursions and visits: Almazara and Quesería, , Córdoba (Madinat 
	Al Zahra), Granada (Alhambra, Albaicín), Zuheros, Bats´ Cave.
	Sports activities 
	Workshops: restoration, masks and fancy dress, foam rubber 
	figures.
	Social and cultural activities: games, parties. 
	Involvement in the activities organised by the Town Council of 
	Alcalá la Real.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- School Residence ´SAFA´ - Avenida de Europa, 
	s/n - Alcalá la Real (Jaen).
	
	LOCATION.- Alcalá la Real is located 75 km. from Jaén, and 57 km. 
	from Granada. The work will be carried out in the Castle of la 
	Mota, that is an ancien moslem fortress, rebuilt between XIII and 
	XV centuries. With its rich history and beautiful surrounds, the 
	fortress is of both historic and environmental importance. Of 
	further significance is its location on the important cultural 
	route, ´Ruta del Califato del Legado Andalusí.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Granada and Jaén (ALSINA 
	GRAELLS Company).
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day, in the afternoon, in the School 
	Residence “SAFA”.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work clothes, sportswear, sports 
	and work  shoes, water bottle, rucksack, bathing costume, 
	personal toiletteries, towel, hat, sun protection cream, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Dirección Provincial del Instituto Andaluz 
	(Jaén) - Tel. 953 001964 - 953 001960.
	E-mail: campostrabajo.iaj@juntadeandalucia.es
	Town Hall of Alcalá la Real - Tel. 953 587125 / 953 580000
	Web: www.alcalalareal.es

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIAN021	ARCH	14.07.2008	28.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIAN021  Year: 2008 
	Name:  REALIDAD CULTURAL: ITALICA ARQUEOLOGICA 
	Location:  Santiponce 
	Address:  IES ґItбlicaґ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  14-07-2008  Final Date: 28-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Andalucнa. Province of Sevilla. 
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	Archaeological jobs entailing cleaning and itemising structures 
	that make up the amphitheatre building. 
	Planimetric and photographic documentation. 
	Completing a diagnosis file.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Workshops: sexuality, intercultural dinner. 
	Nature tours: rappell, trekking and canoeing
	Sports activities and swimming pool.
	Animation activities: group dynamics, night outings, fancy-dress 
	party. Visits to Santiponce.
	Excursions and visits: Itбlica’s archaeological sites, Sevilla 
	(Provincial Archaeological Museum, Lebrija’s house, Cathedral and 
	Old Royal Palace, leisure areas for young people), Zahara de la 
	Sierra, Theme Park ‘Isla Mбgica’; Archaeological sites of  Baelo 
	Claudia and  Bolonia beach (Cбdiz).
	
	LOCATION.- Santiponce, with a population of approx. 7.600 
	inhabitants, is situated 7 Km. from the city of Sevilla. It was 
	built almost entirely on the ruins of the Roman city Itбlica 
	towards the end of the 16th Century, and occupies the ancient 
	city’s original nucleus. A major part of Itбlica unfolds in the 
	subsoil of the town’s historical centre.  The city, founded by 
	Escipion in the year 206 B.C., was in fact the first Roman city 
	in the Iberian peninsula. Today we can admire remains of 
	extraordinary value: its houses with beautiful mosaics, still 
	paved streets, original sewers, thermae and, above all, a 
	magnificent amphitheatre, the Roman Empire’s third largest in 
	capacity. Likewise, the monastery San Isidoro del Campo is also 
	worth highlighting, housing extraordinary 17th and 18th Century 
	works of art.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- IES “Itбlica”. Avenida de Andalucнa, s/n. - 
	Santiponce (Sevilla).
	 
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- Bus from Sevilla (bus company Casal) - 
	Plaza de Armas bus station (you have to get off the bus at 
	Santiponce’s first stop and ask directions to IES Itбlica).
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day, before noon, at the IES Itбlica.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Work and sports clothes and footwear, swim 
	wear, waterproof sandals, toiletries (including towel) and sun 
	protection (hat, cream), international sanitary card for the EU 
	volunteers.
	 
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.- Direcciуn Provincial del Instituto Andaluz de 
	la Juventud - Sevilla - Tel.: 955 036 361 / 955 036 368.
	E-mail: campostrabajo.iaj@juntadeandalucia.es
	Town Hall of Santiponce - Tlf. 955 996671
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIAN041	RENO	03.08.2008	17.08.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVIAN041  Year: 2008 
	Name:  MAIRENA DEL ALCOR 
	Location:  Mairena Del Alcor 
	Address:  Casa Palacio Duques de Arcos 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  03-08-2008  Final Date: 17-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Andalucнa. Province of Sevilla.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.-
	MAIN ACTIVITIES: Recovery of the environment around Casa-Museo 
	Bonsor. Castillo de Mairena:
	Landscaping work on the banks of the entrance to the museum-house 
	(preparing the zone for planting, introducing autochthonous 
	flora, basic principles of garden design, learning about species, 
	etc.)
	Permanent broadcasting of work progress through the radio 
	workshop. Design and making of a video documentary on the 
	fieldwork.
	Blog writing to tell of experiences and knowledge acquired by 
	participants.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES:
	Workshops: flamenco (fiesta, dance, rhythm and beat), local 
	fiestas, world cuisine, drama and entertainment, radio, video, 
	etc. 
	Outings and visits: Sevilla, Baelo Claudia archaeological 
	settlement, Bolonia Beach (Cadiz), the White Villages Route 
	(Cбdiz), Doсana National Park (Huelva)
	Activities to learn more about Mairena del Alcor and the region.
	Leisure and socio-cultural activities: Welcome party, farewell 
	party, participation in local sports, festive and cultural 
	events. Visits to concerts, exhibitions, cinema, etc. 
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Casa Palacio Duques de Arcos - Real street, 
	60 - Mairena del Alcor (Sevilla).
	
	LOCATION.- Mairena del Alcor town is located in the region of 
	Alcores, along a line of gentle hills that mark the Seville 
	countryside to the North. It lies 23km to the East of Seville and 
	its municipal ground covers 70 square kilometres, forming 
	boundaries with Carmona, Alcalб de Guadaira and El Visor del 
	Alcor. It has a population of about 17,700 inhabitants. The 
	tourist focus on Mairena del Alcor is based on its valuable 
	cultural, historical and artistic heritage, and its attractive 
	local festivities. It has monuments of interest such as Castillo 
	de Luna, a late medieval fort, Casa Palacio de los Duques de 
	Arcos, of Mudejar origin, Santa Marнa church, etc. 
	Our fieldwork is focused on the olive grove where one of the most 
	significant monuments stands, “Casa-Museo Bonsor. Castillo de 
	Mairena”. This institution consists of a late-medieval fort that 
	was converted into a museum-house by Jorge Bonsor Saint Martнn at 
	the beginning of the 20th century, in order to exhibit the 
	results of his archaeological digs in the nearby hills.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Sevilla - Station Prado de 
	Sebastiбn (CASAL Company).
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day, between 20 h. and 21 h., in Casa 
	Palacio Duques de Arcos. 
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, insulation mat, work clothes, 
	sportswear, sports and work shoes, bathing costume, shower 
	slippers, personal toiletteries, towel, hat or cup for the sun, 
	sun protection cream, canteen, rucksack, flashlight, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers. 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Optional: photographic camera, traditional music, musical 
	instruments, typical products from the volunteersґ place of 
	origin.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.- Direcciуn Provincial del Instituto Andaluz de 
	la Juventud (Sevilla). Tel: 955 036 361 / 955 036 359.
	E-mail: campostrabajo.iaj@juntadeandalucia.es
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIAN051	ARCH	01.08.2008	15.08.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVIAN051  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CASTILLO DE HINS-CANIT 
	Location:  Caсete La Real 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґAl Jalidґ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  01-08-2008  Final Date: 15-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Andalucнa. Province of Mбlaga.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK.- 
	5x5-grid archaeological sampling work in the area giving access 
	to the third zone: sector of the first cistern and access area.
	Completion of the archaeological works in a sector near the 
	castle keep.
	Topographical survey of the site, photography, documentation and 
	filing of work.
	Cleaning, cataloguing and study of objects found.
	Maintenance and cleaning activities in the work areas.
	
	OTHER ACTIVITIES.-  
	Visits  to the ruins of Sбbora, Cueva del Buho and Cueva del 
	Gato.
	Workshops: Craft ceramics, decoration, representations, 
	recreational painting, etc.
	Sports activities: introduction to the escalade, speleology, 
	rappel, trekking, etc.
	Leisure activities: games and night animation, night trekking, 
	camping, barbecue, swiming pool.
	
	LOCATION.- The workcamp is situated at the Castle of Hins-Canit, 
	in Caсete La Real, in the region of Antequera and near the Ronda 
	mountains. Typical village of the ґSerranнaґ, typical 
	architecture of white willage. There are numerous romans and 
	arabian ruins.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Youth hostel ґAl-Jalidґ - Nueva street, s/n 
	- Caсete La Real (Mбlaga).
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Mбlaga and Antequera 
	(CASADO Company) and from Sevilla (LOS AMARILLOS Company).
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day, during the morning, in the Youth 
	Hostel “Al-Jalid”.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work clothes, sportswear, sports 
	and work shoes, rucksack, water bottle, flashlight, bathing 
	costume, personal toiletteries, towel, hat, sun protection cream, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Direcciуn Provincial del Instituto Andaluz 
	de la Juventud (Mбlaga) - Tel. 951 040911 / 951 040918. 
	E-mail: campostrabajo.iaj@juntadeandalucia.es
	Town Hall of Caсete la Real - Tel. 952 183210
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIAN061	ENVI	19.07.2008	02.08.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVIAN061  Year: 2008 
	Name:  PICACHO 
	Location:  Alcala De Los Gazules 
	Address:  Refuge ґEl Picachoґ 
	Project:  ENVI-RENO - Environmental-Restoration 
	Initial Date:  19-07-2008  Final Date: 02-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Andalucнa. Province of Cбdiz.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	Starting-up a traditional vegetable garden in the “El Aljibe” 
	Botanical Garden.
	Collecting information on traditional agriculture through 
	interviews with old people.
	Seed collection, preparation, classification and conservation.
	Renovation of “La Blasina” cottage: rebuilding of walls, 
	conditioning work, etc. 
	Building a model of “La Blasina” ruins. Mapping out the zone, and 
	designing educational environmental activities. 
	Activities to provide information and promote awareness amongst 
	young people from Alcalб de los Gazules. 
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Workshops:Juggling, handicrafts, flora and fauna, medicinal 
	plants, body-handling, trust games, orientation.
	Sports activities: cycling, introduction to abseiling and 
	mountaineering, archery, trekking, canoeing.
	Excursions and visits: Natural Park Visitor Centre, climb to El 
	Picacho, Cбdiz, Jerez de la Frontera,  Bolonia beach and Roman 
	ruins of Baelo Claudia.
	Games and social evenings.
	
	LOCATION.- In the north of the “Los Alcornocales” Natural Park in 
	the Sierra del Aljibe (Cadiz). This park, covering 170,025 ha, is 
	one of the chief wooded areas in Andalucia, with some of the 
	largest cork oak woods in the world along with discreet groves of 
	muricated oak and river woodland that give us an idea of what the 
	primitive Iberian forests would have been like. In addition to 
	the region’s natural interest there is the archaeological, 
	traditional and historical appeal of the Campo de Gibraltar area.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Refuge “El Picacho” - Carretera de los Montes de 
	Alcalб - Km. 3,5 - Alcalб de los Gazules (Cбdiz).
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS. Bus from Sevilla, Algeciras and Jerez de 
	la Frontera (LINESUR Company) and from Cadiz (COMES company) to 
	Alcalб de los Gazules.
	
	MEETING POINT.- Volunteers should arrive the first day at 12.00h. 
	at the “Parada” bar in Alcalб de los Gazules. From here they will 
	be transfered to the Refuge “El Picacho”.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag or blanket, work clothes and 
	shoes, walking boots and trainers, water flask, haversack, torch, 
	bathing costume, waterproof sandals, washing gear (including 
	towel), sun protection (cap, hat, cream, etc.),  international 
	sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	Optional: typical products from the volunteer’s place of origin: 
	non-perishable foodstuffs, drinks, information and music for a 
	fiesta of peoples of the world.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.- Direcciуn Provincial del Instituto Andaluz de 
	la Juventud en Cбdiz.Tel: 956 007 508 / 956 007 512
	E-mail: campostrabajo.iaj@juntadeandalucia.es

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIAN071	ARCH	14.07.2008	28.07.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVIAN071  Year: 2008 
	Name:  MADINAT AL-ZAHRA 
	Location:  Cordoba 
	Address:  Youth Hostel of Cуrdoba 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  14-07-2008  Final Date: 28-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Andalucнa. Province of Cуrdoba.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	 Archaeological cleanup and study of architectural structures in 
	the al-Rumaniyya caliph’s orchard, and especially the great pool 
	- the distinctive feature of this site.
	Tour of the various departments of the Madinat al-Zahra 
	archaeological complex so as to discover the work going on in 
	them and the stages of their conservation and restoration.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Excursions and visits: area of Madinat Al-Zahara (bridges, 
	aqueducts, al-Rumaniyya, quarries, etc.), Cуrdoba (monuments, 
	museums, districts (barrios) etc), Granada (Alhambra Palace, 
	Albaycнn), Activities to learn more about: Al-Andalus, Cordoba, 
	Madinat Al-Zahra, Mбlaga (Alcazaba), day of beach in Mбlaga.
	Workshops; theatre, juggling, etc.
	Sporting and aquatic activities. Swimming pool.    
	Socio-cultural activities: games, soirйes, parties (welcome, 
	farewell, etc.).
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Youth Hostel “Cуrdoba” - Plaza Juda Levi s/n  
	(Cуrdoba).
	
	LOCATION.- In the archaeological site of Madinat Al-Zahra located 
	on the Palma de Rнo road, some 10mk. From Cordoba. The city 
	contains very significant treasures of Andalusian gum Arabic art. 
	Few cities can claim to have an entire ancient califal city so 
	nearby.  Madinat Al-Zahra, an emblematic place given its rich 
	history, is surrounded by a large natural area where one can 
	enjoy nature, culture and urban pleasures at the same time, and 
	is considered to be one of the highlights of Islamic art, thanks 
	to its structure and urban layout, alongside the diversity of 
	materials used, the architectural solutions used and the 
	extraordinary wealth and quality of its decorations. It is a 
	magnificent legacy, which since its creation has become a legend 
	and represents, along with the Aljama Mosque, the essence of one 
	of the most important periods of history on the Iberian 
	Peninsula.  the splendour of the caliphate; and Cordoba, together 
	with Baghdad, is the more important city and boasts the greatest 
	cultural splendour of the time, highlighting the йpoque of the 
	caliph Al-haKan II.    
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- Bus and train to Cуrdoba.
	
	MEETING POINT.- Participants should arrive the first day, from 12 
	noon, at the Youth Hostel “Cуrdoba”. 
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Clothes and footwear for work and sports, water 
	bottle, rucksack, swimming clothes, sandals for the water, 
	toiletry bag and accessories (including towel) and equipment for 
	protection against the sun (hat, cap, sun creams, etc.), 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers. 
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Direcciуn Provincial del Instituto Andaluz 
	de la Juventud In Cуrdoba - Tel: 957 352254 / 957 352256 
	E-mail: campostrabajo.iaj@juntadeandalucнa.es

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIAN081	 ENVI	15.07.2008	29.07.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVIAN081  Year: 2008 
	Name:  BACARES 
	Location:  Bacares 
	Project:  ENVI-SOCI - Environmental-Social project 
	Initial Date:  15-07-2008  Final Date: 29-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Andalucнa. Province of Almerнa.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	To provide necessary technical resources, adapt and revise 
	signposting on the short route (SR) for official homologation: 
	land reconnaissance where work will take place, mapping out of 
	route, data collection, needs, etc. 
	Signposting and writing a document about the route.
	Creation of Audiovisual document on Historical Memory, on the 
	subject of The Ambushes: script, filming, editing, etc. 
	Memory Party with intergenerational exchange.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Excursions and visits: Cabo de Gata-Nнjar Natural Park, Almerнa, 
	Sierra de los Filabres.
	Workshops and training activities (acting school, etc.) for young 
	people and for exchanges with elderly people.
	Social evenings, group dynamics, sports activities, games and 
	water activities in the swimming pool, etc.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Ecofilabres rural apartments. Paraje El Calvario 
	s/n. - BACARES (ALMERIA).
	
	LOCATION.- Bacares is in the Alto Almanzora area, in the Sierra 
	de los Filabres, 135 km from Almerнa. It is surrounded by three 
	great hills more than 2000 metres high, from which three rivers, 
	the Gergal, the Medio and the Nimas, come down to join forces by 
	the village as the river Bacares, whose waters irrigate the 
	thirsty fields on the hillsides of the Almanzora area. The 
	village has a population of just over 300 and its economy is 
	based mainly on agriculture and rural tourism. It has a mining 
	tradition going back to Phoenician times and its mountains 
	provided iron up to the 19th century. Traces remain of those 
	early mines, as well as of more recent ones, but what has left 
	the strongest mark is the village’s Arab past. The arrangement of 
	its streets and its hillside location, along with its old water 
	channels, remain almost intact.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- Bus from Almerнa (Grupo Alsa-Etnacar) 
	and from Granada (Alsina Graells) to Tнjola.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The participants should be the first day at 17 h. 
	in the Town Hall Square of Tнjola. From here the organization 
	will transfer them to Bacares.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work and sports clothes, some 
	warm clothes, water flask, haversack, torch, swimsuit, waterproof 
	sandals, toiletry accessories (including towel), sun protection 
	(cap, hat, cream), international sanitary card for the EU 
	volunteers. Optional: musical instrument, clothes to be used as 
	disguises in theme nights and other activities.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Direcciуn Provincial del Instituto Andaluz 
	de la Juventud (Almerнa) - Tel: 950 006 613 / 950 006 614 / 950 
	006 619                
	Email: campostrabajo.iaj@juntadeandalucia.es
	Town Hall of Bacares - Tel. 950 421016 / 619585742

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIAR032	 ENVI	10.08.200	29.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIAR032  Year: 2008 
	Name:  ESTOPIСAN 
	Location:  Estopiсan 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  10-08-2008  Final Date: 29-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Aragуn. Province of Huesca.
	
	IDEAL PARTICIPANTS:
	Environmentally aware young people who want to live and share 
	different cultures. People who are especially aware of water 
	issues and the proper use of natural resources.
	
	TECHNICAL WORK DESCRIPTION:
	The work will consist of cleaning weeds and thickets, allowing 
	the trees located in the inside of the complex to look much 
	better, without anything endangering the good health of the oaks 
	and holm oaks which provide shade for the tents when the camp 
	site is occupied. Repairing the steps which connect the different 
	camping and activity sites with wood from recycled posts. 
	Moreover, it is intended to create another team to work in the 
	outskirts of the “fuente de la canal”, conditioning it in such a 
	way that it turns into a recreational place, with benches and a 
	table, removing rubble and unused posts giving it a clean and 
	practical appearance, taking advantage of the beautiful 
	surroundings of the place and the wonderful views of Estopiсan 
	del Castillo.
	This way three rotating working teams would be created allowing 
	each volunteer to work in the complex, the fountain, the kitchen 
	and the cleaning and maintenance of the building which will be 
	used for accommodation during the workcamp.
	
	SPECIFIC GOALS:
	Promote the multicultural interchange among all the work-camp 
	participants.
	Arrange and prepare the Youth Complex “Carlos Pauner”.
	Arrange and prepare of the space called “La Fuente de la Canal” 
	as a rest and play zone.
	
	OPERATIONAL GOALS IN THE WORKCAMP:
	Carry out games and activities to improve relationships and 
	cultural interchange among the participants.
	
	OPERATIONAL GOALS IN THE COMPLEX:
	 Weeds cleaning and conditioning of the accesses to the complex 
	to improve services.
	Renovation of the stairs that communicates the whole complex
	Removing weeds that obstruct the circulation in the complex
	Rebuilding of the inner fences to avoid possible falls to the 
	lower levels of the building.
	
	PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES:
	Rotating workgroups of cleaning, preparation and field work in 
	the zone. Free time organization by a local Free Time Monitor 
	Director, who will organize all kind of daily activities 
	including: Orientation, hiking, night hiking, evening gathering, 
	environment knowledge, aquatic activities and the possibility of 
	other activities proposed by the volunteers themselves.
	
	LOCATION:
	Estopiсбn del castillo is a village located in the southern part 
	of the Ribagorza, which currently has 220 inhabitants although 
	during winter time there are no more than 150 residents.
	The new tendencies on rural development towards the services 
	sector is fully accepted by the town council, which has had its 
	own school for 4 years now, a nursery opened this year, swimming 
	pool, sports centre, rural hostel, shop, tobacconist’s, pub and 
	the “Carlos Pauner Gotor” youth complex, which is the site of the 
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	football ground, the volleyball court, the school, the nursery 
	and facilities for up to 110 camping pitches. Moreover, the 
	location has a rural hostel called “Ca L’Estall”, several youth, 
	sport, seniors, housewives and consumers  associations. 
	Furthermore there are several open-air mining industries where 
	different kinds of stones are mined.
	On the other hand, the reality of these kind of town councils is 
	that, although services might be sufficient, this is not always 
	the case with funding, and that is why volunteer activities like 
	this are so welcome, even more when they involve the presence and 
	diffusion of an international workcamp, which gives promotion and 
	a great revitalization of these kind of places.
	
	ACCOMMODATION:
	In the youth complex “Carlos Pauner Gotor” - Portal street, s/n - 
	Estopiсan del Castillo, 22589-Huesca. Lodging in the campsite, 
	which has kitchen, showers, a big hall and sports place. The 
	participants will sleep in the hall, which has bunk beds and is 
	located inside the complex, 100 meters away from the village 
	centre.
	
	FOOD:
	The meals will be cooked daily in the campsite kitchen, 
	(authorised for 110 diners and which is used during winter as a 
	refectory) by a cook who will serve balanced menus based on the 
	Mediterranean diet.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
	By road from Madrid to Zaragoza, Huesca, Barbastro, Benabarre and 
	Estopiсan del Castillo, and from Barcelona to Lleida and towards 
	Viella, to Estopiсan del Castillo.  The train goes to Monzуn, and 
	a bus to Estopiсan del Castillo by Tamarite de Litera.  Airports 
	in Barcelona and Zaragoza.  Daily bus from Estopiсan del Castillo 
	to Tamarite at 7:15 and from Tamarite to Estopiсan del Castillo 
	at 15:15.
	
	MEETING POINT:
	Carlos Pauner Gotor youth complex, well indicated at the entrance 
	of the village.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING:
	Light sleeping bag, warm clothes, raincoat, backpack, torch, 
	swimming suit, towel, toilet bag, hiking shoes, swimming shoes 
	and clothes for work, international sanitary card for the EU 
	volunteers.
	
	ENTITIES AND PEOPLE RESPONSIBLE FOR ORGANISING THE WORKCAMP:
	Estopiсan del Castillo town council, Education, Culture and 
	Sports councillor
	Free Time Monitor: Javier Torres
	Email: tjavi@hotmail.com / estopinan@eresmas.com
	Telephone: 629 33 60 75 / 974 43 31 75
	Fax: 974 43 31 75
	
	Address: Estopiсan del Castillo Town Hall - Mayor street, 5 - 
	22589-Huesca
	
	FURTHER INFORMATION AND ORGANISERS:
	Instituto Aragonйs de la Juventud
	C/ Franco y Lуpez, 4
	50005 - ZARAGOZA
	Tel.: 976 714 964 / 976 716 810 (ext. 2805)
	Fax: +34 976 714 049
	E-mail: raparicio@aragon.es / mjfondevilla@aragon.es
_________________________________________________________________________
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	Alliance	Spain	SVIAR061	RENO	15.07.2008	03.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIAR061  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CASITA BLANCA 
	Location:  Canfranc, Pueblo 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  15-07-2008  Final Date: 03-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Aragуn. Province of Huesca.
	
	PROFILE SOUGHT:
	Young people from all walks of life who are interested in helping 
	the municipality of Canfranc to restore an old forestry nursery 
	and give it new life as a tourist attraction. We believe that 
	young people from all regions of Spain and throughout Europe, 
	whatever their social status and physical, sensory or social 
	limitations, will be able to participate in a work camp which 
	will attempt to put one of the municipality’s most well-known 
	sites to good use.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
	Clearing the nursery grounds.
	Erect fencing around nursery.
	Rebuilding the walls around the nursery and the Casita lanca’s 
	external walls.
	Installation of a metal door.
	Preparing the inside of the Casita for use by visitors.
	Publishing a small booklet on the history of the Casita Blanca 
	and the uses to which it has been put.      
	The booklet would then be available from the local tourist 
	office.
	Erecting a signpost in Spanish, French and English.
	Materials and tools provided:
	Building tools: pick axes, shovels, wheelbarrows, containers, 
	buckets, and gloves.
	Ground clearing tools: bags, brushcutters, rakes, etc.
	Various gardening tools.
	Electricity generators. Lighting: Lampshades, lightbulbs, etc.
	Paint and decorator’s tools.
	Running water.
	
	AIMS:
	Put the Casita Blanca nursery to good use.
	Clean the Casita on the inside, paint it and tidy the surrounding 
	area.Prepare the inside of the refuge for use and install 
	services for visitors.
	Encourage links between the participants and the people of 
	Canfranc.
	Training in environmental issues and heritage and how to 
	preserve, respect and disseminate it.
	Learn about the history and current realities of Canfranc, as 
	well as its traditions. 
	Involvement in a range of cultural, sporting and mountain 
	activities.
	Strengthen social cohesion through the values of tolerance,
	participation and cultural exchange.
	
	SCHEDULED ACTIVIES:
	Canfranc town council receives assistance for this section of 
	activities from the Asociaciуn E.T.L. Sargantana, which will lead 
	and be responsible for the group in the afternoons and weekends, 
	as it will be in the care of a Town Council official during 
	working hours.
	Having sought a proposed schedule from Sargantana, we can now 
	inform you that the activities which the Town Council has already 
	arranged for the participants is as follows:
	1. Familiarisation with the surroundings: walks, nature study, 
	landscape interpretation, study of fauna, flora, geomorphology, 
	anthropological features.
	2. Hiking activities: two treks in the Collarada-Ip area and the 
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	Canal Roya - Anayet area.
	3. Afternoon excursions: trips to Estiviellas and coll de 
	Ladrones.
	4. Trips to nearby towns: Villanъa, Urdos, Jaca.
	5. Mountaineering activities: Climbing, rappel, orienteering, 
	map-reading, walking.
	6 Leisure activities: festivals, games, parties.
	7 Educational activities: workshops on alcohol, smoking and sex, 
	discussion groups.
	
	Our approach to the camp is to treat it as an activity for young 
	adults, without this meaning that we should ignore its 
	educational value for life in the outside world. Although the 
	supplementary activities are optional, we try to ensure that 
	everyone takes part. Consequently, on the first day, once the 
	relevant presentations have been made and the participants have 
	taken part in activities to get to know each other, they are 
	presented with a list of possible activities which is completed 
	and then agreed amongst everyone. As a result, through the 
	incorporation of individual viewpoints concerning education 
	activities, a programme is drawn up in which everyone has a role 
	to play and for which we are all therefore responsible. This 
	helps to ensure that the participants take part in all the 
	activities and that the group gradually becomes more cohesive.
	
	ACCOMMODATION:
	Refuge of Canfranc. Youth Hostel. Albareda street, 19 - 22888 
	Canfranc (Huesca).
	This is a traditional mountain house in Canfranc which has been 
	restored for use as a youth hostel offering 75 beds divided into 
	6 separate rooms. There is a large dining room with wooden tables 
	which can also be used for many other purposes, including parties 
	and meetings etc. The hostel also has another area with a 
	television, video player, games, music, etc. where participants 
	can enjoy a wide range of leisure or educational activities. The 
	building is centrally heated and permanent hot water, there are 
	shared showers and bathrooms, two meeting rooms, a bar and an 
	outside recreation area. Participants must bring a sleeping bag 
	or a set of sheets.
	
	FOOD:
	Home style cooking providing large portions designed to meet the 
	requirements of energetic, active adults. The food is prepared by 
	the hostel’s own kitchen staff in the purpose-built kitchen. The 
	dining room is large and is located next to the kitchen. Each 
	group prepares the dining room to meet its own needs, laying the 
	tables, distributing the food and clearing up.
	
	BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA:
	Canfranc Estaciуn is one of two villages making up the 
	municipality of Canfranc. It stands at 1,200 m above sea level 
	and is one of the highest municipalities and most typically 
	Pyrenean areas in the whole province of Huesca. The area has been 
	deeply influenced by outside intervention due to its location 
	only a few kilometres away from the French border and lying, as 
	it does, on the Santiago pilgrimage route. Canfranc is therefore 
	a somewhat special place, as it has previously been the site of 
	huge public works as part of the defence of the realm, the 
	creation of transport links and infrastructure and the production 
	of electricity at hydroelectric stations.  With a view to 
	protecting these structures and the population that built and 
	maintains them, the Government undertook some striking work on 
	the mountain sides, which tower up to 1,000 metres over Canfranc.
	Two huge projects at the beginning of the 20th C. were intended 
	to ensure that avalanches of snow or rock would not destroy life 
	in the valley and hundreds of ditches were dug while the 
	mountains were planted with millions of trees.
	The reforestation project required the construction of several 
	nurseries at strategic locations around the mountains. One of 
	these is La Casita Blanca, which can be seen from Canfranc 
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	Estaciуn. Eleven years ago, another work camp ensured the 
	building was not destroyed and protected it from further decay by 
	replacing the roof and shoring up the walls. In view of 
	developments in tourism in the area, our aim is now to make the 
	most of the site and ensure it is used by as wide a spectrum of 
	the population as possible.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
	By road: From Zaragoza or Huesca to Jaca, with the ALOSA bus 
	company (http://www.alosa.es) Zaragoza: 976229343. Huesca 
	974355060.
	
	From Jaca to the Refuge of Canfranc hostel; by the bus service 
	run by the Mancomunidad del Alto Valle del Aragуn (974356980 
	Ext.18)
	
	By rail: From Zaragoza, Huesca or Jaca train stations on a 
	scheduled service to Canfranc Estaciуn. For information on 
	scheduled regional train service: 
	http://www.renfe.es/wf/ix.ese?IBIF_ex=hir&U=VR&O=71000&D=74217 
	Enquiries by telephone to RENFE 902240202.
	
	From Canfranc Estaciуn to the Refuge of Canfranc hostel; using 
	the bus service run by the Mancomunidad del Alto Valle del Aragуn 
	(974356980 Ext.18).
	
	MEETING POINT:
	Refuge of Canfranc hostel run by Sargantana at Albareda street 19 
	- Canfranc (Huesca).
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN: English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING: Work clothes, swimming attire, warm clothes, 
	rainwear (a good anorak or cape, etc.), a sleeping bag, rucksack 
	and boots, international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	WORKCAMP SUPPORTED BY:
	Canfranc town council
	Plaza del Ayuntamiento, 1.
	22880 Canfranc, Huesca.
	Tel: 974373029.
	Fax: 974373037.
	aytocanfranc@aragon.es
	
	FURTHER INFORMATION AND ORGANISERS:
	Instituto Aragonйs de la Juventud
	C/ Franco y Lуpez, 4
	50005 - ZARAGOZA
	Tel.: +34 976 714 964 / +34 976 716 810 (ext. 2805)
	Fax: +34 976 714 049
	E-mail: raparicio@aragon.es / mjfondevilla@aragon.es
_________________________________________________________________________
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	Alliance	Spain	SVIAR071	ENVI	12.07.2008	31.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIAR071  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CALAMOCHA 
	Location:  Calamocha 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  12-07-2008  Final Date: 31-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Aragуn. Province of Teruel.
	
	PROFILE SOUGHT:
	Preferably active young adults with an interest in the 
	environment and a desire to meet new people. Participants should 
	be communicative, outgoing and interested in learning about 
	Spanish culture and geography.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
	Participants in the Calamocha work camp will clean up and tidy 
	the riverside vegetation and irrigation channels along the River 
	Jiloca, removing unstable sedimentation and cleaning the river 
	bed.
	They will also tidy up and prepare a path linking the Ajutar area 
	with the Ratero bridge, thereby joining this stretch to the Roman 
	bridge and creating a very attractive place to take a stroll 
	throughout the year.
	Experts in the relevant fields will be on hand to assist in 
	replanting certain irrigation channels of particular importance 
	due to their location, such as the Monjas river, the Ajutar 
	communal laundry area or the Cangrejera.
	The working day for the participants will be from 9:00 am until 
	2:00 pm, Monday to Saturday. There might be a few days when 
	participants will work in the afternoon.
	
	AIMS:
	To clean up the banks of the River Jiloca  in Calamocha.
	To make the banks more visually attractive while respecting 
	native plants.
	To improve access to various parts of the river along the 
	surrounding paths. 
	To restore sites of historical and cultural interest to be found 
	along the banks of the River Jiloca.
	To promote environmentally friendly habits and participative and 
	voluntary behaviour in benefit of the community amongst the work 
	camp participants.
	To learn how to use digital cameras, discover the full range of 
	possibilities they offer and thereby enable the participants to 
	record for themselves the improvements they make on the river 
	banks.
	To learn cardboard and papier-mache restoration techniques in 
	order to repair cabezudos (traditional large head masks) so they 
	can be included in the processions of people wearing the masks 
	during fiestas in the area.
	To experience the area’s cultural and artistic heritage through 
	visits to sites of interest.
	
	SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES:
	Once the working day has ended, participants will be able to 
	enjoy a period of free time. They will then have time to use the 
	various municipal facilities, e.g. the sports hall, swimming 
	pools, the library (with access to the Internet), a youth centre, 
	etc.
	On several days of the week there will be workshops organised by 
	monitors specialising in the subjects being covered:
	Cabezudos repair workshop: participants will learn how to repair 
	local cabezudos under the guidance of a specialist in the 
	restoration of cardboard and papier-mache objects. Once restored, 
	the participants will be able to see the cabezudos when they are 
	paraded around the streets during fiestas. Time permitting, 
	participants will make a new cabezudo from scratch.
	Digital photography workshop. The aim is to enable participants 
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	to get the most out of a digital camera. The work camp volunteers 
	will be taking pictures of their own work on the river banks with 
	the photography skills they have learnt in the workshop. These 
	will be added to photographs taken earlier to create a record of 
	their work.
	Sports activities: Various monitors will arrange climbing, 
	Tyrolean traverse, orienteering and any other sporting activity 
	the participants might suggest.
	Day trips. Trips will be arranged for the weekends to take 
	participants out into the surrounding area to introduce them to 
	Mudйjar art, of which there are many examples in the Jiloca area. 
	It might also be possible to arrange a trip to the World Expo 
	2008 in Zaragoza. Other places of interest which could be visited 
	are the Piedra monastery, Peracense castle and the city of 
	Teruel.
	
	A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA WHERE THE WORKCAMP WILL TAKE 
	PLACE:
	The town of Calamocha is located in the north west of the 
	province of Teruel and is the administrative capital of the 
	Jiloca administrative area.
	Although the town has a long and varied history, with the first 
	documented mention dating from the Roman period, it is now the 
	economic driving force behind the prosperous Jiloca area, which 
	has placed its hopes for the future, amongst other things, in a 
	vibrant food industry based on ham, which has undoubtedly been 
	helped by the area’s success in securing an appellation of origin 
	for this particular product. The town aims to support this 
	approach with the development of an industrial estate 
	specifically for the food industry. Furthermore, it is also 
	laying all the necessary administrative groundwork for another 
	estate for other industries at a convenient site for the so-call 
	“Mudйjar” motorway.
	Calamocha offers all the services expected of a local 
	administrative centre. The town boasts a primary school, an adult 
	education centre, a secondary school, a Vocational Training 
	Centre for Bakers and Confectioners, a Teachers and Materials 
	Centre, courts of law, a health centre, chemist, social security 
	office, INAEM office, office of the Aragonese Regional 
	Government, Local Agriculture and Food Office, a fire station, a 
	day centre for the elderly, a library, a games library, s youth 
	centre, Cinema/Theatre/Auditorium, a music school, a multi-use 
	sports centre, a covered “pelota” court, open-air swimming pools, 
	grass and earth football pitches, tennis courts, etc.
	The capital of the Jiloca administrative area has eleven 
	adjoining population centres (El Poyo del Cid, Navarrete, Luco de 
	Jiloca, Cutanda, Lechago, Cuencabuena, Collados, Olalla, Nueros, 
	Valverde and Villajero de los Olmos), which makes it the largest 
	town in the area, with almost 4,900 inhabitants on the census.
	In addition, there is also a wide range of shops, hotels, 
	restaurants, bars, night bars and clubs in Calamocha, which 
	ensures that its streets are usually bustling.
	Mention should also be made, albeit briefly, of the town’s 
	historical buildings, amongst which are a Roman bridge, old 
	aristocratic houses and the imposing parish church of Santa Marнa 
	la Mayor.
	Calamocha is therefore the centre of social, cultural and leisure 
	activities and a place where people from both surrounding 
	villages and the town itself come together to meet all their 
	needs.
	
	ACCOMMODATION:
	Participants will stay in the CRIET facilities. This is a 
	restored building boasting large rooms which is mainly used to 
	accommodate children from isolated rural areas who occasionally 
	attend a school in the city.
	There are beds, bathrooms, toilets, hot water, a dining room, 
	kitchen, games room and television. The building also has a large 
	playground with goalposts and basketball equipment. A cleaning 
	service is provided for the bathrooms and bedrooms. The centre is 
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	located in the centre of Calamocha. 
	The address is:
	C.R.I.E.T de Calamocha. Aragуn street, 35. 44200 Calamocha.
	
	FOOD:
	Breakfast, lunch and dinner, as well as any other food will be 
	prepared by a local cook with a great deal of experience, as she 
	is responsible for drawing up and cooking the menus offered on a 
	daily basis to over 80 children attending the CRIET facility 
	throughout the school year. The cook is assisted by a helper, but 
	participants must serve themselves and clean the dining room 
	afterwards.
	The menus are based on recommendations issued by the National 
	Institute for Health. They consist of a traditional Mediterranean 
	diet of fruit, vegetables, pulses, cereals, pasta, olive oil etc. 
	The menus will attempt to bear in mind the participants’ 
	backgrounds and the potential need to provide for variations on 
	health grounds, eating choices or religious requirements.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
	Calamocha lies on the CN 234 road, which runs north-south.  The 
	Mudйjar motorway will also be opened in February, linking the 
	east coast with northern Spain and providing two exits for 
	Calamocha. The town can also be reached by train.
	The contact details for bus services are as follows:
	AUTOBUSES TERUEL-ZARAGOZA, S.A.
	ESTACIУN INTERMODAL DE ZARAGOZA
	Avda. de Navarra, nє 80
	50011 Zaragoza
	Tel.: 976 274 644
	 
	AUTOBUSES TERUEL-ZARAGOZA, S.A.
	ESTACIУN DE AUTOBUSES DE TERUEL
	C/ Ronda de Amberes, s/n. Teruel.
	Tel.: 978 601014
	
	Train: information from RENFE train company:
	Tel.: 902 240 202 / 902 243 402
	
	MEETING POINT:
	Participants in the work camp organised by the Calamocha town 
	council will be met on July 12th at the entrance to the CRIET 
	building at 12:00 am.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN: English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING:
	Work clothes (e.g. track suits, T-shirts), swimming attire, 
	towels, articles of personal hygiene, mosquito repellent, sun 
	screen, a hat for the sun, comfortable footwear, e.g. trainers, 
	summer clothing, sweatshirt and some warmer clothes such as a 
	fleece for the night time, international sanitary card for the EU 
	volunteers.
	The relevant tools will be provided by the organiser, which will 
	also plan the work to be undertaken.
	
	WORK CAMP IS SUPPORTED BY:
	Sociedad Cultural y Deportiva de Calamocha
	Pasaje Palafox, nє 1
	44200 Calamocha
	Tel.: 978 730 515  
	Fax: 978 730 517
	E-mail: scd@infonegocio.com
	
	FURTHER INFORMATION AND ORGANISERS:
	Instituto Aragonйs de la Juventud
	C/ Franco y Lуpez, 4
	50005 - ZARAGOZA
	Tel.: 976 714 964 / 976 716 810 (ext. 2805)
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_________________________________________________________________________	Fax: 976 714 049
	E-mail: raparicio@aragon.es / mjfondevilla@aragon.es
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	Alliance	Spain	SVIAR081	SOCI	07.07.2008	27.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIAR081  Year: 2008 
	Name:  DAROCA 
	Location:  Daroca 
	Project:  SOCI-CULT - Social and Cultural project 
	Initial Date:  07-07-2008  Final Date: 27-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Aragуn. Province of Zaragoza.
	
	PROFILE SOUGHT:
	Energetic, with knowledge of community-building and sports 
	activities. Proactive and creative with leadership skills.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
	Drawing up community activities for a rural population
	Organising and putting into practice physical, sporting and 
	recreational activities, with particular emphasis on water sports 
	(i.e. swimming).
	Organising and putting into practice leisure activities for 
	retired persons.
	
	AIMS:
	To provide volunteers with the skills and techniques required for 
	community building.
	To support and mentor the volunteers in organising, encouraging 
	and assessing leisure activities.
	To provide a range of community-building activities in villages 
	in the Campo de Daroca area.
	To increase participants’ knowledge of the Campo de Daroca area.
	
	SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES:
	Participants will be divided into three groups: Sport, Youth and 
	the Elderly, with groups being rotated once a week.
	
	Each group area will have an expert monitor who will be present 
	at the activities led by the co-ordinators for each area (i.e. 
	Youth, Sport, the Elderly) and will provide advice, organise and 
	execute these activities in the various municipalities in the 
	Campo De Daroca area.
	
	Activities to be undertaken in each of the three areas:
	
	18.1.Youth: 
	SUMMER CAMPS AND SUMMER SCHOOLS
	
	18.2. Sport: 
	WATER SPORTS CLASSES AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES DURING LOCAL 
	FESTIVALS
	
	18.3. The Elderly: 
	EXERCISE AND FITNESS ACTIVITIES 
	 
	Each of these work camp activities is described in greater detail 
	below.
	
	18.1. Youth: 
	SUMMER CAMPS AND SUMMER SCHOOLS
	The summer camps and summer schools form part of a programme of 
	steps to encourage play, recreational and leisure activities 
	during the summer under the guidance of Campo de Daroca’s Local 
	Youth Service, supported by small and medium-sized municipalities 
	in the Daroca area.
	
	The programme’s goals are as follows:
	1: To encourage activities designed to provide education during 
	People’s free time and to create leisure opportunities for 
	infants and young persons in rural communities to ensure their 
	full physical, psychological and social development.
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	2: To provide for the largest possible number of children in the 
	area through activities which stimulate their engagement in 
	healthy leisure activities as a matter of habit.
	
	3: To ensure the existing facilities are used to full capacity 
	during the summer months.
	
	We will work with three general age groups, with activities 
	adapted to their age and abilities:
	“Peques”: 6-8 years-old, “Medis”: 9-11 years-old, “Super”: 12-14 
	years-old.    
	
	Nevertheless, the age groups might be subject to minor changes 
	depending on the ages of those participating, provided this does 
	not greatly affect the programme of activities at the camp.    
	
	The geographical areas to be covered will be based on the 
	following schools:
	
	Area 1: Langa del Castillo - Mainar - Villarreal de Huerva  
	(LAMAVI)
	Area 2: Cubel - Gallocanta - Used (CUGAUS)
	Area 3: Daroca
	
	The following criteria were employed in selecting the areas:
	-Number of schoolchildren and young persons
	-Pre-existing sports and leisure facilities
	-internal and external management of the activity
	
	18.2.Sport: 
	WATER SPORTS CLASSES AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES DURING LOCAL 
	FESTIVALS
	We are currently witnessing growing interest amongst parents and 
	their children in swimming as a free time physical activity which 
	also improves and maintains physical fitness.
	The Campo de Daroca’s Administrative Area’s Centre for Local 
	Sport is intent on responding to public demand and has therefore 
	arranged for swimming classes for beginners and those who wish to 
	improve their technique for children over 4.
	
	As a result, the courses aim to familiarise participants with 
	water, through constructive, motivating and healthy activities 
	which might help them to react correctly to situations and 
	difficulties which might arise in everyday life. 
	This will be achieved by helping participants to develop and 
	acquire skills such as: balance, floating, breathing, basic 
	movement skills, techniques and games.
	
	The goals which participants should be aiming to achieve are, 
	depending on his/her level:
	
	Overcoming any fear of water.
	Establishing an exercise routine.
	Stay afloat without assistance.
	Move in the water.
	Submerge the whole body while controlling breathing.
	Fear-free diving.
	Overcome common problems experienced in the water, requiring 
	mastery of certain acquired physical techniques.
	Introduce participants to swimming as a sport.
	Take part in games which establish a balanced and constructive 
	relationship which avoids rivalry and dangerous behaviour in the 
	water.
	Respect the capacity and limitations of others.
	Learn good hygiene habits.
	-Learn how to use public spaces. 
	
	The educational approach will consist of a strategy whereby the 
	students engage the activity as a whole but focus on a specific 
	issue.
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	 The teaching styles to be used are the traditional method, i.e. 
	the allocation of tasks, the cognitive method (guided discovery 
	and problem solving) and the creative style.
	
	There will be three ability levels for which water skills can be 
	assessed, namely
	
	BEGINNERS 1    
	Overcome a fear of water
	Becoming accustomed to the water
	Basic floating and breathing
	Basic movement in the water
	Water as a recreational activity
	
	BEGINNERS 2    
	Gain confidence in the water
	Swim front crawl with movements and breathing 
	appropriately co-ordinated.
	Basic movement in the water swimming backstroke.
	Submersion.
	
	POST-BEGINNERS    
	Improving breathing and co-ordination
	Perfecting the crawl and backstroke
	Introduction to the breaststroke
	Improving diving technique
	These classes are designed for children from 4 upwards. How long 
	do the classes last? Classes consist of 15 sessions of 45 min. 
	each.
	
	Classes will be held at the following locations:
	
	Group 1: 
	
	LOCATION
	Herrera        10:00 - 12:45
	Romanos      16:15 - 17:00
	Manchones   16:30 - 17:15
	Murero         17:30 - 18:30
	
	Group 2: 
	LOCATION    
	Daroca          10:30 - 13:30
	Atea              16:00 - 17:30
	Used             18:00 - 19:00
	
	Group 3:
	LOCATION
	Mainar          10:45 - 12:00    
	Langa            12:15 - 13:00
	Gallocanta    16:00 - 16:45
	Cubel             17:15 . 18:00
	Acered          18:30 - 19:15
	
	18.3. The Elderly: 
	EXERCISE AND FITNESS ACTIVITIES
	Engagement in exercise, by the very act of moving, increases 
	social interaction and favours improvements in psychological 
	wellbeing.
	
	While active games unconsciously lead children into greater 
	social interaction, adults benefit from improved overall balance 
	and health, in addition to an increased capacity to overcome the 
	problems the elderly face within the community.
	
	If it is hard to persuade young people to change their way of 
	life, it is even more difficult with adults, although it is also 
	true that once motivated they are co-operative, disciplined and 
	capable of changing their lives, adopting a new lifestyle which 
	offers an improved chance of a healthy future.
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	So let’s get on with it! We have drawn up a programme for senior 
	citizens in the Campo de Daroca area which aims to provide a 
	series of activities which can be integrated into their lives 
	while simultaneously provide a whole range of benefits for their 
	health and lifestyle.
	
	Aims:
	- Improve fitness levels.
	- Learn to breathe correctly.
	- Learn about correct posture and how it can help prevent injury.
	- Learn how to relax.
	- Undertake physical activity in various ways and environments.
	- Attempt to persuade people to take exercise.
	- Begin to take exercise routinely.
	
	Programme content:
	- The effect of exercise on health.
	- Ageing. Physical, psychological and social effects.
	- The role of the elderly in contemporary society.
	- How the adult body adapts to exercise.
	- Blood pressure.
	- Exercise in various contexts.
	- Games and traditional local sports.
	- Dancing.
	
	PROGRAMME:
	The programme consists of one section devoted to theory and 
	another to putting it into practice. It will stretch over 21 
	days, with one 1Ѕ hr. session per week.
	
	The theory section will be taught by doctors, physiotherapists 
	and monitors, who will give classes dealing with the first five 
	items in the list of contents above.
	
	Furthermore, this first stage of the programme will include a 
	medical check-up in order to create a full medical history.
	
	The practical side of the programme will be led by a monitor who 
	specialises in sports and exercise for senior citizens.
	The final three items in the list of contents will be achieved 
	through the following activities:
	
	- “Shake that body” (Muevete). This consists of general keep fit 
	exercises (for the abdomen, back, lumbar region, strength 
	exercises, exercises for joints, flexibility, relaxation and 
	others).
	
	- Walking. Here is an example of the kind of programme being 
	contemplated over a thirty-day period:
	Week 1: stretching + 30 minutes walking (3 km) + general fitness 
	exercises + relaxation.
	Week 2: As per Week 1, but 30-40 minutes walking (3-4 km).
	Week 3: As per Week 2, but 40-50 minutes walking (4-5 km).
	Week 4: As per Week 1, but 50-60 minutes walking (5-6 km).
	
	- Water-based activities. Gymnastic fitness exercises in the 
	water (swimming, aerobic water exercises, etc.)
	
	- Outdoor activities. Cycling, exploring trails and the 
	countryside by foot and bicycle.
	
	- Traditional local games (drawing up a list of local games and 
	playing them). This activity can be supplemented by publishing a 
	book with the games which have been remembered and played.
	
	- Traditional and local dance workshop: merengue, pasodoble, 
	sevillana etc.
	
	Once this programme of exercises for senior citizens has come to 
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	an end we believe they will overcome all the difficulties 
	detected in previous studies and that we will meet all the 
	previously established goals. 
	
	Furthermore, we will hope to establish exercise as a routine part 
	of the participants’ lives, so that they engage in physical 
	activity in their free time and use it as a means of overcoming 
	the effects of old age and the difficulties it creates.
	
	The activities will be offered in the following municipalities:
	
	Anento
	Badules
	Cubel
	Cuerlas (Las)
	Lechуn
	Retascуn
	Torralbilla
	Villanueva de Jiloca
	Villarreal de Huerva
	
	DESCRIPTION OF THE CAMPO DE DAROCA AREA:
	The Campo de Daroca administrative area lies to the southwest of 
	Zaragoza and contains some of the municipalities which formerly 
	belonged to the old Comunidad de Daroca in the Middle and Modern 
	Ages. 
	The area was once host to three separate communities; Christians, 
	Jews and Muslims, who managed to live in harmony for many 
	centuries. One of the products of this period of co-existence was 
	the development of Mudйjar art, which was an exclusively Spanish 
	contribution to the world’s artistic heritage, and of particular 
	relevance in Aragon. 
	The area to the west of the Jiloca river is known as Campo de 
	Used, which includes the land which drains into the Gallocanta 
	lake, which is the largest natural lake in Spain, receiving 
	thousands of migratory birds every year, most notably the common 
	crane. Another local highlight is the canyon at Hoces de Torralba 
	de los Frailes, through which flows the Piedra river in a 
	spectacular natural setting.
	There is more striking landscape to the east of the Jiloca river. 
	Resting against the mountain foothills is an area where the holm 
	oak woods are still the dominant feature. The hills lead down to 
	the Campo de Romanos plain, which is known for its cereal crops 
	and riverside woods, watered by the river Huerva.  The other side 
	of this high plain is marked by abrupt gullies which carry 
	rainwater down to the River  Jiloca and represent an exceptional 
	landscape of great environmental importance, as, for example, in 
	the case of  Aguallueve de Anento. 
	The area has good transport links by road along the A-23 (the 
	“Autovнa Mudйjar”), the N-234 between Soria and Sagunto, in 
	Valencia, and the A-211 from Daroca to Molina de Aragуn and on to 
	Madrid.
	 The climate can be categorised as Mediterranean continental, 
	with little precipitation and large temperature swings from 
	season to season (winter is very cold and summer produces high 
	daytime temperatures and cool nights). 
	Grave difficulties have resulted from people moving to the cities 
	and an ageing population. There are 6,623 inhabitants spread over 
	934 kmІ, and population density is one of the lowest in Spain and 
	indeed Europe, at 7.09 per kmІ. The area’s largest town is 
	Daroca.
	The population’s economic future and, consequently, its chances 
	of attracting people back to the area, rely on two vital overall 
	goals:
	Improving and making better use of the area’s existing resources.
	Encouraging alternative sources of income through tourism.
	
	ACCOMMODATION / FOOD: 
	Daroca Youth Hostel
	Address: Cortes de Aragуn, 13, 50360 - DAROCA, ZARAGOZA 
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	Telephone: 976800129 / 976801268
	Fax: 976800129 / 976800362
	E-mail: darocaturismo@dpz.es. 
	
	Hostel facilities:
	Rooms: 2 x 18-bed rooms, 1 x 16-bed room, 2 x 10-bed rooms and 1 
	x 6-bed room. 
	Heating 
	Hot water 
	Showers and toilets. 
	Dining room 
	Kitchen 
	Food served. 
	Multi-use rooms. 
	
	Unisex rooms (male and female in same room).
	
	MEETING POINT:
	The first day at Daroca Youth Hostel.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN: English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING: (sleeping bag, warm clothes, work clothes, 
	swimming costumes etc.).
	Warm clothes (for use at night), articles of personal hygiene, 
	sun screen, headgear for the sun, mosquito repellent, swimming 
	attire, sunglasses, small rucksack, waterproof sandals, water 
	bottle, trainers, boots, camera, musical instruments, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	THE WORKCAMP IS SUPPORTED BY: 
	Comarca Campo de Daroca 
	Mayor street, 60-62 - 50360 Daroca (Zaragoza) 
	Tel: 976 545030;
	Fax: 976 545001;
	E-mail: info@comarcadedaroca.com
	
	FURTHER INFORMATION AND ORGANISERS:
_________________________________________________________________________
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	Alliance	Spain	SVIAR091	ARCH	07.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIAR091  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CASTILLO DE FUENDETODOS 
	Location:  Fuendetodos 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  07-07-2008  Final Date: 26-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Aragуn. Province of Zaragoza.
	
	PROFILE OF THE PARTICIPANTS:
	Participative, collaborative, good team work, with interest in 
	nature and cultural activities.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
	Recuperation of the Ground located at the ruins of the Castle of 
	Fuendetodos. (Cleaning and Consolidation).
	
	OBJECTIVES:
	Recuperation of the Ground located at the ruins of the Castle of 
	Fuendetodos.
	Incorporation of this area within the guided visit around the 
	village.
	Recuperation of a degraded area next to the future Environmental 
	Visitor Centre.
	
	PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES:
	Recuperation of area next to Educational Trail.
	Cultural Activities: Visit to the house where Goya was born and 
	the Goya Engraving Museum.
	Programme Fuendeverde: Environmental Education Routes and 
	Workshops.
	
	A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA WHERE THE WORKCAMP WILL TAKE 
	PLACE:
	Fuendetodos, birth-place of the well-known Painter Francisco de 
	Goya (1746-1828), is a small rural village located 45 kms. south 
	of the city of Zaragoza. The village is of great interest to 
	visitors due to the painter Francisco de Goya: the is the house 
	where Goya was born, declared National Historical Monument in 
	1982, an Engraving Museum with original pieces by Goya, The 
	Temporary Exhibitions Room “Ignacio Zuloaga”, and the Engraving 
	Workshop.
	With regard to the Natural Heritage, Fuendetodos keeps an 
	important Mediterranean environment with a rich biodiversity. 
	Former routes have been recovered as a trails network with 
	ethnological points of interest.
	
	ACCOMMODATION:
	Fuendetodos Youth Hostel 
	Paseo Vistalegre, 2  50142 Fuendetodos 
	Phone  and Fax: 976 14 38 38  and 690 23 35 90
	
	FOOD:
	Local restaurant: El Capricho de Goya. Fixed price menu.
	
	MEETING POINT:
	Fuendetodos Youth Hostel.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
	Public Bus - Samar Buil Company 
	Bus Station - Avda. Navarra, 80 - Tel. 976434391
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN: English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING: 
	Comfortable and sports clothing. Towel and swimming attire 
	(public swimming pool in the village). International sanitary 
	card for the EU volunteers.
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	COORDINATOR ENTITY: 
	Municipality of Fuendetodos
	Cortes de Aragуn, 7
	50142 Fuendetodos.
	Tel.- Fax: 976143867
	E-mail: info@fuendetodos.org
	
	INFORMATION AND ORGANISERS:
	Instituto Aragonйs de la Juventud
	C/ Franco y Lуpez, 4
	50005 - ZARAGOZA
	Tel.: 976 714 964 / 976 716 810 (ext. 2805)
	Fax: 976 714 049
	E-mail: raparicio@aragon.es / mjfondevilla@aragon.es
_________________________________________________________________________
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	Alliance	Spain	SVIAS011	ENVI	05.08.2008	25.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIAS011  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CASO 
	Location:  Campo De Caso 
	Address:  Public school ґEl Truebanuґ 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  05-08-2008  Final Date: 25-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Asturias. Province of Asturias.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Cleaning, conditioning and vegetation 
	clearing jobs as well as researching and studying the path and 
	its ramifications to other trekking routes. Inventory of 
	environmental or etnographic resources, flora, fauna, mills, 
	traditions, legends, stories and folk traditions.
	
	INTERNAL ORGANISATION.- Monday to Friday: Mornings - specific 
	jobs in the field. Afternoons - complementary activities, 
	according to the project. Saturdays and Sundays - complementary 
	activities.
	Field participation is understood as of the day of incorporation 
	(first day in the field) until the morning of the day designated 
	as the finishing date.    
	
	OBJECTIVES.- Recuperation, study, conditioning and signalling of 
	the Camнn Real del Sellуn. Inventory of environmental and 
	ethnographic resources.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- Workshops, visits, excursions, sports 
	activities, parties and other events of interest, etc. 
	
	LOCATION.- Capital of the municipality of Caso. Town situated in 
	the southeast of Asturias, close to Puerto de Tarna which (joins 
	or separates) Asturias and Leуn. An area rich in livestock and 
	agriculture. Close to the Park and Natural Integral Reserve de 
	REDES, named Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO in the year 2000. 
	www.Caso.es. Approximately 60 km. from Oviedo.     
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- State School ґEl Truйbanuґ, in Campo de Caso, 
	conditioned as youth hostel. 
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- To Oviedo: Bus from bus companies ALSA, 
	(Tel: 98-5969696) and TURITRANS (Tel: 98-5285069); Trains: RENFE 
	AND FEVE (Tel.: 98-5284096) and airport 45 km. from Oviedo.
	From Oviedo to Caso: ALCOTAN Company - Tel.: 985/21-76-17 and 
	21-46-37) makes various daily Oviedo-Caso journeys.  The 
	timetable may be modified  in summer. 
	
	CLIMATE.- Mild climate with temperatures in the range of 15 and 
	22 degrees centigrade, moderate possibility of rain and cool 
	nights.
	
	MEETING POINT.- During the course of the 1st day in Caso’s Town 
	Hall.   Information in the Town Hall (Tel.: 985 608002) or in the 
	State School.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Work clothes, coat and/or raincoat, sleeping 
	bag, towels and toiletries as well as heavy duty shoes, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers. 
	
	RESPONSIBLE ENTITIES.- Department of Culture, Social 
	Communication and Tourism of the Principality of Asturias 
	(Asturias Youth Institute) and Caso’s Town Hall (Tel. 
	985-608002).
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	Alliance	Spain	SVIAS022	SOCI	08.07.2008	28.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIAS022  Year: 2008 
	Name:  VALDES 
	Location:  Luarca 
	Address:  State School ґRamуn Muсozґ 
	Project:  SOCI - Social project 
	Initial Date:  08-07-2008  Final Date: 28-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Asturias. Province of Asturias.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Setting up a local association with the 
	work camp participants, which will join the other local 
	associations. Through joint activities we will plan the 
	organization of an encounter of young people in the area. To this 
	end, we will devise a project of activities based on 
	socio-cultural stimulation techniques that will show the 
	importance of interrelations in the non-profit sector and 
	participatory values among young people, with the volunteers as 
	social actors.
	
	GOALS.- “Growing up in Luarca” is an alternative to leisure in a 
	tourist area with few activities for young people, with beaches 
	as an ideal space and the environment characteristic of the area. 
	Occupation and use of free and leisure time for integral 
	education of young people. Contacting and educating local young 
	people and the non-profit sector so that they may take part in 
	the work camp with the volunteers.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- Workshops on traditional culture, 
	understanding of local heritage, visits, excursions, footpath 
	itineraries, sports activities, visits to festivals and events of 
	interest, etc.
	
	LOCATION.- Luarca is a very beautiful and welcoming place in the 
	western seaside of Asturias, with some beaches and an important 
	fishing port.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the State School ґRamуn Muсozґ - El 
	Villar, s/n - LUARCA, conditioned as youth hostel (Tel. 
	659002995)
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus (ALSA Company or TURITRANS 
	Company) or by train to Oviedo.
	Then by bus from Oviedo (Plaza Primo de Rivera) to Valdйs (ALSA 
	Company - Tel. 902 422 242) - Timatables: 06:45 - 10:30 - 13:30 - 
	15:00 - 17:00 - 19:00 - 20:00.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day in the State School ґRamуn Muсozґ.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work clothes, coat and/or 
	raincoat, towels and toiletries, heavy duty sohes, international 
	sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	RESPONSIBLE ENTITIES.- Department of Culture, Social 
	Communication and Tourism of the Principality of Asturias 
	(Asturias Youth Institut), and Town Hall of Valdйs (Tel. 
	985-640085).
_________________________________________________________________________
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	Alliance	Spain	SVICA031	ARCH	01.07.2008	15.07.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVICA031  Year: 2008 
	Name:  JULIOBRIGA 
	Location:  Soto (Campoo De Suso) 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґEl Monteroґ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  01-07-2008  Final Date: 15-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Cantabria. Province of Cantabria (Santander).
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Archaeological works around the roman 
	church ґSanta Maria de Retortilloґ (near the Roman Public 
	Square). Exploration of some of these areas. Introduction to the 
	study of archaeological materials.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- Cultural and recreational trips to 
	relevant places. Hiking. Workshops. 
	
	INTERNAL RULES.- The volunteers undertake to:
	Work in the workcamp during the stipulated hours in the laboral 
	project, five days a week.
	Help and participate in the development of the leisure 
	activities.
	Help with the appropiate tasks that belong to them: such as 
	cleaning, administration...
	Respect different beliefs, ideologies and personal differences 
	within the group.
	Remain in the camp while this is taking place.
	Respect internal rules and timetables, and do not use particular 
	vehicles during the camp.
	
	LOCATION.- Juliobriga roman village is located in the village of 
	Retortillo, 4 Km. from Reinosa. It is a place founded around 1st 
	Century a.c. Te ruins discovered to this day are supossed to be 
	only 5% of the total. The activities in the camp will take place 
	mainly around the church, which is being excavated and restored 
	nowadays.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Youth Hostel ґEl Monteroґ - 39211-Soto 
	(CANTABRIA). Contact telephone: 942 779539. Four personsґ rooms, 
	leisure rooms, comfortable cafeteria with chimenee, warm water, 
	central heating, dining room, bike garage, wide parking, garden, 
	...
	Meals will take place in the Youth Hostel, made by the hostelґs 
	cooker and some days pic nic.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By train from Madrid to Reinosa 
	(Railway Madrid-Santander) - Tel. 902 243402 - Web: www.renfe.es 
	By bus from Santander to Reinosa (GARCIA, S.L. Company) - Tel. 
	942 891640 / 362854 / 753113 / 891935 / 804562 - Web: 
	www.autobusesgarcia.es
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day at 18:30 in Reinosa train station 
	(From this point we will take a bus). Contact phone number 
	661402244.
	 
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag or sheets, work clothes, warm 
	clothes, raincoat, cold weather clothing, comfortable shoes or 
	trainers, sun cream, sun glasses, musical instrument (optional), 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.- Direcciуn General de Juventud - Vargas 
	street, 53 - 39010-SANTANDER - Tel. 942 207394
	Workcampґs Director (Luis Alberto Gonzбlez): Tel. 629890444 - 
	E-mail: gonzalez@ser-joven.org
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_________________________________________________________________________
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	Alliance	Spain	SVICL021	SOCI	10.07.2008	24.07.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVICL021  Year: 2008 
	Name:  MONLERAS I 
	Location:  Monleras 
	Address:  Youth hostel ґLa Cabaсuelaґ 
	Phone Number:  923 575207 / 575159 
	Project:  SOCI - Social project 
	Initial Date:  10-07-2008  Final Date: 24-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Castilla y Leуn. Province of Salamanca.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- The work will consist in the following:
	1. Design of two playgrounds: 
	- Cleaning of the surroundings and places where the playgrounds 
	will be placed.
	- Line marking of the playground limits.
	 - Space designing within every playground spot.
	
	2. Design and sign building along the path that entry into the 
	playgrounds:
	-Panel design and preparation of where the information of every 
	game goes.
	-Designing and marking.
	-Plastic and pottery art work.
	-Arrangement  and placement of wooden and stone icons.
	
	The activities will be developed in an open space except for the 
	designing tasks which will be done at the New Cultural Centre. 
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Trade fair
	Intergeneration game festival
	Cultural evenings 
	Environmental interpretation workshop
	Literary Circle and language workshop
	International cooking workshop
	Outings: Salamanca and Sierra de Francia
	Activities of opening and closure of the workcamp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Youth hostel “La Cabaсuela” - Berganciano street, 
	16 - Monleras (Salamanca).
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By road: Criado Company. Timetable from 
	Salamanca: from Monday to Friday: 17.30 (summer: 18.00).          
	                                           Saturdays: 14.00 - 
	Information phone: 923 23 67 17
	
	MEETING POINT.- Youth hostel “La Cabaсuela” (100 m. far from the 
	bus stop)
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- -,Sleeping bag, small knapsack, shower 
	slippers, summer clothes, something heavier for the cool nights. 
	Comfortable and sporty footwear. Work clothes: pants, shoes, hat 
	or cap. Sun protection:  lotions, glasses. Personal toilette 
	towels included, international sanitary card for the EU 
	volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.- Town Hall of Monleras - Plaza Mayor, 5 - 
	37171-MONLERAS (Salamanca) - Tel. 923 575001 / 575076
	E-mail: monlerasayunta@terra.es
	Web: www.monleras.com
	Youth Hostel ґLa Cabaсuelaґ - Tel. 923 575076 / 575001
_________________________________________________________________________
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	Alliance	Spain	SVICL022	SOCI	25.07.2008	08.08.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVICL022  Year: 2008 
	Name:  MONLERAS II 
	Location:  Monleras 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґLa Cabaсuelaґ 
	Phone Number:  923 575207 / 575159 
	Project:  SOCI - Social project 
	Initial Date:  25-07-2008  Final Date: 08-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Castilla y Leуn. Province of Salamanca.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- The work will consist in the following:
	1. Design of two playgrounds: 
	- Cleaning of the surroundings and places where the playgrounds 
	will be placed.
	- Line marking of the playground limits.
	- Space designing within every playground spot.
	
	2. Design and sign building along the path that entry into the 
	playgrounds:
	-Panel design and preparation of where the information of every 
	game goes.
	-Designing and marking.
	-Plastic and pottery art work.
	-Arrangement  and placement of wooden and stone icons.
	
	The activities will be developed in an open space except for the 
	designing tasks which will be done at the New Cultural Centre. 
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Trade fair
	Intergeneration game festival
	Cultural evenings 
	Environmental interpretation workshop
	Literary Circle and language workshop
	International cooking workshop
	Outings: Salamanca and Sierra de Francia
	Activities of opening and closure of the workcamp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Youth hostel “La Cabaсuela” - Berganciano street, 
	16 - Monleras (Salamanca).
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By road: Criado Company. Timetable from 
	Salamanca: from Monday to Friday: 17.30 (summer: 18.00).          
	                                           Saturdays: 14.00 - 
	Information phone: 923 23 67 17
	
	MEETING POINT.- Youth hostel “La Cabaсuela” (100 m. far from the 
	bus stop)
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- -,Sleeping bag, small knapsack, shower 
	slippers, summer clothes, something heavier for the cool nights. 
	Comfortable and sporty footwear. Work clothes: pants, shoes, hat 
	or cap. Sun protection:  lotions, glasses. Personal toilette 
	towels included, international sanitary card for the EU 
	volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.- Town Hall of Monleras - Plaza Mayor, 5 - 
	37171-MONLERAS (Salamanca) - Tel. 923 575001 / 575076
	E-mail: monlerasayunta@terra.es
	Web: www.monleras.com
	Youth Hostel ґLa Cabaсuelaґ - Tel. 923 575076 / 575001
_________________________________________________________________________
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	Alliance	Spain	SVICL031	RENO	10.07.2008	24.07.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVICL031  Year: 2008 
	Name:  LACIANA I 
	Location:  Villablino 
	Address:  High School ґObispo Argьellesґ 
	Phone Number:  987 471984 / 470001 / 646861174 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  10-07-2008  Final Date: 24-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Castilla y Leуn. Province of Leуn.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.-  The job will consist on restoration of the 
	roadworkersґ house to install an Issac`s blaksmith.and Carballo`s 
	watermill, both of them in Caboalles de Abajo. In addition we 
	will restore different elements with a high ethnographic value, 
	such as: washingplaces, cattle instruments, vaulting horse, and 
	so on. Having to do with architecture, we will restore stones and 
	give protections to all the wood elements. Every job will take 
	place in areas around Villablino (Valle de Laciana - Biosphere 
	Reserve). Protected Nature Area considered LIC and ZEPA  in the 
	Natura Net  2000 of the European Protected Areas. You can still 
	watch the endangered species like: brown bear and capercaille.
	
	OTHER ACTIVITIES.- 
	Open-air activities: mountain routes, climbing, cycling, canowing 
	and so on ...
	Two days camping “El  Paнs de las Braсa”. 
	Worshops: handcrafts, cooking, dances, traditional sports, ...
	Visit to different interesting and historical places in the area. 
	Sports-Pool.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- In the High School ґObispo Argьellesґ - Avenida 
	del Bierzo, s/n - Villablino (Leуn).
	Housing in berths, with dining room, gym for multiple uses, 
	showers and sport centre. Swimming pool to 200 m.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By road: ALSA Company. Telephone 
	number: 987/470395 - Web: www.alsa.es 
	By train: RENFE - Telephone number:   902240202 - Web: 
	www.renfe.es
	
	MEETING POINT.- Bus Station of Villablino or the accomodation 
	place.
	
	LANGUAGES.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Camping material: Rucksack, sleeping bag, 
	mountain boots and clothes for cold weather. Working clothes. 
	Sport material. Musical instrument (this is optional, just to 
	enjoy and have  a good time all together). International sanitary 
	card for the EU volunteers. 
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.- 
	Telephones: 987- 471984 / 646861174
	E-mail: cij@aytovillablino.com
	Web: www.aytovillablino.com
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVICL032	RENO	01.08.2008	15.08.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVICL032  Year: 2008 
	Name:  LACIANA II 
	Location:  Villablino 
	Address:  High School ґObispo Argьellesґ 
	Phone Number:  987 471984 / 470001 / 646861174 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  01-08-2008  Final Date: 15-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Castilla y Leуn. Province of Leуn.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.-  The job will consist on restoration of the 
	roadworkersґ house to install an Issac`s blaksmith.and Carballo`s 
	watermill, both of them in Caboalles de Abajo. In addition we 
	will restore different elements with a high ethnographic value, 
	such as: washingplaces, cattle instruments, vaulting horse, and 
	so on. Having to do with architecture, we will restore stones and 
	give protections to all the wood elements. Every job will take 
	place in areas around Villablino (Valle de Laciana - Biosphere 
	Reserve). Protected Nature Area considered LIC and ZEPA  in the 
	Natura Net  2000 of the European Protected Areas. You can still 
	watch the endangered species like: brown bear and capercaille.
	
	OTHER ACTIVITIES.- 
	Open-air activities: mountain routes, climbing, cycling, canowing 
	and so on ...
	Two days camping “El  Paнs de las Braсas”. 
	Worshops: handcrafts, cooking, dances, traditional sports, ...
	Visit to different interesting and historical places in the area. 
	Sports-Pool.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- In the High School ґObispo Argьellesґ - Avenida 
	del Bierzo, s/n - Villablino (Leуn).
	Housing in berths, with dining room, gym for multiple uses, 
	showers and sport centre. Swimming pool to 200 m.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By road: ALSA Company. Telephone 
	number: 987/470395 - Web: www.alsa.es 
	By train: RENFE - Telephone number:   902240202 - Web: 
	www.renfe.es
	
	MEETING POINT.- Bus Station of Villablino or the accomodation 
	place.
	
	LANGUAGES.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Camping material: Rucksack, sleeping bag, 
	mountain boots and clothes for cold weather. Working clothes. 
	Sport material. Musical instrument (this is optional, just to 
	enjoy and have  a good time all together). International sanitary 
	card for the EU volunteers. 
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.- 
	Telephones: 987- 471984 / 646861174
	E-mail: cij@aytovillablino.com
	Web: www.aytovillablino.com
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVICN011	 AGRI	04.08.2008	18.08.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVICN011  Year: 2008 
	Name:  BUENAVISTA DEL NORTE 
	Location:  Buenavista Del Norte 
	Project:  AGRI - Agriculture 
	Initial Date:  04-08-2008  Final Date: 18-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Canarias. Tenerife island.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	Agricultural work:
	- Cleaning and conditioning of ground.
	- Formative talks on organic farming.
	- Sowing of products from the area.
	
	Awareness enviromental campaign.
	 
	Design and development of environmental workshops aimed at youth.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Guided tour around the town and visit to a farm to learn about 
	the cultivation of bananas and his subsequent manufacturing in an 
	agricultural cooperative.
	Guided tour around the municipality and beach afternoon at Las 
	Arenas.
	Trekking around “el Monte del Agua” (“laurel forest” bastion).
	Workshop of music and traditional Canarian dances.
	Guided tour around “Caserнo de Masca”, Canyoneering of “Masca”, 
	Spend the night on the beach of “Masca” and return by boat to 
	“Punta de Teno”.
	Adventures activities and visit to “el Teide” National park.
	Workshop on native canarian sports.
	Guided tour around near towns (Los Silos-Garachico). Guided tour 
	around historical places.
	Guided tour around touristic places on the north of Tenerife: 
	Puerto de la Cruz y La Orotova.
	Ethnographic route in the village “Teno Alto”.
	Visit to town center of “Icod” and caving in the “Cueva de San 
	Marcos”.
	Visit to the metropolitan area: Santa Cruz de Tenerife 
	(Commercial area,, Museum of Nature and Mankind and the beach of 
	“Las Teresitas”) and La Laguna (Historical area and the Museum of 
	History of Tenerife).
	Workshop on Water activities in “Punta de Teno” (Diving).
	
	COMMITMENT AND RULES OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS:
	The volunteer agrees to: 
	- Working, selflessly, stipulated hours in the camp working 
	project, five days a week.
	- Collaborate on the development of the scheduling of animation 
	activities and participate on them.
	- Contribute to the work camp overall organization in the 
	suitable tasks: cleaning, cooking, administration, etc...
	- Respect different beliefs, ideologies and personal differences 
	of the participants. 
	- Stay in the field during the scheduled period. 
	- Respect the rules of the internal system and coexistence of 
	each camp, which will include: accept the directions of those 
	responsible for the activity; comply, in general, the schedules, 
	do not consume alcohol or other drugs in the facility or where 
	the work camp develops fieldworks, and do not make use of private 
	vehicles for the duration of the work camp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- San Francisco Sports Centre Gymnasium - Avenida 
	Daute, s/n - Buenavista del Norte (Tenerife). 
	It has toilets, baths, showers and rooms with individual/bunk 
	beds. 
	The dining room is at Nicolбs Dнaz Dorta School.
	

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- Transfer by plane or boat to the island 
	of Tenerife. 
	Bus services from airports and port by TITSA (Bus company). 
	If you come from the north airport ґLos Rodeosґ get the Bus 
	directly to Buenavista del Norte. 
	If coming from the south airport “Reina Sofнa” get the busline to 
	“Icod de los Vinos” and transfer to “Buenavista del Norte”.
	
	MEETING POINT.-  Buenavista del Norte Town Council - La Albуndiga 
	street,  5 - 38480-Buenavista del Norte - Tfno/Fax: 922 129030 
	(extension 133)
	E-mail: juventud@buenavistadelnorte.com
	The organization will contact participants.
	
	LANGUAGES.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Personal items, sleeping bag and mat, bath or 
	shower towel, shoes and clothes for sports activities and 
	swimming, walking boots, torch and water bottle, hat or cap, 
	protective sun cream, sun glasses, international sanitary card 
	for the EU volunteers.
	
	HUMAN RESOURCES.- 
	- 1 Work camp director
	- 2 working day instructors
	- 3 afternoon activities instructors
	- Monitors for specific project and complementary activities
	- Cook, assistant cooking, housecleaner, driver
	    
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- 
	Buenavista del Norte Town Council - La Alhуndiga street, 5 - 
	38480 Buenavista del Norte (Tenerife) -     Tlf: 922 12 90 30 
	extension 133. Fax: 922 12 71 08 
	E-mail: juventud@buenavistadelnorte.com.        
	Work camp director: Ivбn Mйndez Herrera
	Tlf: 630784534 
	E-mail ivan@buenavistadelnorte.com
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVICN021	ENVI	02.08.2008	17.08.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVICN021  Year: 2008 
	Name:  SANTA BRIGIDA 
	Location:  Santa Brigida (Las Palmas) 
	Address:  Youth Hostel Las Javerianas 
	Project:  ENVI-RENO - Environmental-Restoration 
	Initial Date:  02-08-2008  Final Date: 17-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Canarias. Gran Canaria Island.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	Cleaning and tiding in areas around the hostel. Remove dengue and 
	weeds, and restocking of local species and gardening improvements 
	at the front, side and rear areas of the Hostel. 
	
	Rehabilitation of the area of outdoor showers with  improvements 
	of masonry and painting. Recover of the barbecues areas by the 
	improvement of soil, access to water and fires security.
	
	Restoration of a wall (restore of the quarrying and 
	rehabilitation of the pipes):
	- Explanation of recovery with quarrying natural-stone.  
	- Presentation of traditional stone work, with special approach 
	to the history of the municipality quarrying of Arucas.  
	- Stone work in the Hostel.
	- Reinstatement work in the main building wall of ґLas 
	Javerianasґ.
	
	Masonry work in the lower back wall of the main building of ґLas 
	Javerianasґ.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Trekking around the area.
	“Ice Breaking” games, (Icebreakers games are techniques used at 
	the first session to reduce tension and get to know each other).
	 Walk around the hostel area for identification and gathering of 
	native vegetation species. 
	Workshop on local species presentation with slides of the local 
	species collected. 
	Gathering of fruit and preparation of thickeners for 
	environmental use. 
	Workshop on the process of creating a compost head.
	Workshop on recognition of stars and planets through the 
	installation of a telescope and initiation to planets and stars 
	photography.
	Visit to the pottery center of “La Atalaya”, video of pottery 
	tradition and workshop on pottery.
	Play the game ґStreet Soccer for Toleranceґ. 
	International night: each participant shows its culture, 
	traditions, food, dance, etc.
	Trekking to get to know the area of the islandґs peaks. 
	Sample-taking of vegetables and comparison with the ones 
	collected in the area of “Santa Brнgida”. 
	Visit on foot to the nearby Benedictine monastery. 
	Meeting with youth collectives of “Santa Brнgida”. 
	Water games in municipal facilities.
	Rural gymkana.
	Canarian Intercultural Night: folk dance, music, food, etc. 
	Presentation of traditional stone work, with special approach to 
	the history of the municipality quarrying of “Arucas”.
	
	COMMITMENT AND RULES OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS.- 
	The volunteer agrees to:
	- Working, selflessly, stipulated hours in the camp working 
	project, five days a week.
	- Collaborate on the development of the scheduling of animation 
	activities and participate on them. 
	- Contribute to the work camp overall organization in the 
	suitable tasks: cleaning, cooking, administration, etc...

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	- Respect different beliefs, ideologies and personal differences 
	of the participants.
	- Stay in the field during the scheduled period. 
	- Respect the rules of the internal system and coexistence of 
	each camp, which will include: accept the directions of those 
	responsible for the activity; comply, in general, the schedules, 
	do not consume alcohol or other drugs in the facility or where 
	the work camp develops fieldworks, and do not make use of private 
	vehicles for the duration of the work camp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Youth Hostel “Las Javerianas” - Carretera La 
	Atalaya, 12-14 - 35300 Santa Brнgida - Tel. 928 64 09 67 / 64 40 
	83
	It has toilets, bathrooms, showers, rooms with beds/bunk beds and 
	dining room. 
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	Transfer by plane to the island of Gran Canaria. 
	
	Busline nє 60 (The Bus company is called “Global”)
	Aeropuerto - Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (San Telmo Bus Station)
	http://www.globalsu.net/es/pdf/linea60.pdf
	
	Busline nє 311 ( “Global”)
	Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (San Telmo Bus Station) - Santa 
	Brнgida (through “La Atalaya”).
	http://www.globalsu.net/es/pdf/linea311.pdf
	
	Transfer by ship to the island of Gran Canaria. 
	
	Busline 0A (The Bus company is called “Guaguas Municipales”)
	Transport interchange “Parque Santa Catalina” – “San Telmo” Bus 
	Station.
	http://www.guaguas.com/pdf/linea0A.pdf
	
	Busline nє 311 (The Bus company is called “Global”)
	Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (San Telmo Bus Station) - Santa 
	Brнgida (through “La Atalaya”).
	http://www.globalsu.net/es/pdf/linea311.pdf
	
	MEETING POINT.- Youth Hostel “Las Javerianas”. The organization 
	will contact participants.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Personal items, bath or shower towel, sleeping 
	bag and camping mat, sport shoes and clothing and swimsuit, 
	mountain boots, torch and canteen , hat or cap, sunscreen, 
	sunglasses, international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	HUMAN RESOURCES.- 
	- 1 Coordinator
	- 5 Monitors
	- Cook
	
	CONTACTS.- 
	“Asociaciуn la Tierra Verde” - C/ Rafael Cabrera, 10, 2є C - 
	35002 - Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Gran Canaria).
	Tlf: 678847463
	E-mail: latierraverde@ono.com
	
	Representative: Juan Francisco Rodrнguez Bбez
	E-mail: juanfra.rodriguezbaez@gmail.com
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVICS012	 DISA	04.07.2008	19.07.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVICS012  Year: 2008 
	Name:  OSSA DE MONTIEL I 
	Location:  Ossa De Montiel 
	Project:  DISA - Mentally/physically disabled 
	Initial Date:  04-07-2008  Final Date: 19-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 8 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Castilla La Mancha. Pprovince of Albacete.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.-Occupational activities and coexistence 
	program directed to providing with an alternative of animation, 
	leisure and free time for people with different degree of psychic 
	disability. It will be developed in an area closed to the Nature 
	Reserve of Ruideraґs Lagoons.
	 
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Youth Hostel ґAlonso Quijanoґ - Carretera de 
	las Lagunas, s/n - Ossa de Montiel (Albacete)
	www.rajclm.com
	The Youth Hostel is located in the Natural Park Lagunas de 
	Ruidera. In its suburbs is the Castle of Rochafrida, of Arab 
	origin, the Montesinos Cave and the Hermitage of San Pedro de 
	Verona.
	Sport hint. Swimming Pool. 
	
	LOCATION.- Ossa de Montiel is the most western town in Albacete. 
	It is 83 Km. far from Albacete, and is next to the well-known 
	Natural Park Lagunas de Ruidera.
	
	www.dupualba.es/municipios/OssaMontiel/Parque_Natural/libroderuide
	ra/portada.htm
	www.dupualba.es/municipios/OssaMontiel
	www.lagunasruidera.com/localidades/ossa/index.html
	
	www.castillalamancha.es/medioambiente/SP/Contenidos/EspaciosNatura
	les
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.-
	BY BUS FROM:
	MADRID: Bus station Mйndez Alvaro - Tel. 91 4684200 - 
	www.estaciondeautobuses.com/frameset.html
	Buses SAMAR - www.samar.es/frgsamar.htm
	Departure 13:00 - Arrival 16:15
	Friday: Departure 17:00 - Arrival 20:45
	
	ALICANTE: Bus station - Portugal street, 17 - Tel. 965 130700 - 
	Box offices ALSA - Buses VIBASA or ELSA 
	Departure 08:30 - Arrival 12:30
	
	MURCIA: Bus station - San Andrйs, s/n - Tel. 968 292211 - Box 
	offices ALSA - Buses VIBASA or ELSA 
	Departure 09:30 - Arrival 12:30
	
	ALBACETE: Bus station - Federico Garcнa Lorca, s/n - Tel. 967 
	216012 - www.albacete.es/buses/horariosm.htm - Buses GOMEZ 
	Departure 14:00 - Arrival 15:15
	Friday: Departure 17:00 - Arrival 18:15
	
	CIUDAD REAL: Bus station - Carretera Fuensanta, s/n - Tel. 926 
	211342 - Buses LA SEPULVEDANA 
	Departure 15:00 - Arrival 17:15
	
	BY TRAIN:
	Frm Madrid (Train station ATOCHA Cercanнas). The nearest train 
	station is located at Villarrobledo ( 38 km far off Ossa de 
	Montiel ) 
	Information Telephone RENFE: 902 24 02 02 
	www.renfe.es/mediadistancia/index.html
	www.horarios.renfe.es
	

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	MEETING POINT.- During the first day in Ossa de Montielґs Town 
	Hall (Plaza Constitution, 1). It suits to call before to 
	coordinate the arrival to the following telephones: 967-37.77.44 
	y 967-37.70.00
	Webs of the town: 
	www.dipualba.es/municipio/OssaMontiel  www.lagunasderuidera.net
	www.dipualba.es/municipios/OssaMontiel/rutas/lagunas/htm
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and Spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping Bag - warm clothes - sport clothes and 
	sports footwear - hat or cap for the sun - lantern and water 
	bottle - useful of bathroom (towels …) - personal supporting 
	documentation - sanitary card.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.-
	Provincial Delegation of Albacete - Avenida de la Estaciуn, 2.  
	-02071-ALBACETE  - Tfno: 967- 59.63.81.
	OSSA DE MONTIEL Town Hall.- Telephone: 967- 37.70.00
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVICS023	 RENO	03.07.2008	18.07.2008	18-27
	description
	Code:  SVICS023  Year: 2008 
	Name:  ALMADEN 
	Location:  Almaden 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  03-07-2008  Final Date: 18-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 27  Places: 8 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Castilla La Mancha. Province of Ciudad Real.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- The work that volunteers will be doing at 
	the Camp will consist of recovering utensils, items and work 
	tools that were used at the famous Almaden Mines. 
	The idea is to do this recovery work to conserve all the 
	instruments that were used for mining but have now fallen into 
	disuse, to restore them and then exhibit them at the Mining 
	Museum in the village. 
	Another goal for the Camp is for volunteers and local young 
	people to live together and get to know each other, thus 
	promoting cultural exchange that will have a positive impact on 
	both the volunteers’ group and the local community alike.
	Almaden Council is offering its support in planning and 
	organising the camp. 
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- University Residence ґLuis J. Mateoґ - Plaza 
	de Manuel Meca, 2 - 13400-Almadйn (Ciudad Real) - Tel. 926 264452
	www.uclm.es/organos/vic_ciudad real/residencias.asp
	Rooms with 2 beds and en-suite bathroom. Dining-room. Leisure and 
	Games’ areas. Accommodation is located in the village centre, 1.5 
	km away from the fieldwork. 
	
	LOCATION.- Almadйn is located in the southwest of Ciudad Real, at 
	90 Km. from this city. It is known since antiquity for its 
	important reservoir of mercury.
	www.dealmaden.com/datos.htm
	Almadeйn is situated in the region of Alcudia, a privileged area 
	for fauna and for hunting. It has a variety of places for doing 
	many different outdoor activities such as walking, mountain bike 
	rides, canoeing, geology itineraries, etc. 
	www.alcudiacomplejoturistico.com/vallealcudia.htm
	
	www.castillalamancha.es/medioambiente/SP/Contenidos/EspaciosNatura
	les
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.-
	Almadйn has good access
	BY ROAD:
	By car: 
	From Ciudad Real, passing through Piedrabuena and Saceruela 
	(N-430), (also, from this city, by-pass the capital and take the 
	N-420 in the Puertollano direction. Take the CM-4112 to Corral de 
	Calatrava, Cabezarados and the CM-4110 to Abenуjar. Then follow 
	the signposts to Almadйn)
	- From Puertollano passing through Almodovar del Campo (N-424)
	- And from Cуrdoba (N-502).
	
	By coach: 
	 From MADRID, Mйndez Бlvaro Bus Station. Tel.: 91-4.68.42.00 
	(Metro: Mйndez Бlvaro). 
	www.estaciondeautobuses.com/frameset.html
	From Madrid to Almadйn: Empresa Transportes Grupo AISA. 
	www.aisa.grupo.com/ ; aisa@aisa-grupo.com 
	Approximate departure times, Monday to Saturday: 9:30 and 15:30; 
	Sundays and Public Holidays: 9:00.
	
	From CIUDAD REAL, Bus Station, C/ Carretera Fuensanta, s/n. Tel. 
	926-21.13.42
	Empresa Transportes Grupo AISA www.aisa.grupo.com;  
	aisa@aisa-grupo.com
	Approximate departure times, Monday to Saturday: 11:00, 12:15, 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	15:30, 18:15,       Sundays: 12:00 hours. 
	
	From CУRDOBA and SEVILLE: Transportes LINESUR, Tels: 
	957-42.15.85.           
	For further information, call 954.98.82.22/ or / 954.98.82.20. 
	www.linesur.com 
	Almadйn Bus Station. Tel.: 926 712 084 
	
	BY TRAIN: 
	RENFE, General timetables, information and reservations: 
	902-24.02.02.
	International Information Number: 902-24.34.02
	www.horarios.renfe.es
	www.renfe.es/mediadistancia/index.html;
	
	From Madrid to Almadйn. The nearest railway station is in the 
	centre of Almadenejos. The Badajoz-Madrid line and 
	Barcelona-Badajoz line go through this village. 
	From MADRID CHAMARTIN station, the Regional Train departs at 
	13:28 hours (please check departure time). From Almadйn to 
	Madrid: 15:51 hours. 
	
	MEETING POINT.- During the first day in the Town Hall of Almadйn 
	- Plaza Constituciуn, 1 - Tel. 926 710052.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, sports footwear and clothes, hat 
	or cap for the sun, useful of bathroom (towels ...), cream of 
	solar protection, personal supporting documentation, sanitary 
	card.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.- Youth Office - Ronda de Buenavista, 47 - 
	45071-TOLEDO - Tel. 925 288971 - E-mail: camposdetrabajo@jccm.es
	Provincial Delegation of Ciudad Real - Paloma, 7 - 13071-CIUDAD 
	REAL - Tel. 926 276425
	Almadйn Town Hall - Tel. 926 710052
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVICS032	SOCI	09.07.2008	23.07.2008	18-25
	description
	Code:  SVICS032  Year: 2008 
	Name:  DAIMIEL 
	Location:  Daimiel 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґLas Tablas de Daimielґ 
	Project:  SOCI - Social project 
	Initial Date:  09-07-2008  Final Date: 23-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 25  Places: 8 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Castilla la Mancha. Province of Ciudad Real.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Animation and artistic expression with 
	disabled people.
	Offering to this group a serie of actions of playful and cultural 
	animation, contributing new expectations to their development in 
	the future. To create a totally new alternative of formation, 
	stimulus, musical expression, games, sports activities and 
	excursions during the vacation period.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Youth Hostel ґ Las Tablas de Daimielґ - 
	Francisco Pйrez street, s/n.
	www.rajclm.com
	www.lastablasdedaimiel.com/albergue.htm
	E-mail: albergue@lastablasdedaimiel.com
	The rooms have bed clothes. Showers and bathrooms. Different 
	sports municipal facilities.  
	 
	LOCATION.- Daimiel is located at 35 km from Ciudad Real.
	It is a small city well located in the heart of La Mancha. In its 
	municipal term there is a natural space, in the National Park of 
	Daimielґs Tables, place of rest for different species of the 
	fauna and refuge of migratory birds proceeding from diverse 
	European places.
	www.dipucr.es/daimiel/daimiel.htm
	www.dipucr/pueblos.htm
	www.tierradecaballeros.com
	www.aytodaimiel.es   
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.-
	BY BUS FROM:
	MADRID: Bus station Mйndez Alvaro - Tel. 91 4684200 - Transports 
	Company AISA
	www.aisa.grupo.com
	www.estaciondeautobuses.com/frameset.html
	
	CIUDAD REAL: Bus station - Carretera Fuensanta, s/n - Tel. 926 
	211342 - Transports Company AISA
	www.aisa.grupo.com
	aisa@aisa-grupo.com
	
	BY TRAIN: From Madrid: Train Station CHAMARTIN - Regional train 
	(RENFE Information Telephone: 902-240202 - International 
	information Telephone: 902-243402)
	www.horarios.renfe.es
	www.renfe.es/mediadistancia/index.html
	
	MEETING POINT.- During the first day in the Youth Hostel ґLas 
	Tablas de Daimielґ.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping Bag - Sports footwear and clothes - 
	hat or cap for the sun - useful of bathroom (towels …) - cream of 
	solar protection - personal supporting documentation - sanitary 
	card.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.-
	Youth Office - Ronda de Buenavista, 47 - 45071-TOLEDO - Tel. 925 
	288971 
	Provincial Delegation of Ciudad Real - Paloma, 7 - 13071-CIUDAD 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	REAL -  Telephone: 926 276225
	DAIMIEL Town Hall- Telephone: 926-260600.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVICS042	ENVI	18.07.2008	06.08.2008	18-24
	description
	Code:  SVICS042  Year: 2008 
	Name:  LAS MAJADAS 
	Location:  Majadas, Las 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґLos Callejonesґ 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  18-07-2008  Final Date: 06-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 24  Places: 8 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of CastillaLa Mancha. Province of Cuenca.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Design and sign-posting a botanical route, 
	already initiated in the previous year, by means of the 
	installation of indicators and signs in a path of the Nature 
	Reserve ґLos Callejonesґ, rocky formation with intense erosive 
	phenomena, which have shaped limy cannons.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the Youth Hostel  “Los Callejones” - 
	Plaza Mayor - Tel: 969 282852.  All rooms have bath and hot 
	water.
	Municipal Sporting Facilities
	
	LOCATION.- Las Majadas is located at 43 km from Cuenca.
	It is a little town located in the Mountainous area of Cuenca. In 
	its municipal term you can see the Nature reserve called ґLos 
	Callejones ґ, place of deep limy stream erosions of sickles with 
	a great geological beauty.
	www.lasmajadas.org
	www.dipucuenca.es
	www.terra.es/personal/reguillo_e/majadas.htm 
	www.castillalamancha.
	es/medioambiente/SP/Contenidos/EspaciosNaturales
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	BY BUS: 
	From Madrid to Cuenca: Bus station Mйndez Alvaro - Tel. 91 
	4684200 - AUTO-RES Company - Telephone: 902-020052
	www.estaciondeautobuses.com/frameset.html
	www.auto-res.net
	E-mail: informacion@auto-res.es
	
	From Cuenca to Las Majadas: Bus station - Fermнn Caballero 
	street, 20 www.estaciondeautobuses.net/castilla_la_mancha/cuenca
	
	BY TRAIN: 
	From Madrid to Cuenca: Train station MADRID-PUERTA DE ATOCHA
	 RENFE Information Telephone: 902-240202 - International 
	information telephone: 902 243402
	From Madrid to Cuenca: Diary: 08:50, 12:23, 16:00 and 19:40
	From Cuenca to Las Majadas, there is no train comunication. 
	
	MEETING POINT.- During the first day in the Youth Hostel ґLos 
	Callejonesґ.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag,  - clothes and gloves to work - 
	mountain and sport footwear - hat or cap for the sun - useful of 
	bathroom (towels …) - solar protection cream - personal 
	supporting documentation - sanitary card.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTANCT.-   
	Youth Office - Ronda de Buenavista, 47  (45071-TOLEDO) 
	-Telephone: 925-288971 - E-mail: camposdetrabajo@jccm.es
	Provincial Delegation of Cuenca - Glorieta. Gonzбlez Palencia  
	-(16003-CUENCA) - Telephone: 969-178857.
	LAS MAJADAS Town Hall - Telephone: 969-.283061.

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVICS052	SOCI	11.07.2008	31.07.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVICS052  Year: 2008 
	Name:  SIGЬENZA 
	Location:  Siguenza 
	Address:  ACCEMґs Migrations 
	Phone Number:  949 390141 
	Project:  SOCI - Social project 
	Initial Date:  11-07-2008  Final Date: 31-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 8 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Castilla-La Mancha.  Province of Guadalajara.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	To develop a space of cultural interchange between the residents 
	of the Center of Migrations and the participants of the Work 
	Camp. To facilitate the coexistence and the social integration To 
	go with the residents in the formative activities of gardening 
	and horticulture in the gardens of the locality. 
	To do another activities of maintenance in the own center.
	To motivate about the importance of the social volunteership, 
	facilitating the approach of these groups towards the phenomenon 
	of the migrations. 
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- In the facilities of the Center of ACCEMґs 
	Migrations of Sigьenza - La Estrella street, s/n. - Tel. 949 
	390141. Rooms provided with baths. The Center has facilities to 
	practise some sports.
	
	LOCATION.- The city of Sigьenza is situated to the north of the 
	province, at 75 km. from Guadalajara and 135 km. from Madrid. The 
	town is rich in monuments and is of historical importance as a 
	medieval city. It has been declared an historic artistic site. 
	www.siguenza.com
	www.siguenza.es/siguenza/es/index.html
	www.dguadalajara.es/municipios/siguenza.htm
	www.castillalamancha.es/mediambiente/SP/Contenidos/EspaciosNatural
	es
	 
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	BY BUS: 
	FROM MADRID : From the bus station of Avenida de Amйrica 
	Interchange (intercambiador) - Subway station: Avenida de Amйrica 
	(CONTINENTAL AUTO Company - Tel. 902 422242)
	www.continental-auto.es/indexContinental.do
	www.metromadrid.es/01_03_intercambiadores4.asp
	From Madrid to Guadalajarra: Several timetables, from 07:00 till 
	22:30.
	
	FROM GUADALAJARA TO SIGЬENZA: Bus station of Guadalajara - Dos de 
	Mayo street, s/n - Tel. 949 247277 / 211113 / 902 330400
	SAMAR buses - Tel. 949 215601 - www.samar.es/frgsamar.htm
	www.estaciondeautobuses.net/castilla_la_mancha/guadalajara
	
	BY TRAIN: RENFE Information Telephone: 902 240202 - International 
	information telephone: 902 243402
	From Madrid to Sigьenza: (Chamartнn Station) 
	www.horarios.renfe.es
	www.renfe.es/mediadistancia/index.html
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag - clothes and gloves to work - 
	mountain and sport footwear - hat or cap for the sun - useful of 
	bathroom (towels …) - solar protection cream - personal 
	supporting documentation - sanitary card.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.-  
	Youth Offfice - Ronda de Buenavista, 47  (45071-TOLEDO) 
	-Telephone: 925-288971 - E-mail: camposdetrabajo@jccm.es
	Provincial Delegation of Guadalajara - Travesнa Fernando de 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Beladiez, s/n (19071-GUADALAJARA) - Telephone: (0034) 949-390850.
	ACCEM SIGЬENZA - Telephone: 949-390441
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVICS062	SOCI	14.07.2008	28.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVICS062  Year: 2008 
	Name:  PUEBLANUEVA 
	Location:  Pueblanueva, La 
	Address:  State School ґSan Isidroґ 
	Phone Number:  925 860050 
	Project:  SOCI - Social project 
	Initial Date:  14-07-2008  Final Date: 28-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 8 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Castilla La Mancha. Province of Toledo. 
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- It is a programme to foment new actions of 
	animation as an alternative of leisure and free time, across the 
	knowledge and the practice of adapted sports. The programme will 
	have the collaboration and the sportsmenґs and sportswomenґs 
	experience of recognized paraolimpic level.
	To promote the coexistence and help of the volunteers with 
	disabled people, as well as the accomplishment of adapted sports 
	which go towards this group.  
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In conditioned classrooms in the State 
	School ґSan Isidroґ  - Carretera de las Vegas, s/n - LA 
	PUEBLANUEVA - Telephone: 925-860050.
	Sports municipal facilities
	
	LOCATION.- La Pueblanueva is located at 15 km from Talavera de la 
	Reina. This city, belonging to the region of “La Jara”, is 
	located to the west of the province of Toledo, placed in the 
	fluvial terrace of the Valley of the river Tajo. It makes La 
	Pueblanueva to have a soft and very propitious climate for the 
	agricultural and cattle activities. 
	www.lapueblanueva.com
	www.diputoledo.es
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.-
	BY BUS:
	FROM MADRID TO LA PUEBLANUEVA: Bus station of Principe Pнo 
	interchange (intercambiador) - Tickets sales in the first floor. 
	LA SEPULVEDANA Company - Tel. 902 222282
	www.lasepulvedana.es
	Timetable: From Monday to Friday at 18:15
	
	FROM MADRID TO TALAVERA: Bus station Mйndez Alvaro - Tel. 91 
	4684200. 
	www.estaciondeautobuses.com/frameset.html
	LA SEPULVEDANA Company - Tel. 902 222282
	www.lasepulvedana.es
	E-mail: informacion@lasepulvedana.es
	Timetable: 08:00 and 15:00
	
	FROM TALAVERA TO LA PUEBLANUEVA: Bus station - Ronda del Caсillo, 
	s/n - Tel. 925 800400.
	Timetable: From Monday to Friday: 14:30 and 19:15
	
	BY TRAIN: (Madrid: Atocha Station - Puerta de Atocha) - RENFE 
	information telephone: 902 240202 - International information 
	telephone: 902 243402
	www.horarios.renfe.es
	www.renfe.es/mediadistancia/index.html
	
	MEETING POINT.- During the first day in the State School ґSan 
	Isidroґ.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, - mountain and sport footwear - 
	hat or cap for the sun - useful of bathroom (towels …) - solar 
	protection cream - personal supporting documentation - sanitary 
	card.

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.-
	Youth Office - Ronda de Buenavista, 47 - 45071-TOLEDO - 
	Telephone: 925-28.89.71.  E-mail: camposdetrabajo@jccm.es
	Provincial Delegation of Toledo - La Plata street, 22bis - 
	45071-TOLEDO - Telephone: 925- 267732 
	La Pueblanueva Town Hall - Telephone: 925-860002 
	www.lapueblanueva.com
	State School ґSan Isidroґ - Telephone: 925 860050
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVICS072	ENVI	07.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVICS072  Year: 2008 
	Name:  SEVILLEJA DE LA JARA 
	Location:  Sevilleja De La Jara 
	Address:  Hostel Villa Marнa 
	Phone Number:  925 444465 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  07-07-2008  Final Date: 26-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 8 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Castilla La Mancha. Province of Toledo.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- To acquire the knowledges on how acting in 
	the conservation of greedy threatened birds and in serious danger 
	of extinction.
	Program of approximation to know the work that realizes the 
	Center of Predatories’ Studies Ibйricas (CERI), collaborating in 
	the treatment and cleanliness of blowing-ups and moults in the 
	area of recovery and investigation, as well as the cleanliness of 
	the place where the animals are. To arouse on the problematics of 
	the survival of the populations of predatory birds and of other 
	species of wild animals.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the Hostel Villa Marнa - Virgen del Amor 
	de Dios, 81 (La Nava de Ricomalillo) Telephone: 925-444465. 
	www.diputoledo.es
	
	LOCATION.- Sevilleja de la Jara is located at 58 km from Talavera 
	de la Reina and 190 Km. from Madrid.
	The locality is placed in the outskirts of the Mounts of Toledo 
	and inside of the Region of “La Jara”. The low height mounts 
	create a wide landscape where it is possible to spy the abundance 
	of the wild fauna.
	www.diputoledo.es
	
	www.castillalamancha.es/medioambiente/SP/Contenidos/EspaciosNatura
	les
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.-
	BY BUS:
	FROM MADRID TO LA NAVA DE RICOMALILLO: Bus station Mйndez Alvaro 
	- Tel. 91 4684200. 
	www.estaciondeautobuses.com/frameset.html
	LA SEPULVEDANA Company - Tel. 902 222282
	www.lasepulvedana.es
	E-mail: informacion@lasepulvedana.es
	Timetable: 08:00 and 15:00
	
	FROM MADRID TO TALAVERA: Bus station of Principe Pнo interchange 
	(intercambiador) - Tickets sales in the first floor. LA 
	SEPULVEDANA Company - Tel. 902 222282
	www.lasepulvedana.es
	
	FROM TALAVERA TO LA NAVA DE RICOMALILLO: Bus station - Ronda del 
	Caсillo, s/n - Tel. 925 800400.
	Timetable: 18:00 h.
	    
	BY TRAIN: (Madrid: Atocha Station - Puerta de Atocha) - RENFE 
	information telephone: 902 240202 - International information 
	telephone: 902 243402
	www.horarios.renfe.es
	www.renfe.es/mediadistancia/index.html
	
	MEETING POINT.- During the first day in La Nava de Ricomalillo 
	Town Hall - Plaza Constituciуn, 1 - Telephone: 925-444001.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish. 
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Clothes and sports footwear - hat or cap for 
	the sun - useful of bathroom (towels …) - cream of solar 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	protection - personal supporting documentation - sanitary card.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACT.-
	Youth Office - Ronda de Buenavista, 47  - 45071-TOLEDO -    
	Telephone: 925-288971 - E-mail: camposdetrabajo@jccm.es
	Provincial Delegation of Toledo - La Plata street, 22bis - 
	45071-TOLEDO - Telephone: 925 267732.
	Sevilleja de la Jara Town Hall - Telephone:925 455001 
	E-mail: sevillejadelajara@diputoledo.es
	La Nava de Ricomalillo Town Hall - Telephone: 925 444001
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Spain	SVIEK011	ARCH	14.07.2008	30.07.2008	20-26
	description
	SVIEK011-IRUСA-VELEIA 1     14/07/08 – 30/07/08    20 vol   ARCH
	Min Age:20	Max Age:26
	
	Project: Collaboration on archaeological excavation and structure consolidation tasks in Veleia, city from the 
	Roman era, situated 10 km from the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz, capital of the Autonomous Community of the Basque 
	Country. Products from all the corners of the Roman Empire (Gaul, Italy, Germania and Africa, etc.) arrived in the 
	city which became a centre for delivery and redistribution of goods. Veleia covered an area of around 100 hectares
	 with hundreds of domus or urban dwellings and also public buildings such as a theatre, thermal baths, a forum, 
	temples, etc. The wall of Veleia is the largest architectural construction of the Roman era in the Basque Country 
	and one of the most important in the North of the country. The recent discovery of inscriptions from different 
	areas around the city are definitely revolutionary, providing new information about Alava daily life, languages and 
	beliefs in ancient times.
	
	Task: Volunteers will work in the following areas under the supervision of professional archaeologists: Domus of 
	the Roses Mosaic, a large urban residence dating back to the days of the High Empire; and the wall’s main gate. 
	From a scientific point of view, the most important point now is to study and define the rectangular hall of the 
	dwelling, discover its layout in detail and, if possible, establish the purpose for which it was built. With respect to 
	the gate, the aim is to discover the main access to the city in detail and depth and to find out its evolution from 
	the High Empire to the Late Roman era. This will be done using the following methodology:
	- An archaeological excavation in the open air with thorough archaeological documentation (current state, 
	stratigraphic sequence, etc.).
	- Identification of the buildings' ground plans and their evolution.
	- Once research tasks are finished, consolidation, “museumisation” and sector enhancement work.
	
	Location: The municipal area of Iruсa de Oca is made up of five villages (2,093 inhabitants). Nanclares de la Oca 
	is the main village in the municipal area, and also the place where participants will be hosted. It is situated just 10 
	km from the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz, capital of the Autonomous Community of the Basque Country. 
	
	The old quarter of Vitoria-Gasteiz has kept its Gothic design intact, with its elliptic, steep, narrow streets, restored 
	old palaces and all the charm of yesteryear. The Cathedral of Santa Marнa (or Old Cathedral) is “Open for works”. 
	The restoration work on this Cathedral has won the 2002 Europa Nostra Award. Furthermore, Vitoria-Gasteiz has an 
	excellent International Jazz Festival (in July). The new “ARTIUM” Basque Centre-Museum of Contemporary Art 
	offers a magnificent collection of Basque and Spanish art dating from the early 20th century up to the present 
	day, and considered one of the most important modern art centres of the Spanish state.
	
	How to get there: http://www.turismoa.euskadi.net
	
	Nearest airports: Foronda (Vitoria-Gasteiz), Loiu (Bilbao), Donostia-San Sebastiбn (Hondarribia).
	
	Nearest train station: Nanclares de la Oca (Бlava) and Vitoria-Gasteiz (Бlava). Basque Country
	
	Meeting point: on 14/07/08, at 18:00 outside the Town Hall in the village of Nanclares de la Oca (Бlava)
	
	Accommodation: State schools in the village of Nanclares de la Oca (Бlava), furnished with bunk beds and 
	mattresses. Sleeping bag compulsory. 
	
	Languages: English
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIEK012	ARCH	06.08.2008	22.08.2008	20-26
	description
	SVIEK012-IRUСA-VELEIA 2     06/08/08 – 22/08/08    20 vol   ARCH
	Min Age:20	Max Age:26
	
	Project: Collaboration on archaeological excavation and structure consolidation tasks in Veleia, city from the 
	Roman era, situated 10 km from the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz, capital of the Autonomous Community of the Basque 
	Country. Products from all the corners of the Roman Empire (Gaul, Italy, Germania and Africa, etc.) arrived in the 
	city which became a centre for delivery and redistribution of goods. Veleia covered an area of around 100 hectares
	 with hundreds of domus or urban dwellings and also public buildings such as a theatre, thermal baths, a forum, 
	temples, etc. The wall of Veleia is the largest architectural construction of the Roman era in the Basque Country 
	and one of the most important in the North of the country. The recent discovery of inscriptions from different 
	areas around the city are definitely revolutionary, providing new information about Alava daily life, languages and 
	beliefs in ancient times.
	
	
	Task: Volunteers will work in the following areas under the supervision of professional archaeologists: Domus of 
	the Roses Mosaic, a large urban residence dating back to the days of the High Empire; and the wall’s main gate. 
	From a scientific point of view, the most important point now is to study and define the rectangular hall of the 
	dwelling, discover its layout in detail and, if possible, establish the purpose for which it was built. With respect to 
	the gate, the aim is to discover the main access to the city in detail and depth and to find out its evolution from 
	the High Empire to the Late Roman era. This will be done using the following methodology:
	- An archaeological excavation in the open air with thorough archaeological documentation (current state, 
	stratigraphic sequence, etc.).
	- Identification of the buildings' ground plans and their evolution.
	- Once research tasks are finished, consolidation, “museumisation” and sector enhancement work.
	
	Location: The municipal area of Iruсa de Oca is made up of five villages (2,093 inhabitants). Nanclares de la Oca 
	is the main village in the municipal area, and also the place where participants will be hosted. It is situated just 10 
	km from the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz, capital of the Autonomous Community of the Basque Country. 
	
	The old quarter of Vitoria-Gasteiz has kept its Gothic design intact, with its elliptic, steep, narrow streets, restored 
	old palaces and all the charm of yesteryear. The Cathedral of Santa Marнa (or Old Cathedral) is “Open for works”. 
	The restoration work on this Cathedral has won the 2002 Europa Nostra Award. Furthermore, Vitoria-Gasteiz has an 
	excellent International Jazz Festival (in July). The new “ARTIUM” Basque Centre-Museum of Contemporary Art 
	offers a magnificent collection of Basque and Spanish art dating from the early 20th century up to the present 
	day, and considered one of the most important modern art centres of the Spanish state.
	
	How to get?: http://www.turismoa.euskadi.net
	
	Nearest airports: Foronda (Vitoria-Gasteiz), Loiu (Bilbao), Donostia-San Sebastiбn (Hondarribia) 
	
	Nearest train station: Nanclares de la Oca (Бlava) and Vitoria-Gasteiz (Бlava). Basque Country
	
	Meeting point: on 06/08/08, at 18:00 outside the Town Hall in the village of Nanclares de la Oca (Бlava)
	
	Accommodation: State schools in the village of Nanclares de la Oca (Бlava), furnished with bunk beds and 
	mattresses. Sleeping bag compulsory. 
	
	Languages: English
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIEK021	ARCH	02.07.2008	15.07.2008	18-26
	description
	SVIEK021 – THE CASTRO OF ARROLA 1 – 02/07/08 – 15/07/08    20 vol   ARCH
	Min Age:18	Max Age:26
	
	Project: The project lies in collaborating in restoring the fortified area of Arrola or Marueleza (19 hectares). This Iron 
	Age II settlement (3rd century B.C. to 1st century AD) was the site of an indigenous village. The settlement was 
	surrounded by a stone wall (7.85 m wide, 5 6 m high) and had a complex system to enter, that consisted of two 
	overlapping walls, creating a corridor which houses the gate to the oppidum. The outer wall concealed the gate and 
	protected it from direct attacks. 
	
	The settlement is located on the summit of mount Arrola (564 m), within the natural area of Urdaibai, declared a 
	Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO in 1984. 
	Task: 
	1.- Protection of the archaeological site: this implies actions such as cleaning, clearing and excavating the relevant
	 areas. Works will be carried out in the first few days of every fortnight and will be followed by scientific research.
	
	
	2.- Archaeological research: the volunteers will watch the following tasks and, in certain cases, help carrying them 
	out:
	
	a)	Assistance in the study of the older excavation sites, including a topographical survey, detailed drawing and 
	photographs.
	b)	Sounding the inner part of the site to establish its general stratigraphy and to obtain different material 
	sequences (palinological, anthracological and carbon 14).
	c)	A new forest track was recently built cutting through the wall. Re-dressing work on this cut would allow us to 
	know more about the internal structure of this defensive building and to identify its chronological phases and 
	building techniques.
	
	Location: The settlement of Arrola is located in Arratzu, a rural village situated 40 km from Bilbao and 6 km from 
	Gernika-Lumo, famous town worldwide for being the inspiration for Picasso’s masterpiece. Gernika was awarded the
	 UNESCO City for Peace Prize in 2002-2003. 
	
	How to get there: http://www.turismoa.euskadi.net
	
	Nearest airport: Loiu (Bilbao. Bizkaia). 
	
	Meeting point: on 17/07/08, at 18:30 outside the town hall of Arratzu (Bizkaia).
	
	Accommodation: Hostel in Mendata, a municipal area next to Arratzu. Bring sleeping bag.
	
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIEK022	ARCH	17.07.2008	30.07.2008	18-26
	description
	SVIEK022 – THE CASTRO OF ARROLA 2 – 17/07/08 – 30/07/08    20 vol   ARCH
	Min Age:18	Max Age:26
	
	Project: The project lies in collaborating in restoring the fortified area of Arrola or Marueleza (19 hectares). This Iron 
	Age II settlement (3rd century B.C. to 1st century AD) was the site of an indigenous village. The settlement was 
	surrounded by a stone wall (7.85 m wide, 5 6 m high) and had a complex system to enter, that consisted of two 
	overlapping walls, creating a corridor which houses the gate to the oppidum. The outer wall concealed the gate and 
	protected it from direct attacks. 
	
	The settlement is located on the summit of mount Arrola (564 m), within the natural area of Urdaibai, declared a 
	Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO in 1984. 
	Task: 
	1.- Protection of the archaeological site: this implies actions such as cleaning, clearing and excavating the relevant
	 areas. Works will be carried out in the first few days of every fortnight and will be followed by scientific research.
	
	
	2.- Archaeological research: the volunteers will watch the following tasks and, in certain cases, help carrying them 
	out:
	
	d)	Assistance in the study of the older excavation sites, including a topographical survey, detailed drawing and 
	photographs.
	e)	Sounding the inner part of the site to establish its general stratigraphy and to obtain different material 
	sequences (palinological, anthracological and carbon 14).
	f)	A new forest track was recently built cutting through the wall. Re-dressing work on this cut would allow us to 
	know more about the internal structure of this defensive building and to identify its chronological phases and 
	building techniques.
	
	Location: The settlement of Arrola is located in Arratzu, a rural village situated 40 km from Bilbao and 6 km from 
	Gernika-Lumo, famous town worldwide for being the inspiration for Picasso’s masterpiece. Gernika was awarded the
	 UNESCO City for Peace Prize in 2002-2003. 
	
	How to get there: http://www.turismoa.euskadi.net
	
	Nearest airport: Loiu (Bilbao. Bizkaia). 
	
	Meeting point: on 17/07/08, at 18:30 outside the town hall of Arratzu (Bizkaia).
	
	Accommodation: Hostel in Mendata, a municipal area next to Arratzu. Bring sleeping bag.
	
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIEK031	ENVI	17.07.2008	30.07.2008	18-26
	description
	SVIEK031-ASPARRENA 1     17/07/08 – 30/07/08    20 vol   ENVI/RENO
	Min Age:18	Max Age:26
	
	Project: Asparrena is a pretty village of the Llanada Alavesa region. It is at the altitude of 605 m and is surrounded
	 by Altzania and Entzia mountain ranges. The municipality consists of 10 villages, its capital being Araia (1,180 
	inhabitants). That is the place where the volunteers of the workcamp will be hosted. It is also the starting point of 
	the paths that lead to two of the most emblematic and visited mountains in Euskadi: Aratz (1,443 m) and Aizkorri 
	(1,528 m). The project’s objective is to restore several fountains that can be found in those paths, due to the 
	limestone surroundings. Therefore, the Local Government of Asparrena wants to join municipality’s the naturalistic 
	and environmental interests—the famous and spectacular La Leze cave, Zirauntza river’s spring, the ruins of the 
	Marutegi castle, the stone path to San Adriбn (The Way of St. James) or the wide prairies of Legaire.
	
	Task: Volunteers will collaborate in the restoration of the fountains that can be found along the mountain paths. For
	 that purpose, they will carry out the following tasks: arrangement of the fountains using brickwork materials; 
	improving and/or fitting pipes; signposting the location of the fountains; clearing the surrounding scrub.
	
	Location: Asparrena (capital: Araia) is located 35 km from Vitoria-Gasteiz, the capital city of Alava and the 
	Autonomous Community of the Basque Country. Araia’s Humor Theatre Festival is widely enjoyed (in August). 
	
	How to get there: http://www.turismoa.euskadi.net
	
	Nearest airports: Foronda (Vitoria-Gasteiz), Loiu (Bilbao), Donostia-San Sebastiбn (Hondarribia) 
	
	Nearest train station: Araia and Vitoria-Gasteiz (Бlava). 
	
	Meeting point: on 17/07/08 at 6 pm outside the Town Hall in the village of Araia (Asparrena. Бlava)
	
	Accomodation: State schools in the village of Araia (Бlava), furnished with bunk beds and mattresses. Sleeping 
	bag compulsory.
	
	Language: English
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIEK032	 ENVI	17.07.2008	30.07.2008	18-26
	description
	SVIEK032-ASPARRENA 2     17/07/08 – 30/07/08    20 vol   ENVI/RENO
	Min Age:18	Max Age:26
	
	Project: Asparrena is a pretty village of the Llanada Alavesa region. It is at the altitude of 605 m and is surrounded
	 by Altzania and Entzia mountain ranges. The municipality consists of 10 villages, its capital being Araia (1,180 
	inhabitants). That is the place where the volunteers of the workcamp will be hosted. It is also the starting point of 
	the paths that lead to two of the most emblematic and visited mountains in Euskadi: Aratz (1,443 m) and Aizkorri 
	(1,528 m). The project’s objective is to restore several fountains that can be found in those paths, due to the 
	limestone surroundings. Therefore, the Local Government of Asparrena wants to join municipality’s the naturalistic 
	and environmental interests—the famous and spectacular La Leze cave, Zirauntza river’s spring, the ruins of the 
	Marutegi castle, the stone path to San Adriбn (The Way of St. James) or the wide prairies of Legaire.
	
	Task: Volunteers will collaborate in the restoration of the fountains that can be found along the mountain paths. For
	 that purpose, they will carry out the following tasks: arrangement of the fountains using brickwork materials; 
	improving and/or fitting pipes; signposting the location of the fountains; clearing the surrounding scrub.
	
	Location: Asparrena (capital: Araia) is located 35 km from Vitoria-Gasteiz, the capital city of Alava and the 
	Autonomous Community of the Basque Country. Araia’s Humor Theatre Festival is widely enjoyed (in August). 
	
	How to get there: http://www.turismoa.euskadi.net
	
	Nearest airports: Foronda (Vitoria-Gasteiz), Loiu (Bilbao), Donostia-San Sebastiбn (Hondarribia) 
	
	Nearest train station: Araia and Vitoria-Gasteiz (Бlava). 
	
	Meeting point: on 01/08/08 at 6 pm outside the Town Hall in the village of Araia (Asparrena. Бlava)
	
	Accomodation: State schools in the village of Araia (Бlava), furnished with bunk beds and mattresses. Sleeping 
	bag compulsory.
	
	Language: English
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIEX011	CULT	11.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIEX011  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CIRCO EN LA NATURALEZA 
	Location:  Talayuela 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґEl Quinto Pino del Tiйtarґ 
	Project:  CULT - Cultural 
	Initial Date:  11-08-2008  Final Date: 30-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 15 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Extremadura. Province of Cбceres.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK.- The workcamp will bring together the 
	different circus activities with the natural environment. We will 
	develop typical workshops of the world of circus:
	Workshops of circus disciplines for beginners.
	Workshops and dynamics, in order to learn and develop different 
	techniques which are specific to the world of modern circus: 
	juggling, balance, acrobatics and dance movements.
	Tent workshops and activities.
	We will be able to put into practice circus techniques and also 
	develop techniques of expression, which are combined with the 
	circus: clown, pantomime, drama, percussion, stage, choreography, 
	etc.
	Environmental activities.
	Extra workshops.
	Night activities: designed by the staff in charge and also by the 
	participants.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- Trips to places of tourist and 
	cultural interest in our region, workshops, sports activities, 
	leisure and free time activities.
	The staff will also take into account the suggestions made by the 
	participants.
	
	LOCATION.- Talayuela is in the natural region named Campo 
	Araсuelo, from the left side of the river Tiйtar, to the north, 
	to the Villuercas mountains at the south. It is an eminentely 
	agricultural district,in which cultivations like the tobacco, 
	pepper and cotton prevail, besides big meadows.
	
	ACCOMODATION/FOOD.- Youth hostel ґEl Quinto Pino del Tiйtarґ, 
	located in the local grounds of Talayuela (Cбceres). El Quinto 
	Pino is a natural area, full of magic corners with thousand of 
	places to walk into the forest, multitude of birds and a 
	dream-like dusk. A village surrounded by pines, composed by six 
	bungalows, a house with a lounge, a kitchen, an office and a 
	great proch. A circus tent with capacity for 500 people. There is 
	also a separate house with showers and baths (equipped for 
	handicapped people), with hot water supply. There is also a 
	beautiful lawn ideal to lie down and relax.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By train: RENFE (train) (Information Tel. 902 240202). 
	By bus: AUTO-RES (bus)(Information Tel. 902 020603).
	Bus Station of Navalmoral de la Mata: 927 533300.
	By car: El Quinto Pino is in the Boyal de Talayuela estate 
	(Cбceres), in the road which links Navalmoral and Jarandilla, 12 
	Km. away from N-V (Extremadura motorway), where we turn aside in 
	Navalmoral de la Mata (Km. 178). Once we go past Talayuela we 
	find a diversion on our left, which will take us straight to the 
	entrance of the park where, just taking a nice 500 metre walk, we 
	will find this magical natural area.  
	
	LANGUAGES.- Spanish and english.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day at 13:00 in the bus station of 
	Navalmoral de la Mata.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, rucksack, sportswear, comfortable 
	footwear, warm clothes, hat or cap, bag, swimming trunks, towel, 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	sunglasses, sun cream, international sanitary card for the UE 
	volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Direcciуn General de Juventud - Tel. 924 
	008190 
	E-mail: isabel.sanchezg@juntaextremadura.net
	Youth Hostel ґEl Quinto Pino del Tiйtarґ - Tel. 927 198530 - 
	www.elquintopino.es
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIEX022	CULT	16.08.2008	31.08.2008	18-30
	description
	Code:  SVIEX022  Year: 2008 
	Name:  BRUJULA DEL SUR (HIGH LEVEL OF SPANISH) 
	Location:  Valencia De Alcantara 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґSanta Marнa de Guadalupeґ 
	Project:  CULT - Cultural 
	Initial Date:  16-08-2008  Final Date: 31-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 30  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Extremadura. Province of Cбceres.
	
	PARTICIPANTS PROFILE.- 
	Young people who are interested in becoming professional 
	Development Cooperation workers. 
	A high level of Spanish is required because of the specialised 
	language, that will require a high level of understanding.
	
	OBJECTIVES.- 
	GENERALS:
	Basic training for young persons who are interested in becoming 
	professional International Cooperation workers.
	 
	For cooperation professionals from countries in the South to make 
	their voice heard amongst young people who want to work in 
	International Cooperation, so that there will be a change in the 
	paternalist attitude that rich countries show in their 
	solidarity. 
	
	Equip young persons cooperating basic tools for the development 
	of solidarity work in the South, both conceptually and 
	technically and physical activity.
	
	SPECIFIC DETAILS: 
	 Knowledge of the global socio-economic situation. Globalisation 
	and international relations. Cooperation geopolitics. 
	
	Analysis of the theoretical paradigms of International 
	Cooperation.
	
	Design of International Cooperation projects using a Logical 
	Framework Approach.
	
	Study of planning, evaluation and follow-up tools in Development 
	Cooperation.
	
	Knowledge of regional, national and international law in 
	International Cooperation.
	
	Knowledge and identification of stakeholders in International 
	Cooperation: Governments, NGOs, International Institutions, 
	Counterparts, Universities, Civilian Societies, Beneficiaries.
	
	Provide cooperation workers with tools to ensure gender equality 
	in Cooperation projects. 
	
	Analysis of fields and sectors where intervention takes place.
	
	To consider working strategies with donors and their relation 
	with countries in the South. 
	
	Provide participants with basic tools to work with migration and 
	cooperation: codevelopment. 
	
	Discussion of best practices in countries in the North and South. 
	
	Knowledge of current conditions in the South through drama, 
	role-play and situational games, and a film forum. 
	
	Learning about the teaching framework to increase awareness in 
	International Cooperation.

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	
	Practical experience with Cooperation projects using virtual 
	scenarios. 
	
	Physical activities in the natural setting of Extremadura that 
	will be particularly related to activities, which workers have to 
	be prepared for, especially if they are going to work in rural 
	and/or natural areas.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Youth Hostel ґSanta Marнa de Guadalupeґ - 
	VALENCIA DE ALCANTARA (Cбceres).
	
	METHODOLOGY.- 
	Open, participative talks and discussions by International 
	Cooperation experts. 
	
	Talks by expert speakers from countries in the South, as a way of 
	showing theoretical knowledge built on practical experience 
	(participation-action-research methodology). 
	    
	Drama, role-play and situational games to build social skills for 
	the future worker in daily living situations in countries in the 
	South. 
	
	Use of audiovisual material and new technologies to narrow the 
	North-South gap. 
	
	Practice with virtual cooperation scenarios. 
	
	Practical exercises, continuous assessment and self-assessment.
	
	Promoting solidarity through teamwork.
	
	Physical activities focused on basic knowledge of the exercise to 
	be carried out by participants in the rural or natural setting. 
	
	ORGANISATION OF ACTIVITIES / SCHEDULE
	The following activities will be organised: 
	
	Participative talks/discussions given by experts/trainers from 
	countries in the North on different International Cooperation 
	subjects (see specific objectives). 
	
	The objective of this work camp is to train young persons in the 
	field of International Cooperation, giving young professional 
	workers from the South a voice that is often neglected. 
	Therefore, five professional workers from the cooperation will 
	come from the South to be teachers on this work camp, giving 
	participative talks on specific subjects that they are 
	specialised in. 
	
	Professional workers from the North and South will bring their 
	knowledge together in the form of drama, role-play and 
	situational games to prepare participants to build social skills 
	for the future worker in daily living situations in different 
	surroundings and with beneficiaries. 
	
	A video forum will be set up, and research will be done using the 
	Internet. 
	
	Participants will form teams to draw up Development Cooperation 
	projects using a Logical Framework Approach. To do this, they 
	will be given virtual Cooperation scenarios so that they can 
	design projects to adapt to those situations. 
	
	Some of the biggest problems of workers from the North who travel 
	to the South lie in the difficulties they encounter in a physical 
	setting which they are not physically prepared for. They do not 
	know the techniques that can help them to adapt to rural and 
	natural settings which are common to cooperation work and can be 
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	hostile to those who are unfamiliar with them (high altitudes, 
	tropical forests, deserts or very dry zones, extreme cold or 
	heat). We believe that this work camp may offer an innovative 
	contribution in this respect because specialised training actions 
	do not usually focus on these areas, despite them being so 
	positive in practice. The activities will be adapted to the 
	environment where the work camp is located, but work will also be 
	done on theoretical situations, which will cover all types of 
	climates and natural settings. The following areas of training 
	are considered to be fundamental in this respect: 
	
	- Mental approach in hostile natural environments. 
	- Orientation techniques
	- Building of a refuge. 
	- Basic survival techniques. Obtaining, filtering and purifying 
	water. Improvising methods of making fire, obtaining food. 
	- Health risks for participants in the environment. 
	
	Other physical activities can be done, such as adventure sports. 
	These may be useful in participants’ future cooperation work: 
	mountaineering, cliff climbing, kayak, abseiling, walking and 
	exercises, all to physically prepare participants for working in 
	rural, natural settings. 
	
	Also, cultural activities will be organised in free time, related 
	to the natural, ethnographic and gastronomic heritage of 
	Extremadura, and there will be two outings to combine education 
	and leisure.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Direcciуn General de Juventud - Tel. 924 
	008190 
	E-mail: isabel.sanchezg@juntaextremadura.net
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIGA021	ARCH	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	18-24
	description
	Code:  SVIGA021  Year: 2008 
	Name:  ESPIСEIRA I 
	Location:  Boiro (Boiro) 
	Address:  Youth Camp Espiсeira 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  16-07-2008  Final Date: 30-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 24  Places: 6 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Galicia. Province of A Coruсa.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Archaeological intervention: excavation and 
	consolidation of the ruins and exhumed rests, in the O Neixon 
	camp (a Celtic village) in order to get ist revaluation as a 
	cultural resource, promoting the creation of an archaeological 
	classroom and making possible to pay a cultural visit to the 
	ruins. 
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Classification and reconstruction of ceramics recovered from 
	excavations. Going out into important historical and cultural 
	heritage places.
	Realization of ideals reconstructions of the structure excavated 
	and search of the natural lines of transit.
	NOTE: These activities are for your guidance and will be able 
	changed in the development of workcamp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the youth camp “Espiсeira”, in Boiro (A 
	Coruсa) (Tel. 981 845260)-only available during the activity).
	Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be provided by specialized 
	personnel.
	Volunteers will be picked up by bus everyday from the youth camp 
	to the place of work.
	
	LOCATION.- The archaeological area in Neixуn is situated in the 
	parish of Saint Vicenzo de Cespуn (Boiro municipality). Neixуn is 
	considered one of most interesting cultural landscapes of the 
	Barbanza peninsula. Therefore, not only is it a geographic symbol 
	in this part of the Arousa estuary, and a natural space of 
	considerable beauty, but it also presents itself as a very 
	important archaeological site for the understanding of 
	Prehistoric Galicia.
	The denominated Castro Grande (Big Fort) of Neixon is a fortified 
	settlement probably constructed around the C. IV BC. Its strong 
	boundary wall, formed by barricaded earth, protects the point 
	from easy access along the isthmus. 
	In the Archaeological Centre of Barbanza building, besides the 
	archaeological area in Neixуn, is hosted a permanent and 
	interactive exhibition, from recent prehistory to Romanization of 
	Galicia. Here we find the most significant material remains 
	recovered since 2003 at Castro Grande by youngsters who attend 
	the annual international work camp.
	Boiro town belongs to A Coruсa province and it is  48 Km away 
	from Santiago de Compostela city, 118 Km away from A Coruсa city, 
	119 Km away from Lugo and 90 Km away from Vigo (Pontevedra).
	
	NOTE: This work camp has no access for physical disabled people.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By plane: (www.aena.es). Ph. +34 902 404 704
	Santiago de Compostela airport. Ph. + 34 981 547 501
	A Coruсa airport. Ph. +34 981 187 200
	Vigo airport.  Ph. +34. 986 268 200
	
	By road
	- Service Lugo-Santiago. Company: FREIRE (www.empresafreire.com. 
	Ph. +34 982 220 300
	- Service A Coruсa-Santiago-Pontevedra-Vigo Company: MONBUS 
	(www.monbus.es) Ph. +34 902 292 900
	 - Service Santiago-Boiro-Ribeira. Company: ARRIVA 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	(www.arriva.es). Ph. +34 902 277 482
	Bus stations:
	A Coruсa. Ph. + 34 981 184 335 
	Lugo. Ph. + 34 982 223 985
	Santiago de Compostela. Ph. + 34 981 542 416
	Vigo. Ph. + 34 986 373 411 (www.vigobus.com) 
	Ourense. Ph. + 34 988 216 027
	Ferrol. Ph. + 34 981 324 751
	
	By train:
	RENFE (www.renfe.es) Ph. + 34 902 240 202
	FEVE (www.feve.es) Ph. + 34 981 370 401
	
	MEETING POINT.- First day, after 16.00 h. in the Youth Camp 
	“Espiсeira”. When the volunteers arrive at Boiro, they must go to 
	the Town Hall or contact Local Police or Civil Protection, who 
	will facilitate them the access to the camp. 
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Personal cleanliness items, sleeping bag and a 
	little backpack for routes, shoes for mountain, warm clothes, 
	waterproof clothes, working clothes, sport clothes, sport shoes 
	and swimming costumes, work gloves, solar protection and a cap, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	INSURANCE.- All the participants have an insurance that covers 
	the accidents that could happen during the activity and the civil 
	responsibility that could also be derived from them.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- 
	Workcamp Director
	Youth Camp “Espiсeira”. Ph + 34 981 845 260 (only available 
	during the activity)
	G. D of Youth. Ph. +34 981 544 838 e 881 999 025
	Youth Service (A Coruсa). Ph. +34 982 294 224
	
	ADITIONAL INFORMATION.- 
	www.xuventude.net. This is the portal for youth information in 
	Galicia (D. X. de Xuventude e Solidariedade. Xunta de Galicia) 
	with all the information about workcamps in Galicia, leisure, 
	tourism, youth activities…
	www.lppp.usc.es This is the site o Laboratory of Archaeology in 
	Santiago University with news and information about the work camp 
	of Neixon in 2003 www.neixon.blogspot.com. This is the blog of 
	the Neixуn’s Group of Archaeology with information about the last 
	work camp activities in 2007. 
	 www.santiagoturismo.com. Information about Santiago de 
	Compostela town, transports, access…
	www.coruna.es. Information about A Coruсa town, transports, 
	access…
	www.boiro.org. Information about Boiro town, transports, access, 
	tourism. 
	www.xacobeo.es. Official site about Pilgrim’s way to Santiago and 
	other events. 
	www.turgalicia.es. Official portal with all the touristic 
	information about Galicia.
	www.alsa.es. Site with information about transport from other 
	towns and cities of Spain.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIGA022	 ARCH	01.08.2008	15.08.2008	25-30
	description
	Code:  SVIGA022  Year: 2008 
	Name:  ESPIСEIRA II (MIN. 25 YEARS OLD) 
	Location:  Boiro (Boiro) 
	Address:  Youth Camp Espiсeira 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  01-08-2008  Final Date: 15-08-2008 
	Min Age:  25  Max Age: 30  Places: 6 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Galicia. Province of A Coruсa.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Archaeological intervention: excavation and 
	consolidation of the ruins and exhumed rests, in the O Neixon 
	camp (a Celtic village) in order to get ist revaluation as a 
	cultural resource, promoting the creation of an archaeological 
	classroom and making possible to pay a cultural visit to the 
	ruins. 
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Classification and reconstruction of ceramics recovered from 
	excavations. Going out into important historical and cultural 
	heritage places.
	Realization of ideals reconstructions of the structure excavated 
	and search of the natural lines of transit.
	NOTE: These activities are for your guidance and will be able 
	changed in the development of workcamp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the youth camp “Espiсeira”, in Boiro (A 
	Coruсa) (Tel. 981 845260)-only available during the activity).
	Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be provided by specialized 
	personnel.
	Volunteers will be picked up by bus everyday from the youth camp 
	to the place of work.
	
	LOCATION.- The archaeological area in Neixуn is situated in the 
	parish of Saint Vicenzo de Cespуn (Boiro municipality). Neixуn is 
	considered one of most interesting cultural landscapes of the 
	Barbanza peninsula. Therefore, not only is it a geographic symbol 
	in this part of the Arousa estuary, and a natural space of 
	considerable beauty, but it also presents itself as a very 
	important archaeological site for the understanding of 
	Prehistoric Galicia.
	The denominated Castro Grande (Big Fort) of Neixon is a fortified 
	settlement probably constructed around the C. IV BC. Its strong 
	boundary wall, formed by barricaded earth, protects the point 
	from easy access along the isthmus. 
	In the Archaeological Centre of Barbanza building, besides the 
	archaeological area in Neixуn, is hosted a permanent and 
	interactive exhibition, from recent prehistory to Romanization of 
	Galicia. Here we find the most significant material remains 
	recovered since 2003 at Castro Grande by youngsters who attend 
	the annual international work camp.
	Boiro town belongs to A Coruсa province and it is  48 Km away 
	from Santiago de Compostela city, 118 Km away from A Coruсa city, 
	119 Km away from Lugo and 90 Km away from Vigo (Pontevedra).
	
	NOTE: This work camp has no access for physical disabled people.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By plane: (www.aena.es). Ph. +34 902 404 704
	Santiago de Compostela airport. Ph. + 34 981 547 501
	A Coruсa airport. Ph. +34 981 187 200
	Vigo airport.  Ph. +34. 986 268 200
	
	By road
	- Service Lugo-Santiago. Company: FREIRE (www.empresafreire.com. 
	Ph. +34 982 220 300
	- Service A Coruсa-Santiago-Pontevedra-Vigo Company: MONBUS 
	(www.monbus.es) Ph. +34 902 292 900
	 - Service Santiago-Boiro-Ribeira. Company: ARRIVA 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	(www.arriva.es). Ph. +34 902 277 482
	Bus stations:
	A Coruсa. Ph. + 34 981 184 335 
	Lugo. Ph. + 34 982 223 985
	Santiago de Compostela. Ph. + 34 981 542 416
	Vigo. Ph. + 34 986 373 411 (www.vigobus.com) 
	Ourense. Ph. + 34 988 216 027
	Ferrol. Ph. + 34 981 324 751
	
	By train:
	RENFE (www.renfe.es) Ph. + 34 902 240 202
	FEVE (www.feve.es) Ph. + 34 981 370 401
	
	MEETING POINT.- First day, after 16.00 h. in the Youth Camp 
	“Espiсeira”. When the volunteers arrive at Boiro, they must go to 
	the Town Hall or contact Local Police or Civil Protection, who 
	will facilitate them the access to the camp. 
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Personal cleanliness items, sleeping bag and a 
	little backpack for routes, shoes for mountain, warm clothes, 
	waterproof clothes, working clothes, sport clothes, sport shoes 
	and swimming costumes, work gloves, solar protection and a cap, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	INSURANCE.- All the participants have an insurance that covers 
	the accidents that could happen during the activity and the civil 
	responsibility that could also be derived from them.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- 
	Workcamp Director
	Youth Camp “Espiсeira”. Ph + 34 981 845 260 (only available 
	during the activity)
	G. D of Youth. Ph. +34 981 544 838 e 881 999 025
	Youth Service (A Coruсa). Ph. +34 982 294 224
	
	ADITIONAL INFORMATION.- 
	www.xuventude.net. This is the portal for youth information in 
	Galicia (D. X. de Xuventude e Solidariedade. Xunta de Galicia) 
	with all the information about workcamps in Galicia, leisure, 
	tourism, youth activities…
	www.lppp.usc.es This is the site o Laboratory of Archaeology in 
	Santiago University with news and information about the work camp 
	of Neixon in 2003 www.neixon.blogspot.com. This is the blog of 
	the Neixуn’s Group of Archaeology with information about the last 
	work camp activities in 2007. 
	 www.santiagoturismo.com. Information about Santiago de 
	Compostela town, transports, access…
	www.coruna.es. Information about A Coruсa town, transports, 
	access…
	www.boiro.org. Information about Boiro town, transports, access, 
	tourism. 
	www.xacobeo.es. Official site about Pilgrim’s way to Santiago and 
	other events. 
	www.turgalicia.es. Official portal with all the touristic 
	information about Galicia.
	www.alsa.es. Site with information about transport from other 
	towns and cities of Spain.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIGA031	ENVI	01.07.2008	15.07.2008	18-24
	description
	Code:  SVIGA031  Year: 2008 
	Name:  ISLAS CIES I 
	Location:  Vigo 
	Address:  Cies island 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  01-07-2008  Final Date: 15-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 24  Places: 8 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Galicia. Province of Pontevedra.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Environmental activities like to conserve 
	the surrounding of the island, to help in prevention of forest 
	fires.  Participate to information activities to visitors and to 
	sensitize visitors and to collaborate with the Environment 
	Service of the National Park.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- Leisure activities and sport 
	activities. Weekend trip outside the island to know other sites 
	of Galicia. Visit by fishing boat around the islands.
	
	Note: these activities are for your guidance and will be able 
	changed in the development of work camp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Participants will be accommodated in tents 
	in the work camp of Cies Islands (Vigo-Pontevedra). The site has 
	buildings as dinning room and bath-room.
	Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be provided by specialized 
	personnel.
	
	LOCATION.- This work camp is located in the Cies Islands, in 
	Monte Agudo Island (on the north) to be precise, on the Rнa de 
	Vigo, in Vigo Municipality.
	The Cнes Islands and archipelagos of Cortegada, Sбlvora and Ons, 
	belong to the National Park of Atlantic Islands of Galicia. 
	The ecologic value of its marine habitat is incalculable because 
	here there are some of the most representative examples of 
	Atlantic marine eco-systems.
	Marine habitat of the National Park is a big mosaic of different 
	habitats that support an extraordinary diversity of flora and 
	fauna. We can find habitats defined by the European Community 
	like “community priority”: reefs, lagoons or sandbanks covered 
	all the time by no deep marine waters. 
	On land we can find “community priority” habitats too, likes the 
	grey dunes or the “aerohalins” littoral bushes or the southerner 
	atlantic humid “brezo” bushes.
	The most important problem in the National Park conservation is 
	the human pressure. In Cies Islands the eucalyptus plantations, 
	pines and acacias have occupied the place of native plants. The 
	eradication of these plantations is a very long place process and 
	the National Park is working in and the results will be seen 
	gradually.
	Actually, it is being done actuations to develop a correct 
	management of the public use, the islands residues, the 
	navigation, the sail, etc.
	
	NOTE: This work camp has no access for physical disabled people.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	The access to the Work Camp it will be by ship from “Estaciуn 
	Marнtima” (besides Nautico) of Vigo Port. The way takes it 50 
	min. to arrive at Cies Islands.
	
	By plane: (www.aena.es). Ph. +34 902 404 704
	Santiago de Compostela airport. Ph. + 34 981 547 501
	A Coruсa airport. Ph. +34 981 187 200
	Vigo airport.  Ph. +34. 986 268 200
	
	By road
	- Service A Coruсa-Santiago-Pontevedra-Vigo, service 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Lugo-Pontevedra, Service Ourense Vigo. Company: MONBUS 
	(www.monbus.es) Ph. +34 902 292 900
	Bus stations:
	A Coruсa. Ph. + 34 981 184 335 
	Lugo. Ph. + 34 982 223 985
	Santiago de Compostela. Ph. + 34 981 542 416
	Vigo. Ph. + 34 986 373 411 (www.vigobus.com) 
	Ourense. Ph. + 34 988 216 027
	Ferrol. Ph. + 34 981 324 751
	
	By train:
	RENFE (www.renfe.es) Ph. + 34 902 240 202
	FEVE (www.feve.es) Ph. + 34 981 370 401
	
	By ship:
	From Vigo city. Route Vigo-Cies Islands. Company: NAVIERA MAR DE 
	ONS). Tel. +34 986 225 272 (www.mardeons.com).
	
	MEETING POINT.- First day, after 16.00 h. in the Work Camp of 
	Cies Islands (Vigo-Pontevedra) 
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Personal cleanliness items, sleeping bag and a 
	little backpack for routes, shoes for mountain, warm clothes, 
	waterproof clothes, working clothes, sport clothes, sport shoes 
	and swimming costumes, work gloves, solar protection and a cap, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers. 
	
	INSURANCE.. All the participants have an insurance that covers 
	the accidents that could happen during the activity and the civil 
	responsibility that could also be derived from them.
	
	CONTACTS.- 
	Contact Person: Juan. Ph.+34 629 628 179 
	Organization (INSULAE). Ph. + 34 881 926 199
	G. D of Youth. Ph. +34 981 544 838 e 881 999 025
	Youth Service (Vigo). Ph. +34 986 817 078
	
	ADITIONAL INFORMATION
	www.xuventude.net. This is the portal for youth information in 
	Galicia (D. X. de Xuventude e Solidariedade. Xunta de Galicia) 
	with all the information about workcamps in Galicia, leisure, 
	tourism, youth activities…
	www.turismodevigo.org. This is the site where you can find 
	touristic information about Vigo city, transport, access...
	www.mma.es. Ministry of Environment Site with information about 
	de National Park of Atlantic Islands in Galicia. 
	 www.santiagoturismo.com. Information about Santiago de 
	Compostela town, transports, access…
	www.coruna.es. Information about A Coruсa town, transports, 
	access…
	www.xacobeo.es. Official site about Pilgrim’s way to Santiago and 
	other events. 
	www.turgalicia.es. Official portal with all the touristic 
	information about Galicia.
	www.alsa.es. Site with information about transport from other 
	towns and cities of Spain.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIGA032	 ENVI	17.08.2008	31.08.2008	25-30
	description
	Code:  SVIGA032  Year: 2008 
	Name:  ISLAS CIES II (MIN. 25 YEARS OLD) 
	Location:  Vigo 
	Address:  Cies island 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  17-08-2008  Final Date: 31-08-2008 
	Min Age:  25  Max Age: 30  Places: 8 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Galicia. Province of Pontevedra.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.-
	ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
	Cleaning the settings (beaches, paths...)
	Protection and plantation of autochthonous vegetables species.
	Vigilance and support in the prevention of forest fire.
	
	ARCHAEOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES:
	There will be carried out the following interventions in the 
	roman site in a Celtic village of Cies island:
	Signposting and cleaning of the setting around the Celtic 
	village.
	Archaeological prospecting.
	Archaeological design of materials.
	Workshop of archaeological restoration.
	Excavation and consolidation.
	Cataloguing of other sites in the area.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- Trekking routes. Environmental 
	activities. Sport activities.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In tents. Three meals a day will be made and 
	served by specialized personnel.
	
	LOCATION.- The workcamp is placed in Cies island, and more 
	exactly, in the island of ґMonte Agudoґ (north).
	This field has no access for physically handicapped people.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- The nearest international airport is in 
	Vigo. The airport of Santiago de Compostela is also quite near.
	
	By bus to Vigo: From Santiago de Compostela and from A Coruсa 
	(MONBUS/CASTROMIL Company - Tel. 902292900 - web: www.monbus.es).
	
	Access to Cies island by boat from Vigo dock (duration of the 
	trip: 50 minutes). Company: NAVIERA MAR DE ONS - Tel. 986 225272 
	- web: www.mardeons.com
	
	Bus stationsґ telephones:
	A Coruсa: 981/184.335
	Santiago: 981/542.416
	Ferrol: 981/324.751
	Lugo: 982/223.985
	Monforte: 982/402.694
	Ourense: 988/216.027
	Pontevedra: 986/852.408 
	Vigo: 986/373.411
	
	Railway stationsґ telephone: A Coruсa - Ferrol - Santiago - Lugo 
	- Monforte de Lemos - Ourense - Pontevedra - Vigo: 902240202
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day, after 16:00, in the Youth Camp of 
	Islas Cies.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, toilet equipment, shoes for 
	mountain, sport shoes, work, warm, sports and waterproof clothes, 
	bathing costume, work gloves, hat or cap, international sanitary 
	card for the EU volunteers.

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- 
	Direcciуn General de Juventud y Solidaridad (Santiago de 
	Compostela) - Tel. 981 544838 / 881999025
	Delegaciуn Provincial de la Consellerнa at Vigo (Pontevedra) - 
	Tel. 986 817080 / 805530.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIGA041	ARCH	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	18-24
	description
	Code:  SVIGA041  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CARNOTA I 
	Location:  Carnota (Circular) 
	Address:  School of Carnota 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  16-07-2008  Final Date: 30-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 24  Places: 6 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Galicia. Province of A Coruсa.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.-  Archaeological intervention: intervention 
	on “Castro of Mallou”, contribution to the increase in value, in 
	this stage of the excavation and landscaped. Classification of 
	ceramic recovered from excavations and collaboration on 
	information about the settlement. 
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITES.- Workshops and conferences about the 
	fortified settlements culture in Galicia (Castros).
	Nautical activities: maritime tourism (to share a journey of 
	fishing with fishermen of zone). 
	Leisure activities: trips, cultural visits, paint-ball…
	 “Aerial baptism” on ultralite (It will be conditioned by the 
	weather. If this activity is no possible, it will replace by 
	another).
	
	Note: these activities are for your guidance and will be able 
	changed in the development of work camp.
	
	ACCOMODATION/FOOD.- Participants will be accommodated in the 
	school (C. P. I.) of Carnota. Three meals a day will be made and 
	served by specialized personnel
	
	LOCATION.- This work camp is located in Carnota, atlantic 
	municipality on the sudwest of A Coruсa Province. The coast is 
	the most significant in its relief. Landscape, on its north area, 
	has mountains just besides the sea. On the south there is the 
	Carnota’s beach, with near of 7 Km of white and fine sand. 
	(Perhaps  the largest beach in Galicia). Carnota is famous for 
	its “hуrreos” (typical granary of Galicia). They are the biggest 
	in the country.
	Fishing is the most important productive sector. Canning industry 
	and a sea farm are one example. 
	Carnota is near to Finisterre (one of the last journeys of 
	Pilgrim’s Way to Santiago. After the visit to Santiago they go to 
	the end of the world “Finisterre” to purify their souls).  
	Carnota is 103 Km away from A Coruсa city, 71 Km from Santiago de 
	Compostela, 194 Km away from Lugo, 169 Km away from Ourense city 
	and 129 Km away from Vigo city (Pontevedra). 
	
	NOTE: This work camp has no access for physical disabled people.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By plane: (www.aena.es). Ph. +34 902 404 704
	Santiago de Compostela airport. Ph. + 34 981 547 501
	A Coruсa airport. Ph. +34 981 187 200
	Vigo airport.  Ph. +34. 986 268 200
	
	By road
	- Service Lugo-Santiago. Company: FREIRE (www.empresafreire.com. 
	Ph. +34 982 220 300
	- Service A Coruсa-Santiago-Pontevedra-Vigo, service 
	Santiago-Noya-Muros. Company: MONBUS (www.monbus.es) Ph. +34 902 
	292 900
	 - Service A Coruсa-Cee-Fisterra, service Muros-Carnota Cee. 
	Company: ARRIVA (www.arriva.es). Ph. +34 902 277 482
	Bus stations:
	A Coruсa. Ph. + 34 981 184 335 
	Lugo. Ph. + 34 982 223 985
	Santiago de Compostela. Ph. + 34 981 542 416

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Vigo. Ph. + 34 986 373 411 (www.vigobus.com) 
	Ourense. Ph. + 34 988 216 027
	Ferrol. Ph. + 34 981 324 751
	
	By train:
	RENFE (www.renfe.es) Ph. + 34 902 240 202
	FEVE (www.feve.es) Ph. + 34 981 370 401
	    
	MEETING POINT.- The first day after 16:00 h. in the School 
	(C.E.I.P.) of Carnota, besides the Council building.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Personal cleanliness items, sleeping bag and a 
	little backpack for routes, shoes for mountain, warm clothes, 
	waterproof clothes, working clothes, sport clothes, sport shoes 
	and swimming costumes, sork gloves, solar protection and a cap, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	INSURANCE.- All the participants have an insurance that covers 
	the accidents that could happen during the activity and the civil 
	responsibility that could also be derived from them.
	
	CONTACTS.- School (CEIP) of Carnota. Tel. + 34 981 760 716 (only 
	available during the activity)
	Organization (INSULAE) Ph. Tel. +34 881 926 199
	G. D of Youth. Ph. +34 981 544 838 e 881 999 025
	Youth Service (A Coruсa). Ph. +34 982 294 224
	
	ADITIONAL INFORMATION
	www.xuventude.net. This is the portal for youth information in 
	Galicia (D. X. de Xuventude e Solidariedade. Xunta de Galicia) 
	with all the information about workcamps in Galicia, leisure, 
	tourism, youth activities…
	www.santiagoturismo.com. Information about Santiago de Compostela 
	town, transports, access…
	www.coruna.es. Information about A Coruсa town, transports, 
	access…
	www.concellocarnota.com. Information about Carnota municipality, 
	access, tourism... 
	www.mardelira.net. Lira’s fishermen site with information about 
	maritime tourism, routes, activities…
	www.xacobeo.es. Official site about Pilgrim’s way to Santiago and 
	other events. 
	www.turgalicia.es. Official portal with touristic information 
	about Galicia.
	www.alsa.es. Site with information about transport from other 
	towns and cities of Spain.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIGA042	 ARCH	01.08.2008	15.08.2008	25-30
	description
	Code:  SVIGA042  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CARNOTA II (MIN. 25 YEARS OLD) 
	Location:  Carnota (Circular) 
	Address:  School of Carnota 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  01-08-2008  Final Date: 15-08-2008 
	Min Age:  25  Max Age: 30  Places: 6 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Galicia. Province of A Coruсa.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.-  Archaeological intervention: intervention 
	on “Castro of Mallou”, contribution to the increase in value, in 
	this stage of the excavation and landscaped. Classification of 
	ceramic recovered from excavations and collaboration on 
	information about the settlement. 
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITES.- Workshops and conferences about the 
	fortified settlements culture in Galicia (Castros).
	Nautical activities: maritime tourism (to share a journey of 
	fishing with fishermen of zone). 
	Leisure activities: trips, cultural visits, paint-ball…
	 “Aerial baptism” on ultralite (It will be conditioned by the 
	weather. If this activity is no possible, it will replace by 
	another).
	
	Note: these activities are for your guidance and will be able 
	changed in the development of work camp.
	
	ACCOMODATION/FOOD.- Participants will be accommodated in the 
	school (C. P. I.) of Carnota. Three meals a day will be made and 
	served by specialized personnel.
	
	LOCATION.- This work camp is located in Carnota, atlantic 
	municipality on the sudwest of A Coruсa Province. The coast is 
	the most significant in its relief. Landscape, on its north area, 
	has mountains just besides the sea. On the south there is the 
	Carnota’s beach, with near of 7 Km of white and fine sand. 
	(Perhaps  the largest beach in Galicia). Carnota is famous for 
	its “hуrreos” (typical granary of Galicia). They are the biggest 
	in the country.
	Fishing is the most important productive sector. Canning industry 
	and a sea farm are one example. 
	Carnota is near to Finisterre (one of the last journeys of 
	Pilgrim’s Way to Santiago. After the visit to Santiago they go to 
	the end of the world “Finisterre” to purify their souls).  
	Carnota is 103 Km away from A Coruсa city, 71 Km from Santiago de 
	Compostela, 194 Km away from Lugo, 169 Km away from Ourense city 
	and 129 Km away from Vigo city (Pontevedra). 
	
	NOTE: This work camp has no access for physical disabled people.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By plane: (www.aena.es). Ph. +34 902 404 704
	Santiago de Compostela airport. Ph. + 34 981 547 501
	A Coruсa airport. Ph. +34 981 187 200
	Vigo airport.  Ph. +34. 986 268 200
	
	By road
	- Service Lugo-Santiago. Company: FREIRE (www.empresafreire.com. 
	Ph. +34 982 220 300
	- Service A Coruсa-Santiago-Pontevedra-Vigo, service 
	Santiago-Noya-Muros. Company: MONBUS (www.monbus.es) Ph. +34 902 
	292 900
	 - Service A Coruсa-Cee-Fisterra, service Muros-Carnota Cee. 
	Company: ARRIVA (www.arriva.es). Ph. +34 902 277 482
	Bus stations:
	A Coruсa. Ph. + 34 981 184 335 
	Lugo. Ph. + 34 982 223 985
	Santiago de Compostela. Ph. + 34 981 542 416

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Vigo. Ph. + 34 986 373 411 (www.vigobus.com) 
	Ourense. Ph. + 34 988 216 027
	Ferrol. Ph. + 34 981 324 751
	
	By train:
	RENFE (www.renfe.es) Ph. + 34 902 240 202
	FEVE (www.feve.es) Ph. + 34 981 370 401
	    
	MEETING POINT.- The first day after 16:00 h. in the School 
	(C.E.I.P.) of Carnota, besides the Council building.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Personal cleanliness items, sleeping bag and a 
	little backpack for routes, shoes for mountain, warm clothes, 
	waterproof clothes, working clothes, sport clothes, sport shoes 
	and swimming costumes, sork gloves, solar protection and a cap, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	INSURANCE.- All the participants have an insurance that covers 
	the accidents that could happen during the activity and the civil 
	responsibility that could also be derived from them.
	
	CONTACTS.- School (CEIP) of Carnota. Tel. + 34 981 760 716 (only 
	available during the activity)
	Organization (INSULAE) Ph. Tel. +34 881 926 199
	G. D of Youth. Ph. +34 981 544 838 e 881 999 025
	Youth Service (A Coruсa). Ph. +34 982 294 224
	
	ADITIONAL INFORMATION
	www.xuventude.net. This is the portal for youth information in 
	Galicia (D. X. de Xuventude e Solidariedade. Xunta de Galicia) 
	with all the information about workcamps in Galicia, leisure, 
	tourism, youth activities…
	www.santiagoturismo.com. Information about Santiago de Compostela 
	town, transports, access…
	www.coruna.es. Information about A Coruсa town, transports, 
	access…
	www.concellocarnota.com. Information about Carnota municipality, 
	access, tourism... 
	www.mardelira.net. Lira’s fishermen site with information about 
	maritime tourism, routes, activities…
	www.xacobeo.es. Official site about Pilgrim’s way to Santiago and 
	other events. 
	www.turgalicia.es. Official portal with touristic information 
	about Galicia.
	www.alsa.es. Site with information about transport from other 
	towns and cities of Spain.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIGA061	ARCH	01.08.2008	15.08.2008	18-24
	description
	Code:  SVIGA061  Year: 2008 
	Name:  FORMIGUEIROS 
	Location:  Sarria (Casco Urbano) 
	Address:  ґEscuela-Hogarґ - Sarria 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  01-08-2008  Final Date: 15-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 24  Places: 6 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Galicia. Province of Lugo.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Archaeological intervention: works of 
	archaeological and topographical prospecting. Archaeological 
	draws of structures, cleaning and documentation.
	The objective of this program is to prepare the site to receipt 
	cultural and educational visits in the future.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.-  Leisure activities: trekking routes, 
	Sports activities like canoeing, climbing…
	Cultural activities to know the surrounding
	Visits to rich places in historic-artistic and natural 
	inheritance
	Note: these activities are for your guidance and will be able 
	changed in the development of work camp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Participants will be accommodated in the 
	residence “Escuela – Hogar” Plaza de Galicia s/n 27600-Sarria 
	(Lugo). Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be provided by 
	specialized personnel.
	Volunteers will be picked up by bus everyday from the “Escuela” 
	to the place of work.
	
	LOCATION.- This workcamp is located in Formigueiros in the 
	municipal area of Samos (Lugo-Galicia) 12 Km away from Sarria, 40 
	Km away from Monforte de Lemos, 50 Km away from Lugo town, 92 Km 
	away from Ourense, 138 Km away from A Coruсa, 180 Km away from 
	Santiago de Compostela, and 192 Km away from Vigo (Pontevedra).
	The hillfort (castro) of Formigueiros is near of the vast 
	megalithic necropolis of Sta. Marina. It’s an important  example 
	of the fortify settlements in the Iron Age and it is remarkable 
	for its complex defensive system made by an stone wall and four 
	lines of defence with the same number of moats. 
	Samos and Sarria are two stages in the French Way (Pilgrim’s Way) 
	to drive the pilgrims to Santiago de Compostela through the 
	Galician oriental mountains. 
	
	NOTE: This workcamp has no access for physical disabled people.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.-  
	By plane: (www.aena.es). Ph. +34 902 404 704
	Santiago de Compostela airport. Ph. + 34 981 547 501
	A Coruсa airport. Ph. +34 981 187 200
	Vigo airport.  Ph. +34. 986 268 200
	
	By road
	- Service Santiago-Palas de Rei-Lugo. Company: FREIRE 
	(www.empresafreire.com. Ph. +34 982 220 300
	- Service Monforte-Lugo. Company: MONBUS (www.monbus.es) Ph. +34 
	902 292 900
	 - Service A Coruсa-Lugo. Company: ARRIVA (www.arriva.es). Ph. 
	+34 902 277 482
	 - Service Ourense-Lugo. Company LA DIRECTA. Ph. +34 988 211 911
	Bus stations:
	A Coruсa. Ph. + 34 981 184 335 
	Lugo. Ph. + 34 982 223 985
	Santiago de Compostela. Ph. + 34 981 542 416
	Vigo. Ph. + 34 986 373 411 (www.vigobus.com) 
	Ourense. Ph. + 34 988 216 027
	Ferrol. Ph. + 34 981 324 751
	

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	By train:
	RENFE (www.renfe.es) Ph. + 34 902 240 202
	FEVE (www.feve.es) Ph. + 34 981 370 401
	
	MEETING POINT.- First day, after 17.00 h. in the residence 
	“Escuela-Hogar” Plaza de Galicia s/n 27600-Sarria (Lugo). 
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.-  Personal cleanliness items, sleeping bag and a 
	little backpack for routes, shoes for mountain, warm clothes, 
	waterproof clothes, working clothes, sport clothes, sport shoes 
	and swimming costumes, work gloves, solar protection and a cap, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	INSURANCE.-
	All the participants have an insurance that covers the accidents 
	that could happen during the activity and the civil 
	responsibility that could also be derived from them.
	
	CONTACTS.- 
	Work camp Director. Xoбn Garcнa (INSULAE)Tel. 651 990 340
	Organization (INSULAE). Tel. 881 926 199 
	D.X. de Xuventude e Solidariedade. Ph. +34 981 544 838 e 881 999 
	025
	Servizo de Xuventude en Lugo. Ph. +34 982 294 224
	
	ADITIONAL INFORMATION
	www.xuventude.net. This is the portal for youth information in 
	Galicia (D. X. de Xuventude e Solidariedade. Xunta de Galicia) 
	with all the information about workcamps in Galicia, leisure, 
	tourism, youth activities…
	 www.santiagoturismo.com. Information about Santiago de 
	Compostela town, transports, access…
	www.coruna.es. Information about A Coruсa town, transports, 
	access…
	www.lugo.es. Information about Lugo town, transports, access, 
	tourism. 
	www.xacobeo.es. Official site about Pilgrim’s way to Santiago and 
	other events. 
	www.turgalicia.es. Official portal with all the touristic 
	information about Galicia.
	www.alsa.es. Site with information about transport from other 
	towns and cities of Spain.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIMA011	 MANU	01.07.2008	15.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMA011  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CERCADO RODELA I 
	Location:  Soto Del Real 
	Project:  MANU-ENVI - Manual work-Environmental 
	Initial Date:  01-07-2008  Final Date: 15-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Madrid. Province of Madrid.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.-  Making of a large clay model, to represent 
	the natural surroundings, relief and vegetation of the 
	two-hectare estate located in La Pedriza, where the hostel is. On 
	the model we want to include the different ecological centres 
	that have been created over the last 10 years of fieldwork, so 
	that visitors can discover them by following a planned route. 
	On a parallel, there will be rotating group working on 
	conservation, fencing and groundwork on the estate. 
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- Visits to Madrid, in order to know the 
	town. Workshops, excursions to places with tourist interest, etc.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the Centre of environmental activities of 
	Cercado Rodela, located in the village Soto del Real (Madrid).
	
	LOCATION.- The workcamp is located 3 Km. from the village Soto 
	del Real, in Guadarrama mountains. This village is located 40 Km. 
	from Madrid.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Madrid: Plaza de Castilla - 
	buses numbers 725 and 726 (J. COLMENAREJO Company - Tel. 
	91-8450051 / 3598109), every 15 minutes.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day at 18.00 in the Town Hall of Soto 
	del Real.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, insulation mat, work clothes, 
	adequate shoes for sports, working and bathing, work gloves, 
	raincoat, hat, sun glasses, sun cream, towel, personal 
	toiletteries, water bottle, books, musical instruments, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Centre of environmental activities of Soto 
	del Real - Tel. 91-8478358 and 659606169.
	Workcamps Office: Gran Via, 10 - 3rd. floor - 28013-Madrid - Tel. 
	91-7201161 (from 09.00 to 15.00).
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIMA022	ENVI	01.08.2008	14.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMA022  Year: 2008 
	Name:  LOS BATANES II 
	Location:  Rascafria 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  01-08-2008  Final Date: 14-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Madrid. Province of Madrid. 
	
	GOALS.- To transmit the concept of sustainability through a real 
	and tangible example of land management as a long-term means of 
	survival for resources and therefore for people. This overall 
	objective may be broken down into the following specific goals:
	Developing attitudes of respect towards traditional models for 
	managing the environment.
	Promoting educational processes and awareness-building, 
	integration and cohabitation among the participants.
	According value to voluntary, group and interdisciplinary work.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	
	    
	OTHER ACTIVITIES.- Visits to Madrid, in order to know the town. 
	Excursions to places with tourist interest. Workshops.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the Youth Hostel ґLos Batanesґ - Building 
	ґLos Batanesґ (opposite El Paular Monastery) - 28740-Rascafrнa 
	(Madrid). 
	
	LOCATION.- The Youth Hostel is located in the municipal district 
	of Rascafrнa (Lozoya Valley), 2 Km. from the village of Rascafrнa 
	and 200 m. from El Paular Monastery. There is a wood of oak trees 
	beside the Youth Hostel, near the Aguilуn stream.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By bus from Madrid, route 
	Madrid-Rascafrнa (ALSA Company - Tel. 902422242). Bus stop: Plaza 
	de Castilla. Timetable: Monday to friday: 10.00, 14.00h and 
	18.00h. Saturday: 08.00h and 18.00h. Sunday:08.00h and 15.00h. 
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day at 20.15h. close to the supermarket 
	ґMirasierraґ, situated in a square named Plaza de Espaсa, in 
	Rascafrнa. The bus from Madrid stops very close to the square. 
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish. 
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, insulation mat, work clothes, 
	adequate shoes (sports, working and bathing),work gloves, 
	raincoat, hat, sun glasses, towel and personal toiletteries, 
	flashlight, waterbottle, books, musical instruments, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers. 
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Youth Hostel ґLos Batanesґ. Building ґLos 
	Batanesґ(opposite El Paular Monastery) - 28740-RASCAFRIA - Tel. 
	91- 8691511
	Workcamps Office - C/ Gran Vнa, 10 - 3rd floor - 28013-Madrid - 
	Tel. 91-7201161 (From 09.00 to 15.00). 
	Information Centre ґPuente del Perdуnґ - Tel. 91-8691757 (From 
	09.00 to 18.00).
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIMU012	 ARCH	30.07.2008	13.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMU012  Year: 2008 
	Name:  MULA II 
	Location:  Mula 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґCentro Jovenґ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  30-07-2008  Final Date: 13-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Murcia. Province of Murcia.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- 
	Archaeological excavation in the ґVillaricosґ Roman deposit, 
	located in the village of Mula. Participants also will know the 
	most important archaeological deposits of the Mula area.
	Excavation works will be made, photography, washing and inventory 
	of the taken out materials during the excavation, ceramics, etc.
	Out of the related schedules, there is a great variety of 
	activities: swimming pool at, visit to the beach, tourist visits 
	for the village and surroundings, tour of Murcia, Cartagena and 
	Archenaґs Resort, every day workshops linked with the body 
	expression and the plastic arts, assistance to the cultural acts 
	programmed in the village (cinema, music, theatre and others), as 
	well as possibility of realizing activities of an optional way.
	
	COMMITMENT AND STANDARDS OF REGIME: 
	The volunteer agrees to: 
	Working selflessly hours stipulated in the draft labor camp for 
	five days a week. 
	Assist in the development of the scheduling of animation and 
	participate in them.
	Contribute to the overall organization of the camp in the tasks 
	that are peculiar: cleaning, cooking, administration, etc.. 
	Comply with different beliefs, ideologies and personal 
	differences of the participants in the workcamp 
	Staying in the camp during the scheduled period. 
	Respect the rules of the internal system and coexistence of each 
	camp, which will include: accept the directions of those 
	responsible for the activity; comply, in general, schedules, and 
	not to make use of private cars during the camp.
	
	LOCATION.- Mula is a village with 15.500 inhabitants, located in 
	the centre of Murcia Region far from 36 km.of the city of Murcia. 
	Monumental village with a beautiful scenery historic-artistic. 
	The village is dominated by The Velez castle (C.XV-XVI), and also 
	has the museum “Cigarralejo”, a monographic sample of Iberian 
	art.
	This is an area of a great environmental variety, where arid 
	lands are transformed in zones of lush vegetation in the 
	irrigated region that surrounds Mula.
	Web: www.aytomula.org
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Youth Hostel “Centro Joven” of Mula, located in 
	the Caravaca road, 16 (in front of Peugeot Cars), in the village 
	of Mula.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road: From Murcia (N-340) to Alcantarilla, then take the C-415 
	road to Mula. 
	From Murcia take The Mediterranean motorway to Mula, then take 
	C-415 road to Mula
	By Bus: From Murcia to Mula, Company “Costa Calida”. Telephone: 
	968 292211. 
	
	MEETING POINT.- In the accommodation place, the first day of each 
	turn.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Either sheets or sleeping bag, work gloves, 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	personal toilets things, sun protector, a hat, comfortable shoes, 
	work clothes, repellent mosquitoes, bite cream, bathing suit, 
	flashlight, international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	CONTACT TELEPHONES.-
	Youth Institute (Antonio Cordoba) - Tel: 968 357273
	Youth Hostel “Centro Joven” of Mula. (Aquilino) - Tel: 968 637517
	Council of Youth and Sports: Tel. 968 637517 - E-mail: 
	juventud@aytomula.es
	
	MORE INFORMATION
	WEB: www.murciaturistica.es
	WEB: www.imurcia.com
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIMU022	ENVI	01.08.2008	15.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMU022  Year: 2008 
	Name:  PUNTAS DE CALNEGRE 
	Location:  Puntas De Calnegre 
	Address:  Youth hostel 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  01-08-2008  Final Date: 15-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Murcia. Province of Murcia.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- The main activities of the camp are 
	environment-related, more precisely:
	Activities related with public use matters: restoration and 
	keeping of public use equipments, design of public materials.
	Restoration of the net of existing paths. Opening of a new route.
	Actions of communication and social sensibility between both the 
	local and the visiting populations.
	
	COMMITMENT AND STANDARDS OF REGIME: All volunteers must:
	Work without payment on schedule for the labour project of the 
	camp, five days a week.
	Collaborate with the development of the entertainment activities 
	schedule and take part in them.
	Contribute to the general organization of the camp and its daily 
	activities: tidying, cooking, administration, etc.
	Respect the different beliefs, ideologies and personal 
	differences among the participants of the camp.
	Stay at the camp for the scheduled time.
	
	LOCATION.- This summer camp will take place in the Regional Park 
	of Cope Cape and Puntas de Calnegre, a seaside area belonging to 
	the municipality of Lorca and located between the towns of 
	Aguilas and Mazarrуn.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Youth hostel of Puntas de Calnegre. All the 
	participants will be provided with bed linen (sheets, blankets 
	and pillows).
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By car: From Murcia, N-340 (Cбdiz-Barcelona) to the city of 
	Lorca, diverting towards the seaside town of Aguilas. Halfway you 
	must take the Vera-Mazarrуn motorway until Ramonete and finally 
	take the exit to Puntas de Calnegre.
	
	By Bus.: From Murcia to Lorca “Lнnea Trapemusa” (Trapemusa Line) 
	Phone Number: 968 298927/ Murcia Bus Station: 968 292211
	
	By train: Murcia-Aguilas regional train (step off in Lorca). 
	RENFE Station: 968 252154
	Web: www.renfe.es
	
	MEETING POINT.- The participants will be welcome outside the 
	Lorca Bus Station (by the train station) the first day at 1 pm 
	and 8 pm and will be driven to Puntas de Calnegre. They can also 
	go by themselves to the accommodation place throughout the first 
	day.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- sleeping bag, insulating material, mountain 
	shoes, casual and warming clothes, small rucksack, swimsuit, 
	cleanliness products, hat or cap for the sun, mosquitoes 
	repellent, pomade for punctures and a torch, international 
	sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	CONTACT TELEPHONES.- 
	Youth Institute: From Monday to Friday morning time - Antonio 
	Cуrdoba 968 357273
	City Police: 968 443398

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Informajoven (Information office for young people): 968 444643
	Iniciativas “El Gigante”: 968 473279
	
	MORE INFORMATION
	WEB: www.murciaturistica.es
	WEB: www.lorca.es
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIMU031	 ARCH	27.07.2008	10.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMU031  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CARAVACA DE LA CRUZ 
	Location:  Caravaca De La Cruz 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґFuentes del Marquйsґ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  27-07-2008  Final Date: 10-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Murcia. Province of Murcia.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Archaeological excavation in the place of 
	the “Cerro de las Fuentes” located in Archivel. It is a small 
	archaeological site whose surface has about 4400m2, that nowadays 
	permits us to appreciate an excellent and original defensive 
	system of the C. I b. C., where we can see an access door 
	surrounded by two square towers and a great preliminary wall with 
	rectangle bastions about 11m length.
	Participants will do cleanliness works, archaeological 
	excavations and consolidation of walls towers of the Roman 
	Republic, archaeological photography, etc.
	
	LOCATION.- In the northwest of the Murcia Region, it has 25.688 
	inhabitants and 853,3km2 of expanse. 
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Youth Hostel “Fuentes del Marques”; 2 km far from 
	Caravaca de la Cruz.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road: From Murcia by the Murcia-Andalucia (N-340) motorway and 
	in Alcantarilla take the Rнo Mula-Northwest (C- 415) direction 
	Mula and Caravaca de la Cruz.
	From Alicante: By the Alicante-Murcia (N-340) motorway and in 
	Alcantarilla take the Rнo Mula-Northwest motorway (C-415) 
	direction Mula and Caravaca de la Cruz.; or direction Yecla and 
	Jumilla (N-344) to Cieza and from there to Calasparra and 
	Caravaca (C-3313).
	From Albacete: By the Albacete-Murcia motorway (N-301), then take 
	Venta del Olivo direction Calasparra (C3313).
	From Almeria: By the Murcia-Andalucia motorway (N-340) to Lorca 
	and from there to Caravaca de la Cruz (C-3211).
	
	By bus: From Murcia “Autobuses Costa Cбlida” phone: 968 298927.
	www.caravaca.org/Transportaion_S.htm.
	
	By train: To Calasparra RENFE company phone: 968 252154.
	 
	From Calasparra to Caravaca de la Cruz by bus, timetable: 
	Monday-Friday 7:30,10:30,12:30,15:30,20:30h. Saturday: 7:30. 
	Sunday and bank holiday: 17:30. Web: www.renfe.es
	
	MEETING POINT.- Participants will be picked up, to take them to 
	the Youth hostel, at the Hospital Comarcal of Caravaca de la Cruz 
	(Main door) at 13:00 and at 19:00, or participants can go 
	directly to the accommodation place during the first day of the 
	start of the workcamp.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.-  Either sheets or sleeping bag, work gloves, 
	personal toilets things, sun protector, a hat, comfortable shoes, 
	work clothes, repellent mosquitoes, bite cream, bathing suit, 
	torch, an overall, some hard boots, international sanitary card 
	for the EU volunteers. 
	
	CONTACT TELEPHONES.- 
	Youth Institute: From Monday to Friday morning time - Antonio 
	Cуrdoba 968 357273
	Young Information Service of Caravaca de la Cruz (Mercedes 
	Andъgar) - Tel. 968 708400/ 630083446

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	
	MORE INFORMATION
	WEB: www.murciaturistica.es
	WEB: www.carravaca.org
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIMU041	ENVI	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMU041  Year: 2008 
	Name:  PARQUE REGIONAL SIERRA ESPUСA 
	Location:  Totana 
	Address:  Nature Classroom ґLas Alquerнasґ 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  16-07-2008  Final Date: 30-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Murcia. Province of Murcia.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Documentation and information activities 
	about the Park, environmental conservation (making suitable paths 
	and restoration activities in the Nature classroom surroundings).
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Dependences of the Nature classroom ґThe 
	Alquerнasґ, in wood huts.
	
	LOCATION.- In the Regional Park of Sierra Espuсa in the Totana 
	township, in the spot of Alquerias, far from 16 Km. of Totana and 
	58 Km. from the Murcia city.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road: Fron Murcia, N - 340 (Cбdiz - Barcelona), to the Totana, 
	township, from there take the Aledo road, passed the Saint 
	Eulalia hermitage and about 6 Km., from Totana, there is and 
	asphalted way on the right that take away us to the south slope 
	of the mountain range to the Alquerнas.
	
	By Bus: Line ґTrapemusaґ, Murcia - Totana. Bus Station Murcia 
	phone: 968 292211.
	
	By train: Murcia-Lorca. Train Company “Renfe”. Phone: 968 252154.
	WEB: www.renfe.es
	
	MEETING POINT.- In the Socio Cultural Centre ґLa Cбrcelґ. Ramos 
	Camacho Gardens, s/n. - TOTANA - Tel. 968 422817 - 422556 (At 
	12.00 h. and at 17.00 h).
	
	LANGUAGES.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, insulating material, mountain 
	shoes, causal and warm clothes, little rucksack, swimsuit, 
	personal toilet things, a hat for the sun, mosquitoes repellent, 
	pomade for punctures, torch, international sanitary card for the 
	EU volunteers. 
	
	CONTACT TELEPHONES.-
	Youth Institute (Antonio Cordoba) - Tel: 968 357273
	Informajoven (Cecilia or Lucнa) - Tel: 968 422817 / 422556
	Workcamp manager (Juan Josй Robles) - Tel. 618261348 - E-mail: 
	juanjo@ecoespuna.com
	
	MORE INFORMATION.- 
	WEB: www.murciaturistica.es
	WEB: www.totana.es
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIMU051	ARCH	12.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMU051  Year: 2008 
	Name:  ALHAMA DE MURCIA 
	Location:  Alhama De Murcia 
	Address:  State School ґRicardo Codorniъґ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  12-07-2008  Final Date: 26-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Murcia. Province of Murcia.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Works will be made in the Castle Hill 
	inside the fortress restoring and sticking out Islamic and 
	Christian rests (C.XI-XVI). 
	Tasks about:
	Analysis of deposits. Phases, technique and materials.
	Topography and photography documentation.
	Restoration of the exhumed rests, mainly in pottery.
	Clearing, catalogue and inventory of materials (pottery and 
	tools).
	In this way complementary Works of archaeological drawings and 
	plans on the North area of the hill, belonging to ancient age, 
	called Paleras hill (Cerro de las Paleras) very close to the 
	excavated rests of the fortress area.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- State School ґRicardo Codorniъґ - Camino del 
	Almendrico, s/n - 30840-ALHAMA DE MURCIA.
	
	LOCATION.- In the village of Alhama de Murcia, located on the 
	left bank of River Guadalentнn and sheltered by the mountain 
	ranges of Sierra Espuсa (Regional Park) and La Muela, 35 
	kilometres far from Murcia City and 30 from the Mediterranean 
	Coast, with a population of aproximately 20.000 inhabitants. 
	The main attractives are the Islamic Castle (c.XI-XIII) and the 
	archaeological centre of “Los Baсos”, built in the Roman period 
	and used by the different cultures (Islamic and Christian) until 
	the construction of the Spa in century XIX. As well as Sierra 
	Espuсa Natural Park, Ricardo Codorniъ interpretation centre and 
	Gebas (picturesque and protected countryside).
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road: Mediterranean motorway (N-340) 35 Km from Murcia 
	direction Andalucнa.
	By Bus: From Murcia. Bus Company “Trapemusa” and “Costa Cбlida”. 
	Phone: 968 298927.
	Bus Station Murcia: Phone: 968 292211.
	By train: Murcia-Lorca. Train Company “Renfe”. Phone: 968 252154
	WEB: www.renfe.es
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day in the Informajoven (the Tourism 
	Office from Alhama), 10 Constituciуn Square, phone number 968 
	633512 / 618261348., from 10:30 to 13:30 h. in the morning, and 
	in the afternoon at 19:00 h. in the same place. 
	If someone arrives before or after the fixed hours, call to this 
	number 618261348 to get in touch directly with the instructors 
	team.
	
	LANGUAGES.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Either sheets or sleeping bag, sun glasses, 
	personal toilet things, cap or hat, trekking boots or trainning 
	shoes, repellent mosquitos, sun protector,  bite cream,bathing 
	suit, towel, swimming pool shoes, insulator for bivouac, small 
	backpack, canteen, torch, camera, international sanitary card for 
	the EU volunteers. 
	
	CONTACT TELEPHONES.- 
	Youth Institute (Antonio Cordoba) - Tel: 968 357273
	Informajoven (Youth Council) - Tel: 968 633512
	

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	MORE INFORMATION.- 
	WEB: www.murciaturistica.es
	WEB: www.alhamademurcia.es
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIMU061	ARCH	04.08.2008	18.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMU061  Year: 2008 
	Name:  PUERTO LUMBRERAS 
	Location:  Puerto Lumbreras 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґCabezo de la Jaraґ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  04-08-2008  Final Date: 18-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Murcia. Province of Murcia.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Archaeological works in Nogalte castle, 
	located on the top of Castellar hill, in the central area of 
	Puerto Lumbreras, and on the left bank of river Nogalte. It is a 
	medieval township of Islamic period (c.XII-XIII) with several 
	cave houses that represent the most important example of regional 
	rock habitat.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- Youth hostel “Cabezo de la Jara” at a distance of 
	7 km from Puerto Lumbreras. Phone number:968 438084.
	
	LOCATION.- Puerto Lumbreras is located in the South-east of Spain 
	in a point of the old major road 340, at present the 
	Mediterranean motorway, between the cities of Murcia and Almerнa. 
	It has an area of 143.5 Km2  and a population of 14.000 
	inhabitants.
	The natural place of “Cabezo de la Jara”, where the youth hostel 
	is located, is scarcely 7km far from the central area of Puerto 
	Lumbreras and there, you can enjoy one of the most genuine and 
	unknown landscapes  in the Region of Murcia.
	Web: www.puerto-lumbreras.com
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.-
	By road: Mediterranean motorway (N-340) Murcia-Almerнa.
	By Bus: From Murcia to Puerto Lumbreras. Timetable: 
	8.45,11,14.30,15.30,19, 21.30h.
	Bus Station Murcia: Phone: 968 292211.
	By train: Murcia-Puerto Lumbreras. Timetable: 9.45, 13.45, 20.45, 
	Train Company “Renfe”. Phone: 968 252154
	WEB: www.renfe.es
	
	MEETING POINT.- ESPACIOJOVEN - Salvador Caballero Garcнa street, 
	13 (close to the cultural centre) - Puerto Lumbreras. From 12h to 
	14h and from 16h to 18h. Phone number: 968 496527.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Either sheets or sleeping bag, working gloves, 
	sun glasses, personal toilet things, working clothes, cap or hat, 
	trekking boots or trainning shoes, repellent mosquitos, sun 
	protector, bite cream, bathing suit, towel, canteen, torch, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers. 
	
	CONTACT TELEPHONES.- 
	Youth Institute (Antonio Cordoba) - Tel: 968 357273
	Informajoven (Youth Council) - Tel:968 496527 - E-mail: 
	informajoven@puerto-lumbreras.com
	City Council of Puerto Lumbreras - Tel: 968 402013.
	Youth hostel “Cabezo de la Jara”- Tel: 968 438084
	
	MORE INFORMATION.- 
	WEB: www.murciaturistica.es
	WEB: www.puertolumbreras.es
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIMU071	ARCH	27.07.2008	10.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIMU071  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CIEZA 
	Location:  Cieza 
	Address:  Youth Hostel of Cieza 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  27-07-2008  Final Date: 10-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Murcia. Province of Murcia.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Archaeologic excavations in the housings of 
	the Islamic Medina of Siyasa, located in the right bank of the 
	Segura river, inside of the Cieza local term. A big important 
	deposit with a great quality discoveries. The castle after being 
	ininhabited by Islamic people in 1226 was used by castellanos and 
	aragoneses until its definitive destruction in 1457, that was 
	ordered by the castilian king Enrique IV.
	Tasks of archaeologic excavation will be made in the zone of the 
	Islamic Medina excaved. During these tasks procedures of 
	registration will be carried out in normalized cards, floors and 
	sections drawings, archaeologic photos and insertion of the 
	emerged structures in the general topography of the discovery, 
	and also tasks of classification and inventory of the 
	archaeologic material.
	More information about the discovery on: 
	www.cieza/es/culturaypatrimonio/museodesiyasa/media.html
	
	LEISURE ACTIVITIES.- Sightseeing tours to the historic town 
	centre and natural spots of the zone (Cueva de la Serreta and 
	Caсуn de Almadenes), natural touristic ebbs in kayak and rustic 
	rafts on the Segura river, speleology, walking, soirйes plays, 
	outdoor cinema, arabic henna workshops, percussion, massages and 
	so on. 
	Visit to Murcia and Mar Menor beaches and Cartagena. Music 
	Festivals.
	
	ACCOMMODATION.- In the Youth Hostel of Cieza, located in place 
	ґEl Estrechoґ, next to the Hydraulic Museum called ґMolino de 
	Teodoroґ. Bed linen are provided to participants (sheets, 
	blankets, pillows).
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road: From Murcia or Madrid, N-301 (Madrid-Cartagena)
	By bus: Lines from Madrid, Murcia, Alicante, Barcelona and 
	Valencia to Cieza. Bus station of Murcia phone: 968 292211.
	By train: Talgo train Madrid-Cieza. Phone: 902 240202 - 
	www.renfe.es
	
	MEETING POINT.- In the Youth Hostel of Cieza, during the first 
	day of the start of workcamp. You have to contact with the 
	coordinator, Cristуbal Herrera (from Monday to Friday in the 
	morning) - Phone: 606372701.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sport clothes and shoes, little rucksack, 
	canteen, personal toilet things, sun protector, cap and hat for 
	the sun, mosquitoes repellent, swimsuit, binoculars, camera, 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	CONTACT TELEPHONES.- 
	Youth Institute (Antonio Cordoba) - Tel: 968 357273
	Siyasa Museum (from Monday to Friday, from 10:00 to 14:00 hours) 
	- Tel: 968 773153
	Informajoven Cieza (from Monday to Friday in the morning) - Tel: 
	968 764353 (Marнa).
	
	MORE INFORMATION.- 
	WEB: www.ayuntamiento.cieza.net

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	WEB: www.cieza.net
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVINA011	 RENO	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	18-25
	description
	Code:  SVINA011  Year: 2008 
	Name:  ESTELLA I 
	Location:  Estella 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґOncinedaґ 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  16-07-2008  Final Date: 30-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 25  Places: 5 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Navarra. Province of Navarra.
	
	 DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Restoration of architectural heritage in 
	the area of Los Castillos. The activities are designed to help 
	participants get to know the surroundings.
	Timetable: Four hours a day, monday to saturday.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the Youth Hostel ґOncinedaґ - Monasterio 
	de Irache street, s/n - Estella (Navarra).
	
	LOCATION.- Estella is located 45 km. from Pamplona, on the 
	Santiago Pilgrimage Route.
	The Tierra Estella landscape alternates vineyards, irrigated and 
	unirigated lands with an easy accesible mountain range and peaks. 
	In the shadow of the Road to Santiago, various Romanesque 
	monasteries and hermitages appeared, which makes the area rich in 
	artistic content. In Estella, San Pedro de la RЈa (Cistercian 
	style), the Palace of the Kings of Navarre (today the Gustavo de 
	Maeztu Museum), the Closter of Santo Domingo, or the Eunate 
	Church confirm this.
	Continuing the route towards La Rioja we encounter the 
	magnificent Irache Monastery, in Ayegui, and half way there, in 
	Los Arcos, announced by its 16th  century tower, the Church of 
	Santa MarЎa. We go through Torres del RЎo, with its singular Holy 
	Sepulchre and soon we arrive at the monumental town of Viana. 
	Full of history, this town offers us works such as the baroque 
	Town Hall of the Church of Santa MarЎa, with its gothic and 
	renaissance faзade. The changeable and irregular nature of Tierra 
	Estella boasts exuberant   plantlife, in places such as Riezu, 
	known as the place that houses the source of the river Ubagua. We 
	can also choose to walk through oak, holm oak or gall oak trees 
	in ValeallЎn, Zudaire, Eulate or the impressive Aguilar de Cod’s 
	mountain range.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By train to Pamplona. Then by bus from 
	Pamplona to Estella (ґLa Estellesaґ Company - Tel. 948 222223). 
	Timetable: Monday to Saturday: 7.30, 9.30, 10.00, 11.30, 14.30, 
	16.30, 18.00, 19.00, 20.30. Sunday: 10.00, 13.30, 19.00.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day at 18.00h in the Youth Hostel 
	ґOncinedaґ.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, shoes, gloves and hat suitables 
	for this type of work, raincoat, warm clothes, footwear for 
	hill-walking, preferably climbing boots, leisure footwear, 
	bathing suit, sun cream, international sanitary card for the EU 
	volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Instituto Navarro de Juventud - Tel. 848 
	427826. Sundays and Public Holidays: Tel. 948 222222.
	Youth Hostel ґOncinedaґ - Tel. 948 553954.
	 DIME youth line: Tel. 902 230 400 - E-mail: dime@dimejoven.net
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVINA012	RENO	08.08.2008	22.08.2008	18-25
	description
	Code:  SVINA012  Year: 2008 
	Name:  ESTELLA II 
	Location:  Estella 
	Address:  Youth Hostel ґOncinedaґ 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  08-08-2008  Final Date: 22-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 25  Places: 5 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Navarra. Province of Navarra.
	
	 DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Restoration of architectural heritage in 
	the area of Los Castillos. The activities are designed to help 
	participants get to know the surroundings.
	Timetable: Four hours a day, monday to saturday.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the Youth Hostel ґOncinedaґ - Monasterio 
	de Irache street, s/n - Estella (Navarra).
	
	LOCATION.- Estella is located 45 km. from Pamplona, on the 
	Santiago Pilgrimage Route.
	The Tierra Estella landscape alternates vineyards, irrigated and 
	unirigated lands with an easy accesible mountain range and peaks. 
	In the shadow of the Road to Santiago, various Romanesque 
	monasteries and hermitages appeared, which makes the area rich in 
	artistic content. In Estella, San Pedro de la RЈa (Cistercian 
	style), the Palace of the Kings of Navarre (today the Gustavo de 
	Maeztu Museum), the Closter of Santo Domingo, or the Eunate 
	Church confirm this.
	Continuing the route towards La Rioja we encounter the 
	magnificent Irache Monastery, in Ayegui, and half way there, in 
	Los Arcos, announced by its 16th  century tower, the Church of 
	Santa MarЎa. We go through Torres del RЎo, with its singular Holy 
	Sepulchre and soon we arrive at the monumental town of Viana. 
	Full of history, this town offers us works such as the baroque 
	Town Hall of the Church of Santa MarЎa, with its gothic and 
	renaissance faзade. The changeable and irregular nature of Tierra 
	Estella boasts exuberant   plantlife, in places such as Riezu, 
	known as the place that houses the source of the river Ubagua. We 
	can also choose to walk through oak, holm oak or gall oak trees 
	in ValeallЎn, Zudaire, Eulate or the impressive Aguilar de Cod’s 
	mountain range.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- By train to Pamplona. Then by bus from 
	Pamplona to Estella (ґLa Estellesaґ Company - Tel. 948 222223). 
	Timetable: Monday to Saturday: 7.30, 9.30, 10.00, 11.30, 14.30, 
	16.30, 18.00, 19.00, 20.30. Sunday: 10.00, 13.30, 19.00.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day at 18.00h in the Youth Hostel 
	ґOncinedaґ.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, shoes, gloves and hat suitables 
	for this type of work, raincoat, warm clothes, footwear for 
	hill-walking, preferably climbing boots, leisure footwear, 
	bathing suit, sun cream, international sanitary card for the EU 
	volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Instituto Navarro de Juventud - Tel. 848 
	427826. Sundays and Public Holidays: Tel. 948 222222.
	Youth Hostel ґOncinedaґ - Tel. 948 553954.
	 DIME youth line: Tel. 902 230 400 - E-mail: dime@dimejoven.net
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVINA021	 RENO	06.08.2008	20.08.2008	18-25
	description
	Code:  SVINA021  Year: 2008 
	Name:  CASTILLO IRULEGI 
	Location:  Ilundain 
	Address:  Haritz Berri Educational Farm Youth Hostel 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  06-08-2008  Final Date: 20-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 25  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Navarra. Province of Navarra.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Restoration of architectural heritage and 
	the different accesses to the remains of the castle. Dynamize the 
	visits and local population.
	The activities are designed to help participants get to know the 
	surroundings and the local culture.
	The work timetable is 4 hours a day, Monday to Saturday.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- In the Haritz Berri Educational Farm Youth 
	Hostel in Ilundain.
	
	LOCATION.- Ilundain, a tiny town surrounded by a magnificent 
	landscape, is 13 km from Pamplona.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	Trains: Pamplona train station: Tel: 948 130202
	Buses: Pamplona Bus Station Tel: 948 223854
	Buses to Mutilva Baja: city bus nє17. Departures every half an 
	hour, (00’ y 30’) from Plaza Prнncipe de Viana, 200 metres 
	walking from the bus station.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day at 19:00h. in Aranetxea, in Mutilva 
	Baja, - Nueva street.
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, shoes, gloves and hat suitables 
	for this type of work, raincoat, warm clothes, footwear for 
	hill-walking, preferably climbing boots, leisure footwear, 
	bathing suit, sun cream, international sanitary card for the EU 
	volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Instituto Navarro de Juventud - Tel. 848 
	427826. Sundays and Public Holidays: Tel. 948 222222.
	DIME youth line: Tel. 902 230 400 - E-mail: dime@dimejoven.net
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIRI022	RENO	17.07.2008	31.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIRI022  Year: 2008 
	Name:  HORNILLOS DE CAMEROS (UNIVERSITY STUDENTS) 
	Location:  Hornillos De Cameros 
	Project:  RENO - Restoration/renovation 
	Initial Date:  17-07-2008  Final Date: 31-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 4 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- La Rioja. Province of La Rioja.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Restoration of a fossil beds: Cleaning the 
	beds of dinosaur footprints. Filling the cracks. Waterproofing. 
	Mending and fixing loose rock fragments. Theoretical classes.
	
	FREE TIME ACTIVITIES.- Intensive course.
	
	PARTICIPANTS PROFILE.- Participants must be UNIVERVISITY STUDENTS 
	and graduates of any subjects, although those related to 
	paleontology (geology and biology) will have preferance. At the 
	workcamp compulsory courses in Paleoicnology will be given, 
	backed by the University of the Rioja and personalized numbered 
	certificates will be issued. The participants must present a 
	university document stating they have studied the first or second 
	cicle at University. If this is not the case, then a document or 
	proof of enrolement in a university course will be necessary.
	
	ACCOMODATION/FOOD.- The accommodation will be in a Hostel. 
	Kitchen/dining room in the hostel. The meal has to be cooked by 
	the volunteers.
	
	LOCATION.- Hornillos de Cameros is a small village of the Rioja 
	landscape. It is 44 km. away from Logroсo. Its basic economy is 
	agriculture and farming. 
	The ichnological outcrop of Hornilos spreads over a wide area. 
	The most important beds of dinosaur footprints, in terms of easy 
	access and quality, are ґLa Pellejeraґ, ґSantisolґ, ґLa 
	Barquillaґ and ґSanta Julianaґ.
	The dinosaur ichnites are three-dactyl footprints and belong to 
	two-footed dinosaurs (Theropod dinosaurs).
	Ancestral home of ґValdeoseraґ: Family establishment of the XIIth 
	Century.
	Visit to the ґAtalayaґ and the Santiago beechwood.
	
	MEETING POINT.- The first day in the train station of Logroсo, at 
	13:00 and 20:00.
	 
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- Spanish and english.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work and warm clothes, work 
	gloves, raincoat, trainers and mountain boots, photographic 
	camera, calculator, international sanitary card document for the 
	EU volunteers.
	
	EMERGENCY CONTACTS.- Instituto Riojano de la Juventud - Muro de 
	la Mata, 8 - 26071-LOGROСO - Tel. 941 291952 
	Young telephone (free): 900 200 272 
	www.irj.es
	Town Hall of Hornillos de Cameros - Tel. 941 464033 / 464000
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIVA011	 ARCH	14.07.2008	28.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIVA011  Year: 2008 
	Name:  BANYS DE LA REINA I 
	Location:  Calp/Calpe 
	Address:  Azorнn School 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  14-07-2008  Final Date: 28-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Valencia. Province of Alicante.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- The archaeological site of the Baсos de la 
	Reina is situated on the coastline, close to the promenade in the 
	coastal town of Calpe, whose most significant symbol, besides its 
	beaches, is the massive cliff known as Peсуn de Ifach. This 
	coastal site contains the origins of the current town, as this 
	place was populated from the beginnings of the Christian Era to 
	the 7th century AD. The remains found in 15 archaeological 
	campaigns has shown that this site was an important commercial 
	enclave in antiquity.
	Both these remains and the area surrounding the archaeological 
	site need maintenance and preservation work. The main aims of the 
	next Calpe campus are the cleaning and tidying up of the site for 
	its future restoration and valorisation. Your help in this task 
	can be invaluable, and we wish you an agreeable stay in this 
	emblematic Mediterranean town.
	The work will be carried out in small groups which will shift 
	place and type of work, so that all participants will be able to 
	work in all places and share the work to be carried out.
	Work will take place from Monday to Friday, 4-5 hours a day, 
	usually in the mornings.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Excursions and visits
	Workshops and training and leisure activities, etc.
	Evening activities, group dynamics, sports activities, games,
	These activities will be coordinated by a team of entertainment 
	professionals, under the responsibility of the Institut Valenciа 
	de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], who will live 
	together and participate at the Workcamp. Their work methodology 
	will be based on participation, autonomy and responsibility.
	The entertainment team will propose a series of entertainment 
	activities for the group to carry out in their leisure time, 
	adapted to the characteristics of the surrounding area and of the 
	participants. Following these specific suggestions, as well as 
	others from the volunteers, and in order to complement the 
	volunteers’ work, a calendar of cultural and leisure activities 
	will be prepared, which will be carried out in the afternoons and 
	over the weekends.
	
	COMMITMENTS AND INTERNAL REGULATIONS OF THE WORKCAMP.- 
	You must work unselfishly according to the work planning of the 
	workcamp, five days a week.
	You must cooperate to carry out all the entertainment activities 
	programmed, and participate in the said activities.
	You must contribute to the general organization of the camp, in 
	its regular tasks: cleaning, cooking, administration, etc. 
	You must respect the different beliefs, ideologies and opinions 
	of all participants in the workcamp.
	You must stay in the Workcamp from beginning to end of the 
	programme. You must respect the internal regulations of the 
	Workcamp, to wit: accept the indications of those responsible for 
	the activities, respect the timetables in general, and avoid 
	using private vehicles while being at the Workcamp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Accommodation and meals for the group will 
	be provided at the State School ґAzorнnґ, Partida de Gargasindi, 
	s/n, in Calpe.
	The Centre has all the necessary facilities, such as kitchen, 
	dining hall, bunk beds, hot-water showers, leisure areas, etc. 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Food is prepared on site, by professional cooks.
	
	LOCATION.- Calpe is a city full of history. Its privileged 
	geographical situation and its warm climate have made it possible 
	that numerous civilizations have settled in the town of the Rock 
	of Ifach since times immemorial.
	63 kilometres away from Alicante, and under the attentive gaze of 
	the highest cliff on the Mediterranean, the Peсуn de Ifach, Calpe 
	has grown on both sides of the Great Rock, with finely sandy 
	beaches and transparent waters. Its fishing port is full of 
	vitality, where the sea products are received daily.
	One of the most popular visits is to the Peсуn de Ifach Natural 
	Park; you can also walk along the sea front promenades; or 
	discover the archaeological remains of the Roman villa and the 
	Baсos de la Reina Roman baths; or admire architect Ricardo 
	Bofill’s buildings and the spectacular landscapes you can see 
	from La Manzanera and the Morro de Toix; or you can go trekking 
	on the Oltа mountains. From Calpe, you can also go on excursions 
	to other places of tourist interest on and off the coast.
	Calpe offers a wide range of leisure and free time activities. 
	Its cultural programme includes art exhibitions, theatre 
	performances, concerts, films, etc.
	Those interested can visit the antique and second-hand market, 
	which is celebrated every Wednesday on the avenida del Paнs 
	Valenciа; and the large street market celebrated every Saturday 
	and where you can buy fresh fruits and vegetables, among many 
	other products.
	
	MEETING POINT.- On the first day of the workcamp at State School 
	ґAzorнnґ - Partida de Gargasindi, s/n - CALPE
	    
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road. You can use the AP-7 motorway, exits 63 and 64, or the 
	N-332 Valencia-Alicante road.
	
	By train. Trenet de la Marina, a narrow-gauge train which goes 
	along the coast from Alicante to Dйnia and calls at Calpe 
	station.
	
	The closest airport is El Altet airport (Alicante), 60 kilometres 
	away from Calpe. Manises airport (Valencia) is 125 kilometres 
	away.
	
	Calpe has a regular bus service to other towns in Alicante, and 
	to Valencia, Madrid and Barcelona.
	
	From Alicante: 
	Bus station - Tel. 965 13 07 00    
	Generalitat Valenciana Railways station - Tel. 965 26 27 31
	www.fgv.es
	
	From Valencia:    
	ALSA bus company - Tel.:963 49 72 22 - www.alsa.es
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work and sports clothes and 
	footwear, work gloves, a hat or cap, swimming clothes, sun 
	protection cream, toiletries (including a towel), international 
	sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	INSTITUTIONS COLLABORATING.- This Workcamp is organized by the 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], 
	of the Generalitat Valenciana [Valencian Government], and the 
	Ayuntamiento de Calpe [Calpe Town Council].
	
	CONTACT US.- 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization]
	Hospital street, 11 - 46001 Valencia - Tel.963 98 59 08 /
	96 398 59 01    

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	E-mail: campstreball_ivaj@gva.es
	
	Calpe Town Council    965 83 36 00    
	www.aytocalpe.org
	
	Casa de la Cultura de Calp
	(municipal cultural services) - Tel. 965 83 91 23
	    
	Punt Jove de Calp
	(municipal youth services) - Tel. 965 83 97 83    
	
	FOR  MORE INFORMATION.- 
	Webpage: 
	www.ivaj.es/ivaj/opencms/IVAJ/va/tiempo/actividades/camps/
	Information IVAJ [Valencian Youth Organization] - tel. 96 398 59 
	70
	e-mail address:  campstreball_ivaj@gva.es
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIVA012	ARCH	31.07.2008	14.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIVA012  Year: 2008 
	Name:  BANYS DE LA REINA II 
	Location:  Calp/Calpe 
	Address:  Azorнn School 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  31-07-2008  Final Date: 14-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Valencia. Province of Alicante.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- The archaeological site of the Baсos de la 
	Reina is situated on the coastline, close to the promenade in the 
	coastal town of Calpe, whose most significant symbol, besides its 
	beaches, is the massive cliff known as Peсуn de Ifach. This 
	coastal site contains the origins of the current town, as this 
	place was populated from the beginnings of the Christian Era to 
	the 7th century AD. The remains found in 15 archaeological 
	campaigns has shown that this site was an important commercial 
	enclave in antiquity.
	Both these remains and the area surrounding the archaeological 
	site need maintenance and preservation work. The main aims of the 
	next Calpe campus are the cleaning and tidying up of the site for 
	its future restoration and valorisation. Your help in this task 
	can be invaluable, and we wish you an agreeable stay in this 
	emblematic Mediterranean town.
	The work will be carried out in small groups which will shift 
	place and type of work, so that all participants will be able to 
	work in all places and share the work to be carried out.
	Work will take place from Monday to Friday, 4-5 hours a day, 
	usually in the mornings.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Excursions and visits
	Workshops and training and leisure activities, etc.
	Evening activities, group dynamics, sports activities, games,
	These activities will be coordinated by a team of entertainment 
	professionals, under the responsibility of the Institut Valenciа 
	de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], who will live 
	together and participate at the Workcamp. Their work methodology 
	will be based on participation, autonomy and responsibility.
	The entertainment team will propose a series of entertainment 
	activities for the group to carry out in their leisure time, 
	adapted to the characteristics of the surrounding area and of the 
	participants. Following these specific suggestions, as well as 
	others from the volunteers, and in order to complement the 
	volunteers’ work, a calendar of cultural and leisure activities 
	will be prepared, which will be carried out in the afternoons and 
	over the weekends.
	
	COMMITMENTS AND INTERNAL REGULATIONS OF THE WORKCAMP.- 
	You must work unselfishly according to the work planning of the 
	workcamp, five days a week.
	You must cooperate to carry out all the entertainment activities 
	programmed, and participate in the said activities.
	You must contribute to the general organization of the camp, in 
	its regular tasks: cleaning, cooking, administration, etc. 
	You must respect the different beliefs, ideologies and opinions 
	of all participants in the workcamp.
	You must stay in the Workcamp from beginning to end of the 
	programme. You must respect the internal regulations of the 
	Workcamp, to wit: accept the indications of those responsible for 
	the activities, respect the timetables in general, and avoid 
	using private vehicles while being at the Workcamp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Accommodation and meals for the group will 
	be provided at the State School ґAzorнnґ, Partida de Gargasindi, 
	s/n, in Calpe.
	The Centre has all the necessary facilities, such as kitchen, 
	dining hall, bunk beds, hot-water showers, leisure areas, etc. 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Food is prepared on site, by professional cooks.
	
	LOCATION.- Calpe is a city full of history. Its privileged 
	geographical situation and its warm climate have made it possible 
	that numerous civilizations have settled in the town of the Rock 
	of Ifach since times immemorial.
	63 kilometres away from Alicante, and under the attentive gaze of 
	the highest cliff on the Mediterranean, the Peсуn de Ifach, Calpe 
	has grown on both sides of the Great Rock, with finely sandy 
	beaches and transparent waters. Its fishing port is full of 
	vitality, where the sea products are received daily.
	One of the most popular visits is to the Peсуn de Ifach Natural 
	Park; you can also walk along the sea front promenades; or 
	discover the archaeological remains of the Roman villa and the 
	Baсos de la Reina Roman baths; or admire architect Ricardo 
	Bofill’s buildings and the spectacular landscapes you can see 
	from La Manzanera and the Morro de Toix; or you can go trekking 
	on the Oltа mountains. From Calpe, you can also go on excursions 
	to other places of tourist interest on and off the coast.
	Calpe offers a wide range of leisure and free time activities. 
	Its cultural programme includes art exhibitions, theatre 
	performances, concerts, films, etc.
	Those interested can visit the antique and second-hand market, 
	which is celebrated every Wednesday on the avenida del Paнs 
	Valenciа; and the large street market celebrated every Saturday 
	and where you can buy fresh fruits and vegetables, among many 
	other products.
	
	MEETING POINT.- On the first day of the workcamp at State School 
	ґAzorнnґ - Partida de Gargasindi, s/n - CALPE
	    
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road. You can use the AP-7 motorway, exits 63 and 64, or the 
	N-332 Valencia-Alicante road.
	
	By train. Trenet de la Marina, a narrow-gauge train which goes 
	along the coast from Alicante to Dйnia and calls at Calpe 
	station.
	
	The closest airport is El Altet airport (Alicante), 60 kilometres 
	away from Calpe. Manises airport (Valencia) is 125 kilometres 
	away.
	
	Calpe has a regular bus service to other towns in Alicante, and 
	to Valencia, Madrid and Barcelona.
	
	From Alicante: 
	Bus station - Tel. 965 13 07 00    
	Generalitat Valenciana Railways station - Tel. 965 26 27 31
	www.fgv.es
	
	From Valencia:    
	ALSA bus company - Tel.:963 49 72 22 - www.alsa.es
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work and sports clothes and 
	footwear, work gloves, a hat or cap, swimming clothes, sun 
	protection cream, toiletries (including a towel), international 
	sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	INSTITUTIONS COLLABORATING.- This Workcamp is organized by the 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], 
	of the Generalitat Valenciana [Valencian Government], and the 
	Ayuntamiento de Calpe [Calpe Town Council].
	
	CONTACT US.- 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization]
	Hospital street, 11 - 46001 Valencia - Tel.963 98 59 08 /
	96 398 59 01    

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	E-mail: campstreball_ivaj@gva.es
	
	Calpe Town Council    965 83 36 00    
	www.aytocalpe.org
	
	Casa de la Cultura de Calp
	(municipal cultural services) - Tel. 965 83 91 23
	    
	Punt Jove de Calp
	(municipal youth services) - Tel. 965 83 97 83
	
	FOR  MORE INFORMATION.- 
	Webpage: 
	www.ivaj.es/ivaj/opencms/IVAJ/va/tiempo/actividades/camps/
	Information IVAJ [Valencian Youth Organization] - tel. 96 398 59 
	70
	e-mail address:  campstreball_ivaj@gva.es
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIVA021	 ENVI	14.07.2008	28.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIVA021  Year: 2008 
	Name:  PARAJE NATURAL DE TORRETES 
	Location:  Ibi 
	Address:  Public School ґTeixeretaґ - IBI 
	Project:  ENVI - Environmental 
	Initial Date:  14-07-2008  Final Date: 28-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Valencia. Province of Alicante.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- The work will consist in:
	Recuperating traditions like threshing and cereal picking.
	Cultivation of aromatic plants.
	Improving strips of land, repairing stairs, signposting and 
	roads.
	Creating the seedbed of the Biological Station: seed picking and 
	cataloging.
	Elaborating the Biological Station herbarium.
	Cleaning and conditioning the vegetation and trees.
	Restoring and improving the amphibians’ habitats.
	
	The work will be carried out in small groups which will shift 
	place and type of work, so that all participants will be able to 
	work in all places and share the work to be carried out.
	Work will take place from Monday to Friday, 4-5 hours a day, 
	usually in the mornings.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Excursions and visits
	Workshops and training and leisure activities, etc.
	Evening activities, group dynamics, sports activities, games.
	
	These activities will be coordinated by a team of entertainment 
	professionals, under the responsibility of the Institut Valenciа 
	de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], who will live 
	together and participate at the Workcamp. Their work methodology 
	will be based on participation, autonomy and responsibility.
	The entertainment team will propose a series of entertainment 
	activities for the group to carry out in their leisure time, 
	adapted to the characteristics of the surrounding area and of the 
	participants. Following these specific suggestions, as well as 
	others from the volunteers, and in order to complement the 
	volunteers’ work, a calendar of cultural and leisure activities 
	will be prepared, which will be carried out in the afternoons and 
	over the weekends.
	
	COMMITMENTS AND INTERNAL REGULATIONS OF THE WORKCAMP.- 
	You must work unselfishly according to the work planning of the 
	workcamp, five days a week.
	You must cooperate to carry out all the entertainment activities 
	programmed, and participate in the said activities.
	You must contribute to the general organization of the camp, in 
	its regular tasks: cleaning, cooking, administration, etc. 
	You must respect the different beliefs, ideologies and opinions 
	of all participants in the workcamp.
	You must stay in the Workcamp from beginning to end of the 
	programme. 
	You must respect the internal regulations of the Workcamp, to 
	wit: accept the indications of those responsible for the 
	activities, respect the timetables in general, and avoid using 
	private vehicles while being at the Workcamp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Accommodation and meals for the group will 
	be provided at the State School ґTeixeretaґ, Maestro Chapн 
	street, 11, in Ibi.
	The Centre has all the necessary facilities, such as kitchen, 
	dinning hall, bunk beds, hot-water showers, leisure areas, etc. 
	Food is prepared on-site, by professional cooks.
	

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	LOCATION.- The town of Ibi is some 30 kilometres away from 
	Alicante. It is situated in the north of the province of Alicante 
	and is surrounded by mountains.
	The town of Ibi is famous for its diligence and initiative in the 
	toy industry; it houses the Valencian Toy Museum and the 
	Technological Institute for Toys, a unique institution in Spain. 
	There we can also find picturesque spots such as the recreational 
	area of San Pascual and the Los Molinos ravine.
	Ibi’s surroundings reflect both their beauty and the typical 
	ecosystems of the province of Alicante, which give us the 
	opportunity to embark on ecological tours, practising trekking.
	If you walk its streets, you will discover different 
	architectural styles and the unmistakable taste of Mediterranean 
	towns. You will discover the most picturesque shops, where you 
	can experience new sensations for your palate.
	Ibi is a town where traditions, culture and sport take 
	precedence, with countess festive, cultural and sports 
	activities. The fiestas in Ibi deserve special attention, as they 
	are celebrated all year long with a series of celebrations which 
	you will only be able to experience in this town.
	Ibi is a sure bet for those visitors who like to see the 
	Mediterranean coast in a different light: a look at the inland 
	area.
	The workcamp is on the edge of the Font Roja Natural Park, and 
	borders on the South with the San Pascual area, in the foothills 
	of the Sierra de los Barracones.
	
	MEETING POINT.- On the first day of the workcamp at: Ibi Town 
	Council - Les Eres street, 48
	    
	State School ґTeixeretaґ - Maestro Chapн street, 11
	IBI    
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road. You can use the N-330 road to Madrid, Villena exit, or 
	the Sax motorway, which links up with the A-36 Alicante-Ibi-Alcoy 
	motorway.
	From Valencia, you can arrive at Ibi on the N-340 road, via 
	Alcoy.
	The closest train stations are those in Villena, Alcoy or 
	Alicante.
	The closest airport is El Altet (Alicante) airport.
	There is daily bus connection in this area off-coast.
	
	From Alicante, with La Alcoiana bus company - Tel  965 13 01 04
	From Valencia, with Travicoi bus company - Tel.:963 49 14 25
	Renfe train station - Tel 902 24 02 02 - www.renfe.es
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN: English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work and sports clothes and 
	footwear, work gloves, a hat or cap, swimming clothes, sun 
	protection cream, toiletries (including a towel), international 
	sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	INSTITUTIONS COLLABORATING.- This Workcamp is organized by the 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], 
	of the Generalitat Valenciana [Valencian Government], and the 
	Ayuntamiento de Ibi [Ibi Town Council].
	
	CONTACT US.- 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization]
	Hospital street, 11 - 46001 Valencia - Tel. 963 98 59 08 /
	96 398 59 04    
	E-mail: campstreball_ivaj@gva.es
	
	Ibi Town Hall
	Бrea Medio Ambiente
	Les Eres street, 48
	03440 IBI    

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Tel. 965 55 24 50 / 965 55 28 04    
	E-mail: medioambiente@ibi.es
	
	FOR  MORE INFORMATION.- 
	Webpage 
	www.ivaj.es/ivaj/opencms/IVAJ/va/tiempo/actividades/camps/
	
	Information IVAJ [Valencian Youth Organization] - tel. 96 398 59 
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIVA031	ARCH	16.07.2008	30.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIVA031  Year: 2008 
	Name:  SERRA DґIRTA 
	Location:  Alcoceber 
	Address:  Youth camp ґJaume Iґ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  16-07-2008  Final Date: 30-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Valencia. Province of Castellуn.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Volunteers will be active members of a 
	global project to disseminate information on the historical and 
	artistic heritage of the area, with an emphasis on the knowledge 
	of the Castle and its history. To this end, and in parallel with 
	the field tasks (weeding and cleaning the archaeological site), 
	activities related to the site or its surroundings will be 
	carried out: guided tours of the Castle, introduction to its 
	history, and workshops on field archaeology, such as technical 
	drawing, as well as cleaning and classifying ceramic materials.
	This project will be complemented with a series of guided tours 
	of the surrounding areas, in which young people will get to know 
	the main attractions of Alcalб de Xivert (the Church, the church 
	museum and bell tower, excursions to the Serra d’Irta).
	The work to be carried out this summer will consist of assistance 
	in the ongoing archaeological excavations, especially connected 
	with the cleaning and classification of the archaeological 
	findings from the higher areas of the Castle. Besides, work will 
	be devoted to the cleaning and removing of waste land, and to the 
	clearing of bushes in certain surrounding areas (the area for 
	soldiers’ duty and some sectors of the Morisco villa).
	In order to carry out this project, the necessary tools will be 
	available (picks, spades, hoes, etc.), as well as a machine to 
	take the earth and the waste materials to the local dump.
	
	The work will be carried out in small groups which will shift 
	place and type of work, so that all participants will be able to 
	work in all places and share the work to be carried out.
	
	Work will take place from Monday to Friday, 4-5 hours a day, 
	usually in the mornings.
	-
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- Excursions and visits
	Workshops and training and leisure activities, etc.
	Evening activities, group dynamics, sports activities, games,
	These activities will be coordinated by a team of entertainment 
	professionals, under the responsibility of the Institut Valenciа 
	de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], who will live 
	together and participate at the Workcamp. Their work methodology 
	will be based on participation, autonomy and responsibility.
	The entertainment team will propose a series of entertainment 
	activities for the group to carry out in their leisure time, 
	adapted to the characteristics of the surrounding area and of the 
	participants. Following these specific suggestions, as well as 
	others from the volunteers, and in order to complement the 
	volunteers’ work, a calendar of cultural and leisure activities 
	will be prepared, which will be carried out in the afternoons and 
	over the weekends.
	
	COMMITMENTS AND INTERNAL REGULATIONS OF THE WORKCAMP.- 
	You must work unselfishly according to the work planning of the 
	workcamp, five days a week.
	You must cooperate to carry out all the entertainment activities 
	programmed, and participate in the said activities.
	You must contribute to the general organization of the camp, in 
	its regular tasks: cleaning, cooking, administration, etc. 
	You must respect the different beliefs, ideologies and opinions 
	of all participants in the workcamp.
	You must stay in the Workcamp from beginning to end of the 
	programme. You must respect the internal regulations of the 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Workcamp, to wit: accept the indications of those responsible for 
	the activities, respect the timetables in general, and avoid 
	using private vehicles while being at the Workcamp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Accommodation and meals for the group will 
	be provided at the Campamento Juvenil Jaume I, Partida del 
	Pinaret, s/n, in Alcossebre.
	The Centre has all the necessary facilities, such as kitchen, 
	dining hall, bunk beds, hot-water showers, leisure areas, etc. 
	Food is prepared on-site, by professional cooks.
	
	LOCATION.- Alcalб de Xivert is situated in the NE of the province 
	of Castellуn, 51 kilometres away from Castellуn de la Plana. One 
	of its most conspicuous features is the proximity between sea and 
	mountain, and among its main attractions we can mention its high 
	bell tower, in the town centre, and the Las Fuentes area, on the 
	coastal line. The surrounding mountains offer a superb view of 
	the 10-kilometre stretch of beaches and coves, against the 
	incomparable background of the Serra d’Irta natural environment. 
	It is a rich landscape which offers unending contrasts.
	Alcossebre has its origins in a small medieval nucleus of Arab 
	origin, which was later on populated by fishermen, and which is 
	now part of Alcalб de Xivert. Alcossebre belongs to the El Baix 
	Maestrat region, where we can find towns like Benicarlу, 
	Peснscola or Vinarтs, as well as Cabanes, Oropesa, the walled 
	city of Morella, or visit the cave paintings in La Valltorta, 
	which was declared Humankind’s Heritage by UNESCO.
	
	MEETING POINT.- On the first day of the workcamp at:
	Campamento Juvenil Jaume I - Partida del Pinaret, s/n, -
	ALCOSSEBRE     
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road. You can use the AP-7 motorway, exits 43 and 44, or the 
	N-340 road. Once you are within the town limits, the CV-142 road 
	links Alcalа with Alcossebre.
	Alcalа has a train station on the Barcelona-Valencia railway 
	line.
	The Manises Airport (Valencia) is some 100 kilometres away from 
	Alcalа de Xivert.
	There is bus service from Alcalа de Xivert to other coastline 
	towns, and to other international destinations. Besides, there is 
	daily bus connection between Alcalа de Xivert and Alcossebre.
	
	From Castellуn:Mediterrбneo bus company - Tel 964 22 00 54    
	From Valencia:
	Bus station - Tel. 96 346 62 66    
	RENFE train station    902 24 02 02 - www.renfe.es
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work and sports clothes and 
	footwear, work gloves, a hat or cap, swimming clothes,
	sun protection cream, toiletries (including a towel), 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	INSTITUTIONS COLLABORATING.- This Workcamp is organized by the 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], 
	of the Generalitat Valenciana [Valencian Government], and the 
	Ayuntamiento de Alcalа de Xivert [Alcalа de Xivert Town Council].
	
	CONTACT US.- 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization] - 
	Hospital street, 11 - 46001 Valencia - Tel. 963 98 59 08 / 96 398 
	59 04    
	E-mail: campstreball_ivaj@gva.es
	
	Alcalб de Xivert Town Council - Purнsima street, 23 - 12570 
	ALCALА DE XIVERT - ALCOSSEBRE - Tel. 964 41 03 01    
	www.alcaladexivert.es

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	
	FOR MORE INFORMATION.- 
	Webpage: 
	www.ivaj.es/ivaj/opencms/IVAJ/va/tiempo/actividades/camps/
	
	Information IVAJ [Valencian Youth Organization] - Tel. 96 398 59 
	70
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIVA032	ARCH	01.08.2008	15.08.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIVA032  Year: 2008 
	Name:  SERRA DґIRTA II 
	Location:  Alcoceber 
	Address:  Youth camp ґJaume Iґ 
	Project:  ARCH - Archaeology 
	Initial Date:  01-08-2008  Final Date: 15-08-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 12 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Valencia. Province of Castellуn.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- Volunteers will be active members of a 
	global project to disseminate information on the historical and 
	artistic heritage of the area, with an emphasis on the knowledge 
	of the Castle and its history. To this end, and in parallel with 
	the field tasks (weeding and cleaning the archaeological site), 
	activities related to the site or its surroundings will be 
	carried out: guided tours of the Castle, introduction to its 
	history, and workshops on field archaeology, such as technical 
	drawing, as well as cleaning and classifying ceramic materials.
	This project will be complemented with a series of guided tours 
	of the surrounding areas, in which young people will get to know 
	the main attractions of Alcalб de Xivert (the Church, the church 
	museum and bell tower, excursions to the Serra d’Irta).
	The work to be carried out this summer will consist of assistance 
	in the ongoing archaeological excavations, especially connected 
	with the cleaning and classification of the archaeological 
	findings from the higher areas of the Castle. Besides, work will 
	be devoted to the cleaning and removing of waste land, and to the 
	clearing of bushes in certain surrounding areas (the area for 
	soldiers’ duty and some sectors of the Morisco villa).
	In order to carry out this project, the necessary tools will be 
	available (picks, spades, hoes, etc.), as well as a machine to 
	take the earth and the waste materials to the local dump.
	
	The work will be carried out in small groups which will shift 
	place and type of work, so that all participants will be able to 
	work in all places and share the work to be carried out.
	
	Work will take place from Monday to Friday, 4-5 hours a day, 
	usually in the mornings.
	-
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- Excursions and visits
	Workshops and training and leisure activities, etc.
	Evening activities, group dynamics, sports activities, games,
	These activities will be coordinated by a team of entertainment 
	professionals, under the responsibility of the Institut Valenciа 
	de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], who will live 
	together and participate at the Workcamp. Their work methodology 
	will be based on participation, autonomy and responsibility.
	The entertainment team will propose a series of entertainment 
	activities for the group to carry out in their leisure time, 
	adapted to the characteristics of the surrounding area and of the 
	participants. Following these specific suggestions, as well as 
	others from the volunteers, and in order to complement the 
	volunteers’ work, a calendar of cultural and leisure activities 
	will be prepared, which will be carried out in the afternoons and 
	over the weekends.
	
	COMMITMENTS AND INTERNAL REGULATIONS OF THE WORKCAMP.- 
	You must work unselfishly according to the work planning of the 
	workcamp, five days a week.
	You must cooperate to carry out all the entertainment activities 
	programmed, and participate in the said activities.
	You must contribute to the general organization of the camp, in 
	its regular tasks: cleaning, cooking, administration, etc. 
	You must respect the different beliefs, ideologies and opinions 
	of all participants in the workcamp.
	You must stay in the Workcamp from beginning to end of the 
	programme. You must respect the internal regulations of the 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Workcamp, to wit: accept the indications of those responsible for 
	the activities, respect the timetables in general, and avoid 
	using private vehicles while being at the Workcamp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Accommodation and meals for the group will 
	be provided at the Campamento Juvenil Jaume I, Partida del 
	Pinaret, s/n, in Alcossebre.
	The Centre has all the necessary facilities, such as kitchen, 
	dining hall, bunk beds, hot-water showers, leisure areas, etc. 
	Food is prepared on-site, by professional cooks.
	
	LOCATION.- Alcalб de Xivert is situated in the NE of the province 
	of Castellуn, 51 kilometres away from Castellуn de la Plana. One 
	of its most conspicuous features is the proximity between sea and 
	mountain, and among its main attractions we can mention its high 
	bell tower, in the town centre, and the Las Fuentes area, on the 
	coastal line. The surrounding mountains offer a superb view of 
	the 10-kilometre stretch of beaches and coves, against the 
	incomparable background of the Serra d’Irta natural environment. 
	It is a rich landscape which offers unending contrasts.
	Alcossebre has its origins in a small medieval nucleus of Arab 
	origin, which was later on populated by fishermen, and which is 
	now part of Alcalб de Xivert. Alcossebre belongs to the El Baix 
	Maestrat region, where we can find towns like Benicarlу, 
	Peснscola or Vinarтs, as well as Cabanes, Oropesa, the walled 
	city of Morella, or visit the cave paintings in La Valltorta, 
	which was declared Humankind’s Heritage by UNESCO.
	
	MEETING POINT.- On the first day of the workcamp at:
	Campamento Juvenil Jaume I - Partida del Pinaret, s/n, -
	ALCOSSEBRE     
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	By road. You can use the AP-7 motorway, exits 43 and 44, or the 
	N-340 road. Once you are within the town limits, the CV-142 road 
	links Alcalа with Alcossebre.
	Alcalа has a train station on the Barcelona-Valencia railway 
	line.
	The Manises Airport (Valencia) is some 100 kilometres away from 
	Alcalа de Xivert.
	There is bus service from Alcalа de Xivert to other coastline 
	towns, and to other international destinations. Besides, there is 
	daily bus connection between Alcalа de Xivert and Alcossebre.
	
	From Castellуn:Mediterrбneo bus company - Tel 964 22 00 54    
	From Valencia:
	Bus station - Tel. 96 346 62 66    
	RENFE train station    902 24 02 02 - www.renfe.es
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- Sleeping bag, work and sports clothes and 
	footwear, work gloves, a hat or cap, swimming clothes,
	sun protection cream, toiletries (including a towel), 
	international sanitary card for the EU volunteers.
	
	INSTITUTIONS COLLABORATING.- This Workcamp is organized by the 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], 
	of the Generalitat Valenciana [Valencian Government], and the 
	Ayuntamiento de Alcalа de Xivert [Alcalа de Xivert Town Council].
	
	CONTACT US.- 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization] - 
	Hospital street, 11 - 46001 Valencia - Tel. 963 98 59 08 / 96 398 
	59 04    
	E-mail: campstreball_ivaj@gva.es
	
	Alcalб de Xivert Town Council - Purнsima street, 23 - 12570 
	ALCALА DE XIVERT - ALCOSSEBRE - Tel. 964 41 03 01    
	www.alcaladexivert.es

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	
	FOR MORE INFORMATION.- 
	Webpage: 
	www.ivaj.es/ivaj/opencms/IVAJ/va/tiempo/actividades/camps/
	
	Information IVAJ [Valencian Youth Organization] - Tel. 96 398 59 
	70
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Spain	SVIVA041	SOCI	10.07.2008	25.07.2008	18-26
	description
	Code:  SVIVA041  Year: 2008 
	Name:  TROBADA INTERGENERACIONAL (HIGH LEVEL OF SPANISH) 
	Location:  Alicante / Alacant 
	Project:  SOCI - Social project 
	Initial Date:  10-07-2008  Final Date: 25-07-2008 
	Min Age:  18  Max Age: 26  Places: 10 
	  Description of Workcamp:
	
	REGION.- Region of Valencia. Province of Alicante.
	
	DESCRIPTION OF WORK.- The aim of this activity is to favour the 
	inter-generational ties and the exchange of experiences between 
	young and old people, thus producing rewarding experiences 
	through exclusively festive activities.
	The work will be carried out in the ґResidencia de la 3Є Edadґ 
	(residential home for the elderly) La Florida, a socio-sanitary 
	centre devoted to the integral care for the elderly.
	The volunteers will participate, from Mondays to Fridays in the 
	morning, in the different activities organised at the Centre. 
	Their participation will stimulate interpersonal relationships, 
	affections and dialogue through a series of group activities 
	aimed at favouring socialization and at avoiding isolation of the 
	elderly.
	Carrying out joint activities of a festive character (parties, 
	workshops, excursions…) has a positive impact on the 
	relationships between residents and volunteers. These activities 
	will be carried out both indoors and outdoors.
	
	Indoor activities: they foster stimulation, conversation groups, 
	parties, table games, petanque, skittles, etc.
	Outdoor activities: two visits to the city (one cultural, one to 
	the beach) and walks around the area where the Centre is located.
	Given the circumstances of old people, this programme will be a 
	flexible one.
	Under no circumstance will medical asssitance actitivities be 
	carried out.
	In this workcamp, due to the characteristics of the work. 
	
	PARTICIPANTS PROFILE.- 
	Participants must possess a high level of Spanish. 
	Participants must send a motivation letter in Spanish.
	
	COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES.- 
	Excursions and visits
	Workshops and training and leisure activities, etc.
	Evening activities, group dynamics, sports activities, games,
	
	These activities will be coordinated by a team of entertainment 
	professionals, under the responsibility of the Institut Valenciа 
	de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], who will live 
	together and participate at the Workcamp. Their work methodology 
	will be based on participation, autonomy and responsibility.
	The entertainment team will propose a series of entertainment 
	activities for the group to carry out in their leisure time, 
	adapted to the characteristics of the surrounding area and of the 
	participants. Following these specific suggestions, as well as 
	others from the volunteers, and in order to complement the 
	volunteers’ work, a calendar of cultural and leisure activities 
	will be prepared, which will be carried out in the afternoons and 
	over the weekends.
	
	COMMITMENTS AND INTERNAL REGULATIONS OF THE WORKCAMP.-
	You must work unselfishly according to the work planning of the 
	workcamp, five days a week.
	You must cooperate to carry out all the entertainment activities 
	programmed, and participate in the said activities.
	You must contribute to the general organization of the camp, in 
	its regular tasks: cleaning, cooking, administration, etc. 
	You must respect the different beliefs, ideologies and opinions 
	of all participants in the workcamp.

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	You must stay in the Workcamp from beginning to end of the 
	programme. You must respect the internal regulations of the 
	Workcamp, to wit: accept the indications of those responsible for 
	the activities, respect the timetables in general, and avoid 
	using private vehicles while being at the Workcamp.
	
	ACCOMMODATION/FOOD.- Accommodation and meals for the group will 
	be provided at the Albergue-Residencia La Florida, on Avda. 
	Orihuela nъm. 59, in ALICANTE.
	    
	LOCATION.- Any means of transport is suitable to visit the 
	renowned “City of Light”. With more than 3,000 years of history, 
	which are visible in the remains left by different civilisations, 
	the capital city of the Costa Blanca offers the most varied 
	landscapes and the most enviable contrasts. A city with an 
	intense cultural life, with parks and gardens, night-life and 
	business centres.
	The coastline of the Alicante bay goes from the Cape of Santa 
	Pola to the Cape of Les Hortes. After an area filled with cliffs, 
	we can find La Albufereta beach and Les Llomes del Camp area, 
	with long sandy beaches (San Juan and Muchavista).
	Located right on the sea-front, Alicante has a harbour and a 
	magnificent promenade, as well as a variety of places of 
	interest, such as the Santa Bбrbara castle, the cathedral church 
	of Sant Nicolau de Bari, Santa Pola, the island of Tabarca, the 
	saltworks area and the natural reserve of La Laguna de la Mata, 
	among others.
	
	MEETING POINT.- On the first day of the workcamp at: 
	Albergue-Residencia La Florida - Avenida Orihuela, 59 - ALICANTE.
	
	TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS.- 
	You can arrive in Alicante following the A-7 motorway and the 340 
	and 330 roads. Also you can arrive at the train station and the 
	airport, which is situated 10 kilometres away from the city 
	centre.
	
	Renfe train station: Tel. 902 24 02 02 - www.renfe.es
	Bus station: Tel. 965 13 07 00    
	Airport: Tel. 966 91 90 00    
	Railways of the Generalitat Valenciana: Tel. 965 26 27 31 - 
	www.fgv.es
	
	LANGUAGES SPOKEN.- English and high level of spanish.
	
	THINGS TO BRING.- iComfortable clothes and footwear, a hat or a 
	cap, swimming clothes, sun protection cream, toiletries 
	(including a towel), nternational sanitary card for the EU 
	volunteers.
	
	INSTITUTIONS COLLABORATING.- This Workcamp is organized by the 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization], 
	of the Generalitat Valenciana [Valencian Government], together 
	with the Residencia de la Tercera Edad La Florida, of the 
	Conselleria de Bienestar Social [Department of Social Welfare] 
	and the Ayuntamiento de Alicante [Alicante Town Council].
	
	CONTACT US.- 
	Institut Valenciа de la Joventut [Valencian Youth Organization] - 
	Hospital street, 11 - 46001 Valencia - Tel. 963 98 59 08 / 96 398 
	59 04    
	E-mail: campstreball_ivaj@gva.es
	
	La Florida youth residence  - Avenida Orihuela, 59 - 03007- 
	Alicante - Tel. 965 11 30 44
	    
	Residencia de tercera edad La Florida - Tomбs Aznar Domйnech 
	street, 43 - 03007 Alicante - Tel. 965 10 70 83    
	
	FOR MORE INFORMATION.- 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Webpage: 
	www.ivaj.es/ivaj/opencms/IVAJ/va/tiempo/actividades/camps/
	
	Information IVAJ [Valencian Youth Organization] - Tel. 96 398 59 
	70
_________________________________________________________________________
	Межрегиональное молодежное общественное 
	движение поддержки добровольческих инициатив 
	«СФЕРА»
	
	Адрес: 603000, г. Н.Новгород, ул. Большая Покровская, д. 60, оф. 41/1
	Контактные телефоны: (831) 278-96-05, 278-07-56, 410-57-10
	Факс: (831) 278-07-56
	e-mail: out@dobrovolets.ru
	web: www.dobrovolets.ru

